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Transcolonial Listeners: Dissonances in Cuban and Philippine
Literature
Paula Chungsun Park, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2014

Supervisor: César A. Salgado

This dissertation compares the origins of an aesthetics of dissonance in twentieth
century Cuban and Philippine literature. To do so, it examines Cuban authors Alejo
Carpentier, Severo Sarduy, and Filipino writers Jesús Balmori and José García Villa, as
critical “transcolonial listeners.” I argue that their elective affinity to radio productions,
music and sound effects in texts produced by people subject to colonization or
coloniality, helped them refashion their imperial heritage. I first analyze Balmori’s early
career as a Romantic poet and novelist, and proceed with a close reading of his war novel
Los pájaros de fuego, which reveals the strong disharmonies of Philippines’ relationship
with Europe, the US and Japan, during the Second World War. Then, I examine
Carpentier’s interest and consequent disappointment with radio production, his interest in
Richard Wagner and his novel Los pasos perdidos. I demonstrate that despite Europe’s
decline in the wake of the Second World War, Carpentier’s fascination with European
musical forms, especially atonality, persisted. The second half of the dissertation focuses
on the avant-garde tendencies of exile writers Villa and Sarduy. Revealing that Villa
remained a “heritage listener” of Spanish, I prove that before publishing his experimental
writings in English in the US, Villa avidly read and translated Hispanic poets. Finally, I
vii

analyze Sarduy’s early poetry and radioplays, written inspired by travels to Asia,
America and Western Europe in the late sixties and early seventies. While Villa, away
from the Philippines, realized that Latinidad was compatible to Filipino identity, Sarduy
compensated the loss of his Cuba by attentively listening to the music and sounds
produced (or reproduced and replayed) in the locations he traveled to, such as African
American jazz. Expanding Mary Louise Pratt’s understanding of transculturation, this
dissertation proposes that even though these writers inherited “imperial eyes,” their
hearing remained transcolonial.
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Introduction: Echoes of an Intercolonial Alliance
“Escribir oyendo o de oído es más
importante que haber aprendido las reglas de
la sintaxis.”
(Severo Sarduy qtd. by Sánchez-Ortiz)
In his autobiographical novel America is in the Heart (1943), Filipino writer and
migrant labor activist Carlos Bulosan often describes the feeling of isolation living in the
US. Upon arriving in Los Angeles, he feels renewed hope as he detects “the soft staccato
of home” coming from fellow Filipinos. He tries to communicate with them in two
Philippine regional languages, Ilocano and Pangasinan, yet due to the multilingual reality
of the Philippines, they cannot understand each other.1 When reaching the Mexican
district, however, he realizes: “The sound of Spanish made me feel at home” (127).
Bulosan does not speak Spanish, yet the sounds of the language of the previous colonizer
in the Philippines enable him to experience a fleeting sense of solidarity. Along these
lines, this dissertation examines how four Filipino or Cuban authors refashioned their
imperial heritage and felt a strange familiarity when “listening” to sounds or sound
effects in texts produced by people with comparable colonial histories.
The authors to be analyzed are Filipino Jesús Balmori (1886-1948), who
continued writing in Spanish throughout the American period, Filipino poet and short
story writer José García Villa (1908-1997), who lived most of his life in the US and is
often considered to be the founder of Philippine literature in English, prolific Cuban
1

There are over 150 regional languages and dialects spoken in the Philippines, among which the ones
recognized by the government include: Tagalog, Cebuano, Ilokano, Waray-Waray, Bikol, Hiligaynon,
Kapampangan, Chavacano, Tausug, Maranao, Maguindanao and Pangasinan. The official languages are
Filipino and English.
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novelist, musicologist and diplomat Alejo Carpentier (1904-1980), and Cuban writer and
artist Severo Sarduy (1937-1993), who lived most of his life in exile, in France. Yet
unlike Bulosan, who endured the conditions of farm labor, these four authors were highly
educated and members of privileged Westernized classes: they listened to classical music,
attended prestigious universities and museums or participated in exclusive literary
debates.2 In addition, many critics have at some point described their writings or attitudes
as neo-imperial, neo-colonial or simply “elitist.”3
Carpentier and Sarduy have often been critiqued for their allegedly Euro-centric
points of view. Carpentier’s writings make abundant allusions to Western music,
literature and philosophy, and as a result his texts can often be impenetrable for the
general reader. Moreover, fellow Cuban authors often questioned his Cubanness; for
instance when he spoke Spanish he had a “French” accent, and after his death it was
discovered that he was born in Switzerland, not in Cuba.4 Similarly, Sarduy is criticized
for having lived most of his life in Paris alongside members of the Tel Quel group, as
well as for his somewhat arcane interest in cosmology and abstract expressionism.
Referring to Sarduy’s numerous allusions to science and philosophy, critic Peter Earle
calls Sarduy “possibly the most elitist writer of the Caribbean” (273). Balmori, on the

2

Originally from a rural village in the province of Pangasinan, Bulosan migrated to the US in 1930, where
he worked as a dishwasher and farm worker for years. As put by critic Epifanio San Juan Jr., he was an
“organic intellectual of the masses” (On Becoming 6).
3
Charges of various forms of elitism against writers are common from the second half of the twentieth
century on. For example, critics tended to emphasize the dilettante lifestyle of Spanish American
modernista writers. Yet, as Naomi Lindstrom puts is, the “attribute of elitism is too quickly assigned to
modernism […] For all its aloof image, modernist writing has included social protest and borrowings from
folk culture” (17).
4
The questioning of Carpentier’s Cubanness will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
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other hand, was part of an intellectual minority in the Philippines; he was educated in
Spanish and refused to learn English. Critic Adam Lifshey offers the following
explanation: “Balmori is very much an elitist but he prefers the traditional aristocracy of
Spanish-era descent rather than the modern parvenus who have ascended during the
United States occupation” (“America is” 8). Finally, literary scholar Timothy Yu justifies
Villa’s incorporation into the ever increasing canon of Asian American literature, since
Villa lived most of his life in the US. But in doing so, Yu observes: “Villa’s elitist
aestheticism and his troubled alliances with imperialism, cultural and otherwise, make
him a disturbing figurehead for a new transnational Asian American studies”
(“Asian/American Modernism” 345). In short, even though these four writer may come
across as “elitist,” this dissertation argues that in their work they express that they did not
hurriedly accept the US or Euro-centric discourses in which they were situated. In fact, in
their writings they continuously reflect about their “transcolonial” heritage. Thus,
although they never met each other, I argue for a connection between them on the
grounds that they all interrogated and renegotiated the imperial legacies in Cuba and the
Philippines.
Often used as an adjective (e. g. “transcolonial collaboration” or “transcolonial
solidarity”), etymologically transcoloniality refers to relationships formed beyond a
single colony.5 For me, however, transcoloniality extends to the post-colonial period.

5

In The Fear of French Negroes: Transcolonial Collaborations in the Revolutionary Americas (2012) Sara
E. Johnson analyzes how people of African descent responded to the Haitian Revolution (1791-1845) and
thus for her, transcoloniality refers to the “inventiveness and viability of intercolonial contact zones” and
the “cooperation between subjects of different empires” (3-4). I derive the term from a graduate seminar
offered by César A. Salgado in 2010 called “Transcolonial Joyce,” which examined the reception,
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After 1898, Cuba and the Philippines continued to be targets of another imperial project,
that of the US power. Instead of referring to “colonization,” the oppressive institution
enforced by an empire, trans-coloniality takes Aníbal Quijano’s definition of
“coloniality,” a state of epistemic authority and sustained power asymmetries: “the
transhistoric expansion of colonial domination and the perpetuation of its effects in
contemporary times” (Moraña, Dussel and Alonso, 2). Moreover, my understanding of
transcoloniality is informed by Enrique Dussel’s concept of “transmodernity.”
According to Dussel, in the 1950s Latin American intellectuals saw themselves no longer
as “Europeans” and sought to reconstruct the historical identity of Latin America by
engaging with intellectuals from Africa and Asia.6 Transmodernity, Dussel affirms,
“points towards all of those aspects that are situated ‘beyond’ (and also ‘prior to’) the
structures valorized by modern European/North American culture, and which are present
in the great non-European cultures and have begun to move towards a pluriversal utopia”
(43).7 While acknowledging some of the tenets of transmodernity—especially the notion

translations and influence of Joyce in Spain, Latin America and India. In the prologue to TransLatin Joyce:
Global Transmissions in Ibero-American Literature (2014), edited by Salgado, Brian L. Price and John
Pedro Schwartz, Salgado uses the term “transLatin” to convey the transcolonial, South-to-South
dissemination of Joyce in the Ibero-American world: “Joyce’s legacy is at present best valued and
understood from the vantage point of postcolonial writing in Spanish and Portuguese. To read Joyce today
is to read him through the prism of ‘transLatin’ writers, who, through their creative re-readings and
rewritings, have ‘re-languaged’ and reconfigured the poetics and the politics of the Joycean text for the
benefit of non–Anglo-European Global South audience” (xii).
6
Around the same time, in 1955, anti-imperial African and Asian states congregated in Bandung,
Indonesia, aspiring to establish ties between colonized or previously colonized subjects. This gave rise to
the decolonizing concept of “Third World consciousness,” which today is referred to as “South-South
dialogue.”
7
Dussel’s transmodernity dialogues with Walter Mignolo’s “decolonial” approach, which opposes
European paradigms and proposes a “disobedient” aperture towards other processes of thinking: “Epistemic
disobedience takes us to a different place, to a different ‘beginning’ (not in Greece, but in the responses to
the ‘conquest and colonization’ of America and the massive trade of enslaved Africans), to spatial sites of

4

of “de-centering” Western discourse—these authors do not adhere to a strategy of
delinking from European or US hegemonic discourses as they frame their cultural
activities and interventions within the paradigms set by these dominant cultures.
This dissertation challenges the model of the European or Europeanized “seeingman,” whose eyes, according to Mary Louise Pratt in her seminal book, Imperial Eyes:
Travel Writing and Transculturation (1992), “passively look out and possess” (7). An
example Pratt gives in Imperial Eyes, almost as an afterthought, is Carpentier. According
to her, Carpentier conceptualized the marvelous real through the eyes of German explorer
Alexander von Humboldt: “Carpentier is playing Humboldt’s role, occupying his
discourse, as blithely as if no history separated them at all” (196) and thus his novel Los
pasos perdidos (1953) registers as a “neo-Humboldtian text.” Indeed, as much as this
novel reveals Carpentier’s Euro-centric upbringing, Pratt’s view of Carpentier is
overdetermined by an anti-Western sentiment. Likewise, even though Balmori, Villa, and
Sarduy are easy to criticize for their apparent adherence to imperial models, I argue that
they remained critical to these models through their listening skills. They did not
passively consume the sounds they listened to, but re-evaluated themselves through them:
they were attentive and critical listeners.
There are several and yet converging theoretical frameworks through which these
authors can be understood as critical listeners. In the seminal essay, “Listening” (1976),
written collaboratively by Roland Barthes and psychoanalyst Roland Havas, immediately

struggles and building rather than to a new temporality within the same space (from Greece, to Rome, to
Paris, to London, to Washington DC)” (Mignolo 45).
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distinguish the acts of “listening” and “hearing.” “Hearing,” according to them, “is a
physiological phenomenon; listening is a psychological act” (“Listening” 245).
Thereafter, they refer to three categories of sound perception. The first one consists of
capturing “phonic stimuli,” such as footsteps, a door slamming, etc. They call this an
“alert” listening because it creates a sense of space. The second one, a process of
deciphering, is compared to the religious act of re-ligating hidden and enigmatic
fragments revealed by the gods. The third listening consists of creating an intersubjective space by taking all words, utterances and bodily movements as signifiers.
From the second and third types, we can agree that the act of listening has a connective
potential.
In À l’écoute (2002), published in English as Listening (2007), philosopher Jean
Luc Nancy complicates the different levels and limits of listening and hearing, based on
the different terms used in French to denominate these acts: entendre, écoute and
comprendre. He says: “Entendre, ‘to hear,’ also means comprendre, ‘to understand,’ as if
‘hearing’ were above all ‘hearing say’ (rather than ‘hearing sound’), or rather, as if in all
‘hearing’ there had to be a ‘hearing say,’ regardless of whether the sound perceived was a
word or not” (6). Echoing Barthes and Havas’ second and third categories of listening,
Nancy also distinguishes “listening” as “to be straining toward possible meaning, and
consequently one that is not immediately accessible” (6).
In an earlier essay titled “Types of Musical Conduct” (published in Introduction
to the Sociology of Music, from 1962), German philosopher, sociologist and musicologist
Theodor W. Adorno classifies various types of listeners of music and two of them have a
6

capacity to synthesize disperse musical elements and construct meaning from them.
There is, according to Adorno, (1) the ideal listener, (2) the good listener, (3) the cultural
consumer, (4) the emotional listener, (5) the resentment listener and finally the (6)
entertainment listener. Among these, I am interests in the first and second types of
listeners: the ideal and the good listener. The ideal or expert listener is fully conscious of
what he listens: “Simultaneous complexities—in other words, a complicated harmony
and polyphony—are separately and distinctly grasped by the expert” (“Types” 4-5). He
very well corresponds to a professional listener. The good listener is also attentive to
details and he unconsciously makes connections among them. He judges not by prestige,
but arbitrarily: “he understands music about the way we understand our own language
even though virtually or wholly ignorant of its grammar and syntax” (“Types” 5).8 One
may say that the good listener, even more than the professional listener, is the one that is
most unrestrained and can enjoy more pleasures from what his ears register.
Refining the potential of the act of listening, Josh Kun most recently proposes a
way to listening critically. “Critical listening,” according to Kun, refers to the exploration
“of how threatening harmony and concert can be to the sustenance of difference” (15).
Kun models his critical listening after Franz Kafka’s short story “Investigations of a

8

The cultural consumer collects records, and is well-informed. “On the whole, his relation to music has a
fetishistic touch […] The joy of consumption, of that which—in his language—music ‘gives to him,
outweighs his enjoyement of the music itself as a work of art that makes demands on him” (“Types” 7).
The emotional listener easily is moved to tears, but not because of the music itself, but due to his
predisposition to react immediately to the musical culture industry. The resentment listener is incapable of
reacting on his own. “He scorns the official life of music as washed-out and phantasmic, but he does not
strive beyond it […] he pays tribute to the very reification process he opposes” (“Types” 10). Finally, the
entertainment listener has an unconcentrated attitude and a “self-conscious lowbrow who makes a virtue of
his own mediocrity” (“Types” 16).

7

Dog” (1922), in which a dog hears music produced by other dogs and cannot feel
identified with them; he rejects “harmonizing” with them. The authors to be analyzed
were first of all attentive listeners, “good” listeners (if we think of Adorno) as well as
“critical” listeners (extending Kun’s model).9 In other words, these writers did not
uniquely subscribe to or “harmonize” with imperialist or national models; they rather
remained attentive to the cultural and artistic forms or expressions produced beyond the
boundaries of their respective nations. They might have inherited Westernized “imperial
eyes,” but their auditory perception remained transcolonial.

LISTENING TO COUNTERPOINTS AND DISSONANCES IN LITERATURE
“[E]n todo abrazo de culturas, sucede lo que
en la cópula genética de los individuos: la
criatura siempre tiene algo de ambos
progenitores, pero también es distinta de
cada uno de los dos. En conjunto, el proceso
es una transculturación.”
(Fernando Ortiz, Contrapunteo 260)
Throughout the years, the concept of transculturation, which was coined by
Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz in 1940, has helped literary scholars understand the
active embracing of more than one cultural heritage. For example, in Transculturación
narrativa en América Latina (1982) Ángel Rama examines Latin American writers’
selective inclusion of European, regionalist and indigenous elements in their writings,
especially the case of Peruvian author José María Arguedas. In Imperial Eyes, Pratt
combines the concept of transculturation and “contact zones,” borrowed from linguistics,

9

We may add that Carpentier is also an “ideal” listener, given that in his early career he was a musicologist
and collaborated in many musical projects.
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in order to understand the way in which “subordinated or marginal groups select and
invent from materials transmitted to them by a dominant or metropolitan culture” (6). Yet
while Rama criticizes writers like Carpentier for their opportunistic and calculated Eurocentric choices, I find those same choices worth reconsidering.10 Furthermore, unlike
Pratt, for whom transculturation functions as the successful and productive merging of
different cultures, a “phenomenon of the contact zone,” in this dissertation I take
transcoloniality as an unfinished and unresolved process.
In that respect, I rely on and extend Edward Said’s “contrapuntal” approach. In
Culture and Imperialism (1993), Said proposes this approach in order to assess the
complex perspective of British and French writers of the modern Western empires of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, such as Rudyard Kipling, E. M. Forster, and Albert
Camus, among others. Pointing out the limits of the overly generalizing “rhetoric and
politics of blame” against these writers, Said affirms they may have been shaped by their
Western upbringing, but that does not turn them immediately to individuals that belong to
a hegemonic center. They are not “mechanically determined by ideology, class, or
economic history” (Culture and Imperialism xxii). Hence, the contrapuntal approach
enables readers to deconstruct the rhetoric of imperialism. Through the counterpoint the
reader can detect the submerged voices of the colonized subjects in works by canonical
European writers. Said proposes: “As we look back at the cultural archive, we begin to
reread it not univocally but contrapuntally, with a simultaneous awareness both of the
10

Rama says disapprovingly: “No es excepción el Carpentier que, al escuchar las disonancias de la música
de Stravinsky, agudiza el oído para redescubrir y ahora valorizar los ritmos africanos que en el pueblecito
negro de Regla, frente a La Habana, se venían oyendo desde hacía siglos” (Transculturación 29).
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metropolitan history that is narrated and of those other histories against which (and
together with which) the dominating discourse acts” (Culture and Imperialism 51).
Contrapuntal readings allow readers to apprehend a plurality of voices.
Indeed, the model of the musical counterpoint functions as a mode to appreciate
vocal simultaneity. Nevertheless, counterpoint also has its limits as it moves within set
tonalities. Ethnomusicologist D. M. R. Irving argues that it is no coincidence that the
model of counterpoint reached its peak during the height of the first wave of colonialism.
In fact, Irving proposes that counterpoint was an “agent” of colonialism. Because of
contrapuntal rules, the melodic structure of a musical piece will always already be preconstructed: “counterpoint represents an overarching power structure that controls and
governs the interaction of tones, while referring to the relationship between different
musical voices” (Irving 5; emphasis added).11 Instead of continuing to deconstruct the
colonizing impulse active in a tone-dominant counterpoint model, this dissertation
analyzes authors who wrote after the end of colonialism, in the twentieth century.
Contrary to readings that, for good or bad, aspire for the smooth cultural synthesis
of disparate elements, I am interested in musical counterpoint inasmuch as it allows a
noisy superposition—and not necessarily a harmonization—of voices. This dissertation
continues Said’s Culture and Imperialism, which ends envisioning atonality as a model to
understand imperial literatures of the twentieth century.

11

Inspired by Said’s “contrapuntal analysis,” Irving extends the idea of “opposition” from music—such as
the opposition of pitch, tempo and dynamics—in order to prove that even though music in the Philippines
was controlled by the Empire’s imposed structures, it eventually progressed into a syncretic and then
subversive form.
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[C]ontrapuntal analysis should be modeled not (as earlier notions of
comparative literature) on a symphony but rather on an atonal ensemble;
we must take into account all sorts of spatial or geographical and
rhetorical practices—inflections, limits, constraints, intrusions, inclusions,
prohibitions—all of them tending to elucidate a complex and uneven
topography. (318; emphasis added)
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, while by and large European
imperialism was coming to an end, composers were gearing towards more chromatic and
dissonant passages. This gave rise to the Second Viennese School, a group led by Arnold
Schoenberg and his pupils, mainly Alban Berg and Anton Webern. Their music expanded
late-Romantic tonality and culminated in a new compositional method known today as
the twelve-tone technique.12 Although this technique originated in the center of classical
music, Vienna, it conceptually consisted in sounding non-classical, freed from Western
tonality.13 These works—generally referred to as “atonal” due to the absence of a firm
tonal center—signify an epistemic shift or destabilization of metropolitan musical
hegemonies. As put by its founder, Schoenberg, in an article titled “Opinion or Insight?”
(1926), the twelve-tone technique symbolizes a form of freedom, an “emancipation of the
dissonance.” The composer of dissonant pieces experiences a breaking away from the
order of harmony.
By definition, dissonance refers to an event without precedent: it signifies a new
beginning. In contrast to tonal resolutions, dissonance produces a sense of
12

The name of the technique is derived from the fact that there are rows or series of twelve-tones from
Western tonality, each of which are sounded once.
13
In conversation with Said, Argentine conductor and pianist Daniel Baremboim explains the musical sense
of homecoming, which is achieved by going through several enharmonic changes and then returning to the
tonic key. He calls this “the psychology of tonality.” Said then adds that the allegory of the return home can
also be found in the “great myths” of literature, specifically in the figurations of the Odyssey (Baremboim
and Said 46-8). In extension, atonality defies this primarily Western paradigm of homecoming.
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incompleteness. Something sounds dissonant to the ear because it is not accustomed to it.
As put by Daniel C. Melnick, “[d]issonance gives form to a declaration of ongoing
process and tension, to the refusal to resolve, to the denial of the sense of conventional
ending in harmony” (8).14 Dissonance liberates music from conventional patterns of
perception. In Philosophy of New Music (1949), Theodor W. Adorno commends the
achievements of the Second Viennese School; he observes that whereas traditional
Western music seeks to achieve self-sufficient expression with a pre-established tonal
language, the Second Viennese School proves that each composer can articulate his own
individuality through dissonance. Adorno adds:
The more a chord is dissonant, the more it comprises in itself tones
differentiated from each other and potent in their differentiatedness […]
The ascendancy of dissonance seems to destroy the rational, ‘logical’
connections within tonality, the simple triadic relations. Yet dissonance is
more rational than consonance insofar as it articulates the relationship of
sounds, however complex, contained in it instead of buying their unity at
the price of the annihilation of the partial elements contained in it, that is,
through a ‘homogeneous’ resonance. Dissonance, and its related
categories of melodic composition based on ‘dissonant’ intervals, are the
veritable bearers of depositional expression. (Philosophy of New 49)15
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This dissertation owes much to the premise of Melnicks’ book Fullness of Dissonance: Modern Fiction
and the Aesthetics of Music (1994), which explores the function of dissonance in fiction and then applies it
to the works of Marcel Proust, Thomas Mann and James Joyce. Melnick proposes: “When modern
novelists undertake the musicalization of fiction, their efforts lead not to the writing of harmonious, selfconsciously beautiful ‘musical’ prose, but rather to the uses of a series of experimental, destabilizing
strategies, which, under the guise of musicalization, assume and achieve the effect of dissonance in the
novel” (8).
15
This passage is reminiscent of Thomas Mann’s Doctor Faustus, which says: “The more strongly
dissonant a chord—that is, the more notes it contains that stand out from one another in distinctively
effective ways—the more polyphonic it is and the more each single note has the character of a voice within
the simultaneity of the total sound” (92). The similarity comes from Mann and Adorno’s friendship during
their exile in the US. In fact, Adorno read and commented an earlier version of Doctor Faustus, while
Mann read Adorno’s essay “Schoenberg and Progress,” which was included in Philosophy of New Music. I
will come back to this discussion in Chapter 2.
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Dissonace function as a mode to confront existing tonal structures—to articulate or create
an unrestrained and alternative language. As put by Said, “What Adorno finds so
admirable about Schoenberg is his severity as well as his invention of a technique that
provides music with an alternative to tonal harmony and to classical inflection, color,
rhythm” (Late Style 19).
I am aware of the cultural distance between Adorno or Schoenberg and the writers
that will be discussed in this dissertation. Having said that, I am intrigued by the
coincidence of the emergence of atonality and the end of the long Spanish colonial
regimes in Cuba and the Philippines in 1898 and the subsequent US presence. For me the
triumph of subjectivity by an atonal composer is akin to a writer’s discomfort with
prescribed discourses and atonality functions as a framework to understand them in
relation to each other.16

THE CONNECTIVE POTENTIAL OF LISTENING
“El oír no es herejía, sino gusto y hábito y
moda. Se tiene el oído puesto a todo”
(José Martí, “El Poema de Niagara”)
Although primarily using musical frameworks or concepts (counterpoint,
dissonance and atonality), beyond music I am concerned with how writers are affected by
a wider auditory field and diverse listening practices. I consider, for example, the effects
of multilingualism as it brings together subjects from various nations, and radio as it
16

Along those line, in The Dissonant Legacy of Modernismo: Lugones, Herrera y Reissig, and the Voices
of Modern Spanish American Poetry (1989) Gwen Kirkpatrick briefly hints at the literary importance of
musical dissonance in Spanish America. She says: “While Darío laments the discordant elements that
disturb the harmonic universe, other poets seize upon them and generate a new poetics, a process that
parallels early twentieth-century music’s fascination with dissonance and atonality” (49).
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highlights the concept of simultaneity, superposition and scattered dissemination, instead
of point-to-point communication.17 Moreover, the early history of radio in Cuba and the
Philippines

cyphers

their

positioning

between

Spanish

imperialism

and

US

expansionism.18
Coincidentally, radio reached both the Philippines and Cuba in 1922.19 This early
event turned both nations into pioneers of radio technology, respectively, in Latin
America and Asia. At the beginning, Philippine radio was dominated by the Americans,
who aired advertisement for American products and entertainment, including comic gags,
newscasts, jazz, and ballads (Enriquez, Radyo 9). Soon, however, Filipinos developed the
talent of parodying foreign figures and began to incorporate Filipino, Filipino-American
mestizo and even Spanish voices. It is in radio broadcasting, initially a colonizing project
dominated by the Americans, that Filipinos were able to overthrow and eventually
appropriate their locus of enunciation and listening: “The colonized subverted the
colonizer by rendering a parody—in effect, a mockery—of the latter’s culture, weaving
into its fabric the threads of the subordinate culture, which undercuts the colonial project”

17

According to Elizabeth Enriquez, until the early 1920s, “broadcasting” was a term in agriculture that
referred to “a manner of sowing by scattering seeds by hand over a broad area.” Thus, it came to be
adopted in radio practices as it began to involve “the scattering of signals to an unknown audience”
(Appropriating 35-6).
18
The notion of being “between empires” is explored by María Dolores Elizalde and Josep M. Delgado’s
edited volume Filipinas, un país entre dos imperios (2011), produced with the support of Spain’s Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas and Casa Asia, and Koichi Hagimoto’s recent book, Between
Empires: Martí, Rizal, and the Intercolonial Alliance (2013).
19
Radio in Spanish America first reached Argentina in 1920, Mexico in 1921 and then Puerto Rico a few
months before Cuba, both in 1922 (Merayo 13). The arrival of radio in the Philippines dates June 1922, six
months ahead of China (Appropriating 36-9).
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(Enriquez, Appropriating 14).20 Furthermore, from a luxurious pastime, radio became a
community activity as it created a sense of nation by reaching isolated areas in the
Philippines, while also providing a way to situate itself in a worldwide context.21
Cuba was the leader of Latin American radio production in the 20s and 30s. By
1930, there were already sixty-one stations in Cuba and by 1932 it was the fourth country
with most stations in the world (López and Infante Urivazo 178). While their radio
entertainment was diverse, they excelled in radio drama and began to massively produce
and export scripts throughout Latin America. Similar to the case of Philippine radio, US
advertising agencies were invested in Cuba, and thus they turned it into the center of
radionovela production and exportation. These Cuban scripts became so inexpensive that
at some point the saying to buy them by the pound” [comprarlos por libra], was coined
(Rivero 31). Eventually, the creative potential of radio in the Philippines and in Cuba was
interrupted by commercial enterprises, which is what Balmori and Carpentier respond to
in their writings.
On the other hand, as different as the writers chosen for this dissertation are, one
point of contact between them is that they all possessed different degrees of
multilingualism. Carpentier and Sarduy were both fluent in Spanish and French:
20

In Appropriation of Colonial Broadcasting: A History of Early Radio in the Philippines, 1922-1946
(2008), media critic Elizabeth Enriquez traces the trajectory of radio production in the Philippines through
Homi Bhabha’s theory of mimicry in The Location of Culture (1994). Enriquez argues that the imperfect
repetition or mocking “flawed mimicry” produced by the colonized provided an intervening or strategic
“liminal space.” Although tightly controlled by Americans, soon there were a number of hybrid adaptations
of American productions until radio finally became an appropriated medium.
21
In 1937 and 1938, the Fil-Hispanic cultural magazine Excelsior ran a section called “Al márgen del
micrófono.” These sections listed radio stations throughout Latin America, the US and Spain (at times
accompanied by the distance of their transmission and their schedule). They also included short articles that
explained the mechanism of shortwave transmission and the best way of tuning into to them.
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Carpentier’s parents were both native French speakers, and both Carpentier and Sarduy
lived great portions of their life in France. Furthermore, although difficult to assess,
various critics also suggest that they both also knew English. As for Balmori and Villa,
they were both born and raised in Manila and therefore spoke Tagalog. In addition, they
were also fluent in the language that was officially being implemented during the time
they were schooled. Balmori was born in 1887, so he was schooled in Spanish and
although he lived through the American period, as mentioned earlier he remained
reluctant to learning English. From a later generation, Villa was born in 1908 and
therefore received his education in English. He then moved to the US in 1930 and
continued writing and publishing in English, although I prove that he remained a
“heritage listener” of Spanish.22
At this point it is useful to consider the history of Spanish in the Philippines.
During the three century long Spanish colonial rule (1565-1898), Spanish never became a
dominant language in the Philippines. Its instruction remained limited to members of the
religious orders and by the end of the nineteenth century it had only spread to the
ilustrados, the educated middle class.23 Moreover, although Spanish was the language
with which the Philippine nation was founded, from the turn of the twentieth century on,

22

The spelling of Villa’s complete name varies. Most critics omit the accent on “García,” which is what the
writer himself did, and others further omit the accent on his first name. Since in this project I seek to
explore Villa’s Hispanic side, I reinsert both accents following standard Spanish spelling rules.
23
Benedict Anderson estimates that by the end of the nineteenth century, Spanish was “understood by less
than 5 percent of the Philippine population” (Under Three Flags 5). Vicente Rafael relies on the 1903
United States Bureau Census to affirm that at the turn of the century only about 1 percent of the young
nation’s population was “undoubtedly” fluent in Spanish (The Promise 197, n9).
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English rapidly took control of the media and the education system.24 Spanish lost the
prestige and relevance it once had; nevertheless, it also gained the potential of helping
counter the Americanization of the Philippines. According to Florentino Rodao, an
argument often raised by Hispanistas was that by being tied to Latin America through
language, the Philippines could gain “an alternative to the dependence on the United
States or its Asian neighbors” (101).25 Extending this transcolonial potential, it is
worthwhile to note that many Filipinos visited Spain and Spanish American countries,
and returned with a renewed interest to preserve Hispanic culture in the Philippines.
Among them is Balmori who travelled to Mexico in 1932.
In 1937, Commonwealth President Manuel L. Quezon announced that the
Philippines could no longer rely on Spanish and English as common languages
throughout the multilingual archipelago. In preparation for independence, a native
common language, which would be based on Tagalog, had to be developed.26 But Quezon
also assured that their bond to the hegemonic languages was not to be broken: Spanish
would become their “point of contact” with Spain and Latin America, while English
would keep them linked to the United States.27 Even though the spread of English became

24

In 1901, a ship named USAT Thomas brought around five hundred and forty American teachers (known
as the “Thomasites”) to the Philippines to help establish an education system in English.
25
Rodao further assures that although speakers of Spanish did in fact decrease after World War II, the
language was kept alive as a political weapon against the American and Japanese hegemonies, until “Spain,
isolated from the world because of Franco’s former ties with the Axis, [came to be] viewed more and more
as a backward country, with a negative influence over the Philippines” (105).
26
In 1959, the Tagalog-based language was officially named the “Pilipino” (the letter “f” is not part of the
Tagalog alphabet). The 1987 Constitution renamed it “Filipino,” redeclared it an official language
alongside English, while Spanish became an optional language.
27
Quezon said: “The fact that we are going to have a national language does not mean that we are going to
abandon in our schools the study and use of the Spanish language and much less English […] Spanish will
preserve for us our Latin culture and will be our point of contact with our former metropolis as well as
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inevitable, during the first decades of the twentieth century, a generation of Filipino
writers of Spanish emerged to form what critics tend to call “the Golden Age of
Philippine literature in Spanish,” which roughly covers the first four decades of the
twentieth century.28 The effort to preserve ties with Hispanic culture also resulted in the
emergence and continuation of various newspapers and literary magazines in Spanish (e.
g. Excelsior, Semana, Voz de Manila, Día Filipino, La vanguardia, Renacimiento
Filipino, Cultura Filipina, Aray and the bilingual Philippine Review/Revista Filipina), as
well as the establishment of literary competitions, such as the Premio Zóbel in 1920.29 As
Isaac Donoso and Andrea Gallo prove in Literatura hispanofilipina actual (2011),
nowadays, although against the current, Philippine literature in Spanish continues to
flourish across oceans.30

CUBA AND THE PHILIPPINES: THE “INTERCOLONIAL ALLIANCE”
“Cuba y Filipinas han recorrido juntas el
doloroso camino de su historia de
vergonzosa esclavitud; juntas deben también
pulverizar sus cadenas.”
(Mariano Ponce in a letter from 1896)31
Latin America. English, the great language of democracy, will bind us forever to the people of the United
States and place within our reach the wealth of knowledge treasured in this language” (qtd. in Rafael 161).
28
According to Estanislao B. Alinea, this period begins in 1903 and ends in 1942, while Luis Mariñas
points out that by the 1930s already, “no surgían ya nuevas figuras entre los escritores filipinos en
castellano, eran éstos personalidades nacidas, en general, entre 1870 y 1900 […] generación que puede
decirse se agota vitalmente hacia 1960, año que marca la muerte de Recto y Bernabé” (Mariñas 51).
29
Floretino Rodao provides a list of seventy-two periodical Spanish or multilingual publications in the
Philippines, in the year 1936 (“El español durante la Guerra Civil” 464-466).
30
Donoso and Gallo’s volume includes contemporary literary works by Filipinos living in the Philippines,
Spain, Canada and Chile. It is worth mentioning that they prefer the term “literatura filipina en español,”
instead of “fil-hispana” or “hispanofilipina.” “Literatura filipina en español” is more adequately inclusive
of diverse works and constitutive of a national literature, while “literatura hispanofilipina” and “filhispana” can erroneously be interpreted as literature by mestizos, people that are racially of Spanish
descent, as well as by Filipinos who are “movidos por hispanofilia” (Donoso and Gallo 14-5).
31
This letter was addressed to José Alberto Izquierdo, on May 11, 1897 (qtd. in Estrade 79).
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Balmori, Villa, Carpentier and Sarduy altogether make up a dissonant chord. They
were not in contact, and as important and influential as they were in their respective
intellectual circles and contexts, with the exception of Sarduy and Carpentier, they were
probably not even aware of each other’s existence. Nevertheless, as I compare them, I
evoke a time when Cuba and the Philippines were part of the same colonial complex. I
analyze a series of parallels that recover a past intercolonial relationship between
Filipinos and Cubans in the late nineteenth century. Benedict Anderson refers to this
communication as a “transglobal coordination” and declares that “the near-simultaneity
of the last nationalist insurrection in the New World (Cuba, 1895) and the first in Asia
(the Philippines, 1896) was no serendipity” (Under Three Flags 2). Besides Anderson,
various scholars (such as Resil Mojares, Paul Estrade, Félix Ojeda Reyes and Koichi
Hagimoto) have traced in-depth that, indeed, various Filipino, Cuban and Puerto Rican
émigrés and Spanish intellectuals were in close contact at the end of the nineteenth
century.
While living in Hong Kong, Filipino Mariano Ponce corresponded with Parisbased Cuban liberal thinker José Alberto Izquierdo, Madrid-based Cuban-born writer
Rafael María de Labra, Puerto Rican Ramón Emeterio Betances, who was then living in
Paris, as well as Gonzalo de Quesada, who was serving as Cuba’s Minister
Plenipotentiary in Washington DC (Mojares 163). Estrade proposes that these
correspondences prefigured a “moral solidarity” between Cuba and the Philippines.32

32

Estrade takes the phrase “solidaridad moral entre pueblos” from Jean Jaurès’ preface to Henri Turot’s
Aguinaldo et les Philippines (1900) (Estrade 73).
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From May 1897 to September 1898 Ponce and Izquierdo sent each other not only letters,
but also newspaper articles.33 Moreover, Filipinos were able to thank Cubans at a distance
through words and symbolic acts. For example, some claim that Filipinos adopted a flag
whose design was inspired by the Cuban flag (Estrade 88).34
Apart from the concrete contact between Cuban and Filipino revolutionaries,
various scholars, such as Leopoldo Zea, John D. Blanco and Koichi Hagimoto, have
elegantly articulated the similarities in spirit and action of national heroes José Rizal
(1861-96) and José Martí (1853-95).35 They never met, but Rizal almost even went to
Cuba; to escape political persecution, in 1895 he enlisted as a doctor to go to Cuba, where
there was an epidemic of yellow fever. In the end, however, since the Spanish
government took so long to grant him permission to leave, he decided to stay in the

33

The articles were “¿Se vende Cuba?” published in Barcelona-based Filipino newspaper La Solidaridad
on March 31, 1889, as well as “¡Viva Filipinas Libre!” (September 3, 1896) and “Qué quiere Filipinas”
(September 24, 1896), published in Cuban periodical La República Cubana.
34
Estrade affirms that Emilio Aguinaldo, the first president of the Philippine Republic, designed it in 1897,
inspired by the Cuban flag. Other anecdotes detail that it was the colors red and especially the blue, which
were inspired from the Cuban flag. However, these accounts remains as theories (Quezon).
35
The resemblance between their activities as young intellectuals, their multiple creative talents, their
leadership while in exile and even their legacy after their deaths is remarkable. In 1871, Martí was deported
to Spain, where he studied law and literature. In 1874, he embarked to Mexico, from where he traveled
multiple times to Havana under different pseudonyms. He was captured in 1879 and deported again. In
1881, he departed for New York, and in the following years published Ismaelillo (1882), his novel Amistad
funesta (1885), La edad de oro (1889) and Versos sencillos (1891), while also giving speeches on literature,
education and political resistance. In 1892, he founded the Cuban Revolutionary Party and returned to Cuba
in 1895 to join combat. Martí died in battle in Dos Ríos, on May 19, 1895. Likewise, Rizal studied
medicine and literature in Madrid. Upon his return to Manila in 1887, he was accused of “filibusterismo,” a
term that in the Philippines denotes separatism from Spain, and the Censorship Commission led by the
Church burned and prohibited the circulation of his first novel Noli me tangere, which was published in
Germany that same year. In 1891, he published his second novel El filibusterismo, which was written with
more revolutionary sentiment, in Belgium. He finally returned to Manila in 1892, where he participated in
the separatist group Katipunan. Rizal was arrested by the Spanish authorities and publicly executed in
Manila on December 30, 1896.
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Philippines.36 Thus, although they never met, scholars continue to see them in
conjunction. Hagimoto proposes that during the years leading up to independence, their
political aspirations and writings set the base of a “collective consciousness of resistance”
and intercoloniality.
In an analysis of Rizal’s first novel Noli me tangere (1887) and Martí’s only novel
Lucía Jerez (1885), Hagimoto challenges Doris Sommer’s thesis on foundational fictions,
which posits that heterosexual love relationships allegorize the desire to create a nation in
Latin America.37 According to Hagimoto, the emphasis of these novels “is placed not on
harmonious reconciliation, but rather on the divergence from such a love affair” (47;
emphasis added). Thus, this dissertation explores what follows this foundational
disharmony, as well as how the legacy of intercoloniality evolves into transcolonial
resonances in the works of Balmori, Carpentier, Villa, and Sarduy.
Finally, even though Cubans and Filipinos were not in diplomatic contact once
they gained independence, the immanent dialogue between them is cyphered in disperse
literary pieces, such as in Filipino writer Tirso de Irureta Goyena poem “A las últimas
banderas españolas de Cuba y Filipinas” (1917).38 Evoking the concrete contact between

36

Anderson suggests that since Rizal had met admirable Cubans in Spain, “perhaps he was curious as to
what could be learned from the experience of the Philippines’ sister colony” (Under Three Flags 149). In
the prologue to Rizal’s first novel Noli me tangere, Zea is of the opinion that Rizal did not really want to go
to Cuba to die for a cause that was not his cause (xxvii). Biographers W. E. Retana and Rafael Palma more
effectively assess Rizal’s indecision of going to Cuba through his letters (Retana 345-8; Palma 274-8).
37
Previously titled “Amistad funesta,” Lucía Jerez consists of a love triangle in which the protagonist,
Lucía Jerez, ends up in a hysterical shriek after killing her female contender. In Noli me tangere the
protagonist Ibarra feels obliged to abandon his childhood love and fiancée María Clara.
38
Irureta Goyena was an avid defender of the Spanish language in the Philippines and tried to establish the
Academia Filipina de la Lengua Española, but died suddenly in 1918 (De la Cámara 161). (The Academy
was not established until July 1925, 1924.) The poem quoted here appears in Rosas de Amor: Poesías
(1917), a collection with a prelude-poem by Claro Mayo Recto and a postcript poem by Jesús Balmori.
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Filipinos and Cubans at the end of the nineteenth century, this poem celebrates the spirit
of their fight for independence, despite the difficulties faced by the fragile nations that
emerged. The two last stanzas indicate a larger transcolonial alliance:
Después de cuatro siglos tornáis ensangrentadas
Pero en un continente dejasteis vuestras huellas;
Y del inmenso surco que abrieron las espadas,
Brotaron las naciones brillantes como estrellas.
Y aunque el sostén perdisteis de vigorosas manos,
En la gloriosa lucha de secular carrera,
Hay veintidós naciones y pueblos castellanos
Que llevan vuestra sangre bendita en su bandera.
(104-5)
According to Irureta Goyena, all nations remember Cuba and the Philippines conjointly.
This imaginary bond expands the geographically bound definition of Latin America, as it
includes the Philippines.39
More recently, in an interview with Andrea Gallo from 2008, Elizabeth Medina, a
Filipino writer who lives in Chile, said that Cuba is a “mirror” country of the Philippines
and that Filipinos could gain from learning about Cuban history. Responding to that
initiative avant la lettre, in his book Culture and History: Occasional Notes on the
Process of Philippine Becoming (1989) Filipino writer Nick Joaquín makes an extensive
comparison between the geo-political situation of the Philippines and Cuba during the
Cold War. He provokingly says: “Let us imagine an Island of Cuba, in a rather primitive
condition, surrounded by a United States, a Mexico, a Central America and a Brazil that
39

Rodao adds that although little documentation can be found about Philippines tie to Latin America in the
twentieth century, it is said that in 1939, Resident Commissioner of the Philippines Joaquín Miguel
Elizalde envisioned the Philippines as a “kind of Latin American republic dominated by Spanish mestizos”
(qtd. by Rodao 101).
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are in advanced stages of culture” (16; emphasis added).40 Joaquín goes on to observe that
as Cuba became an ally of the Soviet Union, the surrounding American continent came to
see the island “with scorn.” This observation implies that the Westernization of the
Philippines should not only be ascribed to Spanish and US imperialism, but also to Asia
for isolating the Philippines. Thus, although Joaquín playfully proposes “imagining”
Cuba so as not to compromise the real country, his matches are specific: the Soviet Union
is akin to the US, Asia is like the American continent and the Philippines is like Cuba.

CHAPTER OUTLINE
The dissertation is comprised of four chapters and a conclusion that ends with a
proposal of further comparative studies between the Philippines and Cuba in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
Chapter 1 covers Balmori’s discomforts with the Americanization of the
Philippines, specifically through his poetry and his first two novels, which demonstrate a
dislike of commercially produced jazz, his commitment to European Romanticism,
Spanish American modernismo and his exaltation of Japanese culture. Through an
examination of his last novel Los pájaros de fuego, which was written in 1945, while
experiencing the violent destruction of Manila, I show how Balmori contemplates the
Philippines’ tragic postcolonial condition as his hope for harmonious order in all of the
above is dismantled.
40

This gesture is reminiscent of Barthes’ The Empire of Signs (1970), which says: “If I want to imagine a
fictive nation, I can give it an invented name, treat it declaratively as a novelistic object, create a new
Garabagne, so as to compromise no real country by my fantasy […] I can also—though in now way
claiming to represent or analyze reality itself (these being the major gestures of Western discourse)—isolate
somewhere in the world (faraway) a certain number of features (a term employed in linguistics), and out of
these features deliberately form a system. It is this system which I shall call: Japan” (3).
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Chapter 2 begins with Carpentier’s early work in radio, continues with his
fascination with European Romanticism and ends with an examination of his seminal
novel Los pasos perdidos (1953). Conceived in the 1940s after two expeditions to the
Amazon, this seminal novel demonstrates that despite Europe’s catastrophic downfall the
author’s fascination with European musical forms persisted. I particularly recover his
long lasting interest in Richard Wagner’s opera Tristan and Isolde, known for opening
the door to “modern” music, as well as in Schoenberg’s atonality, which, as mentioned
earlier, signified a challenge to and renovation of Western musical language.
Chapter 3 is a close reading of the poetry Villa wrote while living in New York
City, especially his infamous “comma poems” (poems in which a comma is inserted after
every single word), which were included in his book Volume Two (1949). Since commas
are commonly likened to “half-cadences” in music (transitional harmonic configurations
that sound incomplete—in need of stability), I reinterpret Villa’s comma poems as his
indecisive allegiance to both English and Spanish. Moreover, through a close reading of
his personal archives, I prove that before publishing his experimental writings in English
in the US, Villa avidly read and translated Hispanic poets, revealing that he was a
“heritage (critical) listener” of Spanish. Whereas Balmori’s writings can be placed in the
context of Spanish America, in the case of Villa I extend the dialogue to US Latino/a
writers.
Finally, Chapter 4 is an examination of the poems and radio plays Sarduy wrote in
the early 70s. I analyze his ability to annotate and superimpose transnational voice cut
ups, inspired by his trips to the US in 1969, Portugal in 1970 and India in 1972. While
24

Villa, away from the Philippines, realized that “Latinidad” or “Hispanicity” were still
compatible to Filipino identity, I argue that Sarduy compensated for the impossibility of
returning to his native island by listening to and identifying with other oppressed groups
in these countries he visited.
In the works of both Balmori and Carpentier there is a strong disposition and
desire to find unity and order, yet the direct experience of the horrors of the Second
World War makes it impossible to achieve that unity. Hence, the first two chapters,
which focus on Balmori and Carpentier, present a transitional period, in which the
relevancy of tonal harmonies reaches its limit. While the first two chapters address the
end of the desire to harmonize, through an examination of the “crumbling” hegemonic
models, the following two chapters tease out the sonic potential of writing itself; Villa
and Sarduy deal more directly with the emulation or annotation of dissonant sounds.
Having said that, this dissertation does not examine sound or music productions, but
rather literary and journalistic texts.
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Chapter 1: Jesús Balmori and the Politics of Harmonizing
“El hombre ama en las luces la penumbra y
busca en la armonía el semi-tono.”
(Fernando María Guerrero, Crisálidas 62)
About a year after Filipino writer Jesús Balmori’s death in May 1948, Spanish
poet and concert pianist Gerardo Diego published an article about him in the Philippine
journal Semana. In this short article, he declares Balmori an “authentic” poet and
remembers how they met in person in 1935, when Diego visited Manila.41 To distinguish
him from other prominent Filipino poets of the time, he puts him at the level of Spanish
writers. Gerardo Diego says:
Difícil resulta, en la indumentaria liviana, alegre y monótona—sinfonía en
blancos—de Manila, distinguir a un auténtico poeta […] Frente a los
poetas de estirpe clásica y académica, a lo Recto o Bernabé, él
representaba la libre especie cantora de los bardos románticos, a lo
[Salvador] Rueda o Paco Villaespesa. Balmori era un gran corazón y un
fiel enamorado de España, de la España que él vivió, aquí, entre españoles.
(Diego, “Jesús Balmori” 7)
Although barely known outside of the context of Philippine literature in Spanish,
there is certainly an aura around Balmori that has the potential to resonate globally. Born
in 1887 towards the end of the period of Spanish colonization, Balmori began writing
poetry at an early age. He published his first poetry collection, Rimas malayas, in 1904 at

41

Towards the end of 1934 and the beginning of 1935, Diego travelled to various South East Asian
countries with Spanish physicist and mathematician Julio Palacios. He arrived to Manila on January 4,
1935, and stayed for a month and a half. Apart from travelling to Panay, Iloilo, Zamboanga and Cebu, in
Manila he gave conferences on Spanish literature, music, and art at the University of Santo Tomas,
University of the Philippines and Casino español. Diego’s memories about this voyage are recorded in his
essays “De Filipinas a Java, ¡Islas, más islas,” published in 1942, as well as “Filipinas en España,” “Danzas
filipinas,” and “Estampas filipinas,” published in 1946. (Gallego Morell 58-9, 207). Julio Palacios
published an extensive travelogue titled Filipinas, orgullo de España: un viaje por las islas de Malasia
(1935).
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the age of seventeen. Four years later, in 1908, he anonymously submitted three poems to
a competition in commemoration of Rizal, and won the top three places.42 Filipino poet
Cecilio Apóstol, who was ten years older than Balmori, complained about the results, yet
was unsuccessful in stealing the spotlight from the youthful and talented poet. The
unexpected outcome of this contest set the stage for Balmori’s upcoming multifaceted
and prolific literary career.
In the following years Balmori published two novels, Bancarrota de almas (1910)
and Se deshojó la flor (1915), which received much critical acclaim in circles of Filipino
writers of Spanish. In 1927, he co-wrote and presented Balagtasan: justa poética, with
Filipino poet Manuel Bernabé, which is a poetry book in the form of duel.43 Then
appeared El libro de mis vidas manileñas (1928), which is a collection of satirical poems
he had published in La Vanguardia. Suffice it to say, as Isaac Donoso documents in his
critical introduction to Los pájaros de fuego, Balmori published extensively in various
Spanish-language magazines and newspapers. For example, following a trip to Mexico in
1932, he published a series of poems in Excelsior titled “De Manila a México.”
Years later, his last poetry collection, Mi casa de nipa, won first prize in a
competition hosted by the Commonwealth Government in December of 1940. The
42

Critic Alinea explains: “Las composiciones poéticas que llegaban a cuarenta y cinco estaban todas bajo
lemas. EL LAUDO adjudicó el PRIMER PREMIO al poeta que se escondía tras el lema ‘Spes’, el
SEGUNDO al que tenía el lema ‘Vae Victis’ y el TERCERO al lema ‘Renacimiento’. Cuando se abrieron
las plicas se (descubrió) supo que todos los lemas eran de Jesús Balmori” (111). One of the poems Balmori
submitted, titled “Rizal!”, was set to music by José Masllovet and became a school hymn [“himno
escolar”].
43
Some of the dual topics versified by these poets were man/woman, day/night, and illusion/disillusion.
The term “Balagtasan” comes from the poetic tradition of Francisco Baltazar (1788-1862), also known as
Balagtás and author of the Tagalog epic romance Florante et Laura, published in Manila in 1838. For a
close analysis of Philippines’ “baroque” literary tradition from the 16th century to the 19th century, see “El
barroco filipino” by Isaac Donoso.
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judges’ decision was contested by poet Flavio Zaragoza Cano, who received second place
and in raging protest ripped the diploma that was given to him in front of President
Manuel Quezon (De la Peña, “Balmori” 83). In reference to Balmori’s scandalous
triumphs, critic Estanislao B. Alinea points out: “Era el único poeta que derrotó a muchos
de sus colegas en innumerables certámenes literarios con razón o sin ella. Por esto se le
llamó ‘millonario en laureles’” (87). Most certainly, Balmori played an important role in
the so-called Golden Age of Philippine literature in Spanish, which, as mentioned in the
Introduction, roughly covers the first four decades of the twentieth century.
Apart from being a productive poet and a fairly well read novelist, Balmori also
wrote various short stories, zarzuelas and articles through which he exercised various
tones. For example, reminiscent of Francisco de Quevedo, he published satirical columns
in the newspapers Aray and Voz de Manila under the penname “Batikuling” (sometimes
spelled with a “c”), which means “intestines” or refers to a small native yellowish tree.44
In an article from 1923, Balmori playfully defines his alter ego as follows:
“BATICULING: Notabilísimo escritor humorístico. Futuro pluscuamperfecto de todas
las niñas paput. Presente indicativo de todos los mamarrachos. Pretérito pasado del verbo
ginebrear” (qtd. by Donoso, “Introducción” xvi). In a later article published in 1936,
Balmori re-defines his invented character as a professional doctor and cunningly alludes
to the silly preoccupations of the Spanish-speaking elites: “Dr. Batikuling. Especialista en
toda clase de dolencias. Tratamiento rápido para casos crónicos de ‘spleen’ y ‘tedio’.
44

De la Peña translates it as “intestines,” while Donoso says that it refers to a native tree with “elliptical to
oblong-elliptical leaves, small, yellowish flowers” (De la Peña, “Balmori” 82; qtd. by Donoso,
“Introducción” xvi).
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Consulta: Todos los sábados gratis a los pobres… de espíritu” (qtd. by Donoso,
“Introducción” xvi). Julio Brial, which resonates with a higher social class and sounds
more Spanish, was another penname Balmori adopted, although to a much lesser extent
than Baticuling.45
Estanislao B. Alinea, who considers Balmori to be the best poet of not only the
so-called “Golden Age,” but rather of all Philippine literature in Spanish, says: “Jesús
Balmori era el poeta en boga durante su tiempo con una fantasía fabulosa. Sus poesías
eran un milagro de valores cromáticos y musicales que deslumbraron por igual a propio y
extraños” (87; emphasis added). Putting aside the typically celebratory and enthusiastic
attitude that critics have towards Balmori, it is worthwhile to keep in mind Alinea’s
choice of words “chromatic” and “musical,” as they point to the latent disintegrating
harmonies in Balmori’s writings. As put by Filipino writer Guillermo Gómez Windham
in a radio statement, which was published in June 2, 1949 in Semana, Balmori struck
various chords. He refers to him as:
un poeta complejo, cuyo genio tuvo más de una faceta y en cuya lira vibró
más de una cuerda. Tan pronto era el aeda dulce y soñador que cantaba los
anhelos de las almas sencillas, como en brusca transición se transformaba
en el bardo irónico, con uñas escondidas en fundas aterciopeladas igual
que los felinos, o el satírico implacable que rimaba apóstrofes catilinarios
o burlas rabelesianas. Tal día hacía brotar lágrimas de nuestros ojos: tal
otro hacía surgir ampollas y cardenales en nuestra piel. (11)
Considering Balmori’s muti-facetism, this chapter seeks to present his work in
conversation with other authors of Spanish America, as well as within a global context.

45

Donoso explains: “Empleará también otro pseudónimo, esta vez con nombre más señorial—“Julio
Brial”—sobre todo para reimprimir obras anteriores aparecidas en otros lugares” (“Introducción” xvi).
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The chapter is divided in four main sections. The first one analyzes Balmori’s
poetry in relation to his opposition to the Americanization of the Philippines, specifically
as represented in his aversion to American jazz. This discussion is complemented by
Theodor W. Adorno’s well-known essays on jazz, two of which were written around the
same time as a poem by Balmori, which I analyze in detail.
The next section again focuses on Balmori’s anti-Americanist attitude, but this
time in conjunection with Spanish American modernismo. Critics such as Reynaldo D.
Coronel Jr., Edmundo Farolán, Erwin Thaddeus L. Bautista and Manuel García Castellón
have pointed out Rubén Darío’s widespread influence in Filipino poets. Thus, expanding
their stance, I turn to the anti-Americanist sentiment in José Enrique Rodó’s seminal
essay “Ariel”(1900). If as put by Aníbal González, Rodó’s “appeal to Pan-Hispanic unity
and activism in the face of the US expansionism struck a responsive chord throughout the
Spanish-speaking world” (A Companion 19), I discuss to what extent that chord also
resonated in the Philippines.46
The third section examines the remaining traces of European Romanticism and
French Symbolism in Balmori’s poetry, as well as in his first two novels Bancarrota de
almas and Se deshojó la flor. On the surface, in these works Balmori is so reverent to
European models that he seems incapable of disassociating from them.47 However, a
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It is worth noting that previous critical views of “Ariel” referred more to a pan-Latin unity based on a
“Mediterranean” more than “Hispanic” legacy. Naomi Lindstrom says: “To give a fresh prestige to a
devalued heritage, Ariel traces a ‘Mediterranean’ cultural legacy from the ancient Greeks to Spain to
current-day Latin Americans” (15).
47
In Parnaso filipino: antología de poetas del archipiélago magallánico (1922), Spanish critic Eduardo
Martín de la Cámara claims that Filipino poets are mainly influenced by Darío, Santos Chocano and
Mallarmé (10). In reference to Blamori, he adds: “sus primeros modelos fueron Bécquer, Espronceda y
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closer reading indicates that Balmori was able to perceive the imperfections of these
sources of inspiration and extracted an aesthetics of dissonance from them. Instead of
being stuck in the dramatic tension and resolution of Romanticism, he was able to
develop his own “late style” to use Edward Said’s term.
The fourth and final section consists of a close reading of Balmori’s hird and last
novel Los pájaros de fuego, written In 1945 while witnessing the destruction of Manila.
The novel begins with a harmonious and peaceful atmosphere, yet it ends in a deathly and
horrific environment that represents the crumbling of the three hegemonic powers in the
Philippines: Spain, the US and Japan. As the Romantic spirit strikes again and again,
there is no easy state of resolution.

RADIO AND JAZZ IN THE PHILIPPINES
As mentioned in the Introduction, radio was introduced in the Philippines early
on, in 1922. It was a commercial enterprise owned by the Americans who soon saw an
opportunity to Americanize Filipinos by controlling their auditory imagination: “This was
accomplished by playing American music on the air, adopting the program formats of
American radio, and hiring American broadcasters who established English as the
language of broadcasting and who made Filipinos audiences familiar with American
values and concerns” (Enriquez, Appropriation of 6). The first radio play in the
Philippines, “Noise” was broadcast in 1929 by Radio Manila and was completely

otros bardos hispanos. Idolatró, luego, en Rubén. También cree en Villaespesa, Rostand y D’Annunzio”
(40).
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conducted by Americans.48
There is no direct evidence that demonstrates Balmori worked for radio. Still, in
the 1920s and early 30s, cultural magazine Excelsior published several interviews by him
with intellectuals, musicians, public figures or members of high society, which seem to
have been broadcast via radio.49 These published interviews are accompanied by photos
in which Balmori appears wearing an elegant white suit, lacquer shoes and his signature
round black frame glasses, and at times there is a phonograph, which indicates that they
were recorded, most probably for later broadcast.50 Furthermore, in June 1938, he
published a poem titled “Por radio” in the same magazine mentioned above, which
signals for sure that he listened to a lot of radio. Instead of celebrating the potential of
radio technology, however, “Por radio” expresses a strong aversion to the never-ending
American jazz, which had overtaken Philippine radio at the time.
Suena una música de “jazz”
Que me perturba los sentidos
Y además la voz [de] un “Yankee”
Perforándome los oídos.
Es una música salvaje,
Pura fanfarria cruel,
Del pentágrama gran ultraje,
Endemoniado cascabel.

48

I gather this information from an announcement in Excelsior, August 29, 1929. The radio voice actors
were Americans Seitrick and Irving Brown. Unfortunately, I have not been able to confirm the fact that it
was the first radio play in the Philippines through other sources.
49
Some of Balmori’s interviewees include soprano singer Monserrat Iglesias, violinist Ernesto Vallejo,
Spanish tenor Miguel Fleta, writer and military man Alejo Valdés Pica, lawyer and educator Jorge Bocobo,
and Sergio Osmeña, who was to become President of the Philippines in the 1940s.
50
Enriquez assures that the same way that in the US there was foreign language broadcasting for immigrant
communities (mostly Italian, German, Yiddish and Polish), the Philippines also produced programs for
their respective language markets in Tagalog, Spanish, and Chinese (Appropriation of 64).
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El Africa ruje en ella
En todo dó y en todo fá;
Es el triunfo de la querella;
La conclusión del no será.
Cuerno afilado de Lucifer
Trombon del “jazz”;
El desamor de una mujer
Contra compás.
Cosa rara, cosa ambigua,
Sin una nota de color….
Qué diferencia de nuestra antigua
Danza de amor!
Overall, the lines are alternatively rhymed following the scheme a-b-a-b, c-d-c-d, and so
on. Yet right at the beginning, the words “Jazz” and “Yankee” break with this scheme;
they are left without a rhyme. Moreover, both are put in quotation marks to highlight that
they do belong neither in Philippine culture, nor in the Spanish language. In contrast to
“nuestra antigua danza de amor,” which nostalgically evokes the numerous traditional
Filipino courtship dances, jazz is described as being disturbing, savage and endless: “el
triunfo del no será.”51 It is even demonized twice: the instruments are referred to as
“endemoniado cascabel” or “cuerno afilado de Lucifer.”
Before jumping to the conclusion that Balmori was xenophobic or racist, as
explicitly expressed by the third stanza, we must consider that his disapproving attitude
towards jazz is related to his opposition to the cultural Americanization of the
Philippines. With the arrival of the Americans in the Philippines in 1898, American
51

Some traditional dances for man and woman include the ancient kumintang from Batangas, the Visayan
balitao, the Western Visayan wedding dance pandang pandang, the Ilocano Pamulinawen or various others
derived from Spain and Spanish America, such as the fandango, the jota, the habanera or the Mexican
jarabe (Bañas 81-91).
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English rapidly took control of the media and the education system. According to Wystan
de la Peña, already “by the 1930s, to speak Spanish, to be ‘Fil-Hispanic’ meant being oldfashioned; to speak English, to be ‘Americanized,’ meant being modern” (“Politics of
Appropriation” 105).52 Nevertheless, to speak Spanish, beyond being a marker of social
class, became a form of resistance. As put by Eugenio Matibag, “despite its status as a
minority language, [Spanish] provided a counterweight to the hegemonic imposition of
English, which had swiftly become the language of business and bureaucracy during the
Occupation” (179).
As for jazz, by the late 1930s it had already received general acceptance among
Filipino radio listeners (Quirino 27; Enriquez 98-99).53 Nonetheless, while successfully
creating a large fan base, it also inspired a dislike among artists and intellectuals of the
time.54 What needs further consideration is that “Por radio” is authored under Balmori’s
more conservative penname, “Julio Brial,” not Batikuling or Balmori. In other words,
was Balmori really trying to express a dislike towards jazz? Or was he
impersonating/mocking an “elitist” attitude?
However one wishes to answer this, at the time jazz was associated with
American radio culture. Discussions about radio in the Philippines easily turned into
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The speed and effectiveness with which the Americans took control of the education system will be
assessed in Chapter Three with José García Villa, who belongs to a generation younger than Balmori’s.
53
Jazz arrived to the Philippines early on at the end of the nineteenth century through the individuals from
the American military troops, which were sent for the Spanish American War. Some of the styles brought,
according to music historian Richie C. Quirino, include Folk Blues, Negro Spirituals and early Ragtime.
Furthermore, during World War I, Americans brought Edison phonographs and 78-rpm record discs with
blues, Dixieland, and swing (Quirino 12).
54
For example, when Filipino classical pianist Carolina Ortiz is asked about her music preferences she
boldly “cualquiera música que no sea ‘jazz’” (Interview with Balmori 23).
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opinions about jazz.55 For example, an article titled “¡Oh, el radio!” published in
Excelsior in April 1936 with the byline “B. de Luzon,” expresses the exhaustion of
radio/jazz listeners in the Philippines. The semi-anonymous author describes jazz as a
“gama de ruidos y estridencias” (29). Like Balmori or Julio Brial’s “Por radio,” it evokes
Adorno’s concurrent dismissal of jazz.
Adorno wrote three monographic essays on jazz and occasionally made comments
about it in other major works, such as Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944) or Introduction
of the Sociology of Music (1962). Yet these views have managed to generate heated
debates from the moment they were published to the present day. In his first article,
“Farewell to Jazz” (1933), Adorno was responding to the Nazi ban of radio broadcasts of
“Negerjazz” in October 1933. In this short text, Adorno sees jazz as a mass commercial
phenomenon: a “factory-made” music “available for immediate consumption” (497).
According to Adorno, jazz is appealing to the European petit-bourgeois insofar as it is
presented as progressive or modern music; jazz has “not only had a stimulating effect but
evoked distant memories, at once scary and comforting, of new music’s realm of
dissonance” (497). More than providing a musical analysis of jazz, however, Adorno is
preoccupied with how jazz has been manipulated, domesticated and appropriated within a
culture industry dominated by white Americans and Europeans. In fact, “Farewell to
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Skepticism towards radio was a general sentiment shared by the readers of Excelsior. From July 1933 to
July 1935 there was an article series called “Radiofusión A.R.R.E.A-13,” which simulated a transcription
of a radio show hosted by reporter Nicasio Nuncacalla. The articles parody the news reports from high
society and at times transcribe the sound effects of radio. The first issue announces: “Hemos adquirido de
segunda mano y a plazos, e instalado naturalmente, una poderosa estación emisora y televisora de onda
corta, larga y permanente Marcel, que inauguramos hoy para darle cuenta de todo lo que ocurra en el aire,
sobre la tierra y aun debajo de ella, en Filipinas y fuera de estas islas” (243).
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Jazz” has a sorrowful tone. Adorno declares: “Jazz no more has anything to do with
authentic Negro music, which has long since been falsified and industrially smoothed
here” (496).
In a later more extensive essay titled “On Jazz,” from 1936, Adorno insists: “Jazz
is not what it ‘is’: its aesthetic articulation is sparing and can be understood at a glance.
Rather, it is what it is used for, and this fact clearly brings up questions whose answers
will require in-depth examination” (472). Hence, instead of resorting to the common
conclusion that Adorno was too culturally distant to appreciate Afro-American jazz or
that his essays contain a racist undertone, it is important to consider that for him, “jazz”
would have referred to “big band/orchestra dance music, then a veritable craze in Europe
as well as America, by the likes of Guy Lombardo and Paul Whiteman” (Leppert 349).
Jazz referred to the salon music and the military marches played during the Weimar
Republic (1919-1933), in other words, “hardly what today would characteristically be
incorporated under the [jazz] label” (Leppert 349).
In a yet much later article from 1953, “The Perennial Fashion—Jazz,” Adorno
again laments how the mainstream markets jazz as a music of freedom and of authentic
African elements. Adorno could have accessed less commercial and manipulated forms
of jazz, if not in the 1930s, then much later when he moved to the US from 1938 to 1949.
But unfortunately he did not and therefore his posture towards “jazz” remained
practically the same. In this third essay, he emphasizes its response to the demands of
advertising. Furthermore, he points out jazz’s limitations on harmony and rhythm,
blaming this on radio transmission.
36

What enthusiastically stunted innocence sees as the jungle is actually
factory-made through and through, even when, on special occasions,
spontaneity is publicized as a featured attraction. The paradoxical
immortality of jazz has its roots in the economy. Competition on the
culture market has proved the effectiveness of a number of techniques,
including syncopation, semi-vocal, semi-instrumental sounds, gliding,
impressionistic harmonies and opulent instrumentation […] the entire
business is then touched up, in particular by the radio. (“The Perennial
Fashion” 271)
The manipulation of repetition, according to Adorno, conditions radio listeners. In his
later essay “Types of Musical Conduct,” in which he distinguishes various types of
listeners in relation to the culture industry, he associates jazz listeners to those who are
domesticated without knowing it: “He mistakes himself for a bold avant-gardist although
for more than half a century his utmost excesses have been outdone and rendered
consistent by serious music” (Sociology of Music 13). Interestingly, by now critics who
see Adorno’s comments as uninformed, superficial, and elitist, also consider them to be
Anti-Americanist (O’Connor 267). Thus, this is why it is relevant to consider them in
relation to Balmori’s poem “Por radio.” After all, Adorno and Balmori use jazz as a
cypher of “American” culture.

THE FUNCTION OF MODERNISMO IN BALMORI’S POETRY
By the end of the First World War, in the style of bohemians in Paris, writers in a
group called “Jardín de Epicuro” congregated in cafes and recited their poetry. This
group was founded by Fernando M. Guerrero, considered to be the father of modern
Filipino lyric poetry in Spanish.56 Many critics agree that the legacy of Darío was the
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Donoso gathers the hint of this Filipino modernista circle through Retana’s De la evolución de la
literatura castellana en Filipinas (1909), which mentions a certain “Club Euterpe” (Donoso, “Chronicle of
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most significant one.57 Critic Edmundo Farolán affirms:
El rubendarianismo llegaba a su cima en Filipinas en los primeros años del
siglo XX, y los poetas filipinos leían Azul (publicado por primavera vez en
1888), Prosas profanas (1896), y Cantos de vida y esperanza (1905). La
sensibilidad poética de los filipinos iba mano a mano con la de sus
hermanos hispanoamericanos, y por eso, el Modernismo como
movimiento literario tuvo un impacto tremendo en los poetas filipinos.
(“Literatura hispanofilipina”)
Farolán unquestionably sees a connection, or to be more precise, a “brotherhood”
between Filipino and Spanish American poets.58 Likewise, a month after Darío’s death,
an obituary published in the bilingual magazine The Philippines Review / Revista filipina
in March of 1916, also points out the “familiarity” of Darío in the Philippines.59
Rubén Darío era considerado aquí como uno de los primeros poetas líricos
contemporáneos y quizá el primero de la América Latina que es, tal vez, la
fuente más caudalosa de inspiración de nuestra juventud literaria, siendo él
uno de los maestros predilectos de nuestros poetas actuales […] sus versos
nos son tan familiares como los cañaverales de nuestros paisajes
campestres, los cocoteros de nuestras playas y el perfume de las clásicas
sampaguitas. Era admirado y estimado entre nosotros como si fuera una
gloria propiamente filipina. Era, al menos, tan nuestro, espiritualmente,
como de la América Latina. (13)
Philippines” 245), as well as poet Zoilo Hilario’s poem “Tristán e Isolda,” in Patria y redención: poesías
(1914), which mentions one of the locations for these meetings (Donoso, “El jardín”). The group is also
referenced in Guerrero’s poem “El jardín redivivo,” in De la Cámara’s anthology Parnaso filipino. The
poem opens with the dedication: “Para el Jardín de Epicuro” and in a footnote De la Cámara confirms: “Así
era nombrado un cenáculo literario de Manila. Y para festejar la cena con que fue inaugurada su segunda
etapa, escribió los versos el poeta” (133).
57
For Mariñas, instead of Darío, the principal modernista influence for Filipino poets is Salvador Rueda,
who visited the Philippines in 1914 (Mariñas 60). Some poems dedicated to Rueda at the time include
Cecilio Apóstol’s “A España imperialista,” Dalmacio H. Balagtás’ “Homenaje,” Alejo Valdés Picá’s “A
Salvador Rueda,” Pacífico Victoriano’s “A Salvador Rueda.” These can all be found in De la Cámara’s
Parnaso filipino.
58
Reynaldo D. Coronel agrees: “Muchos de nuestros críticos se han dedicado a al labor de establecer un
nexo literario entre estos países [España y Filipinas], comparando a un autor filipino con un español como,
por ejemplo, José Rizal con Benito Pérez Galdós, y así dejando la oportunidad de llegar al conocimiento de
que la literatura de nuestros hermanos en Hispanoamérica también han tenido, a nuestro humilde parecer,
un cierto grado de influencia sobre nuestros literatos” (115-6).
59
The Philippine Review / Revista filipina was a monthly journal that ran monthly issues from 1916 to
1921. The University of Michigan Library has digitalized issues from 1918 to 1921.
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Proving these words above, Balmori made various concrete references to Darío in his
works. For example, Balmori’s poem “A nuestro Señor don Quijote de la Mancha” is a
rewriting of Darío’s already parodic poem “Letanía de nuestro Señor don Quijote,”
included in Cantos de vida y esperanza.60 His short play “La princesa está triste,”
published in The Philippine Review in March 1919, references of course Darío’s wellknown poem “Sonatina.”61
For Wenceslao E. Retana, a respected philologist and civil servant in Manila at
the beginning of the twentieth century, modernismo was a disruptive and harmful
influence in the Philippines. In his short study De la evolución de la literatura castellana
en Filipinas (1909), Retana strongly opposes modernismo as he finds it too concerned
with the technical aspects of poetry. He claims for example that Fernando M. Guerrero is
losing his individual style and his personality “á fuerza de imitar á Rueda, Rubén Darío,
Santos Chocano y demás revolucionarios… no de la Poesía, sino de la metrificación”
(18-9). Later on he quotes a sonnet by Guerrero, which he qualifies as modernista and
“un lametable descenso” (25). Filipino writers, according to Retana, are lost in the
Spanish American modernista or French Symbolist exercise of producing art for art’s
sake. He condescendingly laments:
Para ellos no hay más poetas que los modernistas, y acaso por esta razón
60

This is pointed out by García Castellón in his article “Intertextualidad hispanoamericana en las letras
hispanofilipinas” (Revista filipina).
61
In Darío’s seminal poem “Sonatina,” from Prosas profanas y otros poemas, a princess is sad, although
sitting on her golden throne in a luxurious palace because she is in love with a distant prince. At the end a
fairy godmother consoles her by telling her that a knight will come for her and kiss her. Likewise, in
Balmori’s play a young princess named Sidalisa, daughter of a Raja, is reunited with her lover, prince
Solimán, through the help of an old lady who encourages her to dream this encounter.
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ninguno se acuerda de Juan Zorrilla San Martín, cuyo poema Tabaré es de
lo más inmenso y de lo más netamente americano que se ha escrito. La
poesía que ahora les entusiasma es la francesa simbolista, acabada de
prostituir por los bohemios ultramarinos. (28)
He chides Filipino writers for not having a well-rounded knowledge of Spanish American
literature, for being completely ignorant of foundational figures from the nineteenth
century such as José Joaquín Olmedo, Andrés Bello and José María Heredia.62 According
to Retana, Filipino poets have transplanted modernista themes and motifs without
adapting them. He strongly criticizes them, for example, for evoking iris flowers, when
according to him, they do not exist in the Philippines.
When it comes to Balmori, in whom the critic sees a lot of potential, he thinks that
the “ataque de modernismo fulminante” will take effect and infect his work. Evoking
Julián del Casal’s short story, “La última ilusión” (1893), Retana says:
Balmori no ha salido de su patria, y, sin embargo, vive mentalmente en
París, en el París misterioso, trágicamente bohemio, del Barrio Latino…
Balmori quiere á toda costa ser un parisino enfermo, y enfermo se ha
puesto, por pura espiritualidad, porque no concibe ser poeta si no es
muriéndose de tristeza, de tristeza parisina… Eso de la bohemia, del
Barrio Bohemio que él no conoce, le embriaga. (31-3)
As much as Retana has a point, he generalizes and demonizes the influence of
modernismo, which cannot be limited to its search for new metric forms.63 Years earlier,
José Martí had also reflected on the effects of the arrival of capitalism and modernity in
62

Retana suggests that Filipino poets would benefit from a variety of influences, such as those included in
the four-volume Antología de poetas hispano-americanos, 1893-1895, by Spanish literary critic Marcelino
Menéndez y Pelayo, to whom Retana dedicates his book.
63
Towards the end of his short study, Retana affirms with a fatalistic tone: “la literatura evoluciona en el
sentido de irse apartando cada vez más de los modelos castellanos para identificarse con los hispanoamericanos más ó menos modernistas de la escuela impotente de Verlaine. […] Lo que triunfa es lo
indeciso, lo fantástico, lo falsamente tristón, lo bohemio… Lo que triunfa es la deslocalización de la poesía
filipina” (35).
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Spanish America in his essay “El Poema de Niagara” (1882), written as a prologue to
Venezuela Juan Antonio Pérez Bonalde’s Poema de Niagara. Beyond proposing a search
for new poetic forms, the essay recovers the lasting influences of Anglo-Germanic
Romanticism as it hints at a new foundation for Spanish American literature. As put by
Aníbal González, “El Poema de Niagara” proposes that Spanish American literature
“should not fall into the trap of Decadence and should not abandon the metaphysical,
transcendentalist search for unity and harmony in the cosmos that was, in Martí’s view,
the Romantics’ greatest legacy” (75). Thus, the question that begs to be asked at this
point is whether Filipino poets were able to bend or hybridize modernista poetry in their
own way or if, as insisted by Retana, they were blindly imitating Spanish American
modernistas living in or dreaming about Paris.
One of the most salient facets of modernismo, which by and large spans from the
1880s to the 1920s, is the cultivation of the musicality of language. They inherited this
musical ideal from the French Symbolists. Echoing Paul Verlaine’s mantra, “De la
musique avant toute chose,” in the preface to Prosas profanas, Darío invokes the
melodiousness of language. He announces: “Como cada palabra tiene un alma, hay en
cada verso, además de la armonía verbal, una melodía ideal” (49). Darío sought a cosmic
“harmony,” presupposing that language is in tune with the order of the world. Like the
French symbolists, Darío saw music as the perfect analogy for poetic language because it
can transcend time and space. Cathy Jrade’s classic text Rubén Darío and the Romantic
Search for Unity: The Modernist Recourse to Esoteric Tradition (1983) meticulously
analyzes this search for verbal/cosmic harmony, which she considers to be the
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predominant characteristic of Darío’s work.64 According to Jrade, Darío manifested an
interest for a syncretic view of the world, reconciling Catholic and pantheistic preChristian beliefs.
As was the case with the Romantics and the Symbolists, harmony, as a
philosophical ideal associated with divine perfection, forms the basis of
the Pythagorean cosmology to which Darío turned in order to find unity
where others saw discord and dissonance. Darío learned that Pythagoreans
hold that the entire universe is one harmonious extension of God, whose
soul permeates all and is identical with the great soul of the world. (11)
Thus, Filipino writers such as Fernando M. Guerrero, Cecilio Apóstol, Manuel
Bernabé and Balmori also experimented with different poetic forms. Spanish American
modernismo gave them the impulse to continue cultivating the Spanish language in the
Philippines. Journalist and first Filipino correspondent to the Real Academia Española
Macario Adriático would have once said to Balmori: “Mi verbo es reto para el
Modernismo; pero no lo es para tí, porque en tí el Modernismo es ritmo y armonía del
alma” (qtd. in Se deshojó la flor xvi). Furthermore, the search for harmony within the
Spanish language can thus be seen as an analogy of their profound appreciation of their
connection to cosmopolitan Europe as well as the dynamic Spanish American world.
Here we may consider José Enrique Rodó’s seminal essay Ariel (1900), which
advocates for a sense of pan-Hispanicity and alerts the Spanish American youth to be
aware of the United States’ imperialistic expansion project. The same way Rodó’s essay
was well received in Spain, it is likely that it reached the Philippines and was embraced
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Jrade’s interpretation of Darío is largely inspired by Paz’s essay “El caracol y la sirena,” written in 1964
and included in Cuadrivio (1974).
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by Filipino writers there.65 In fact, Manuel García Castellón goes so far as to affirm that
the Golden Age of Spanish literature in the Philippines was “ideologically characterized”
by Rodó and Ramiro de Maeztu, an avid Spanish defender of the concept of Hispanicity
(“Lengua y letras” 161).66 The modernista writers’ warning of US-expansionism certinaly
dialogues with the anti-Americanism of Filipino writers of Spanish in the first decades of
the twentieth century. In an article published in 1927, Teodoro M. Kalaw laments:
A pesar de los triunfos del nacionalismo en el seno de nuestro partidos
políticos, estamos AMERICANIZÁNDONOS más pronto de lo que
parece y con la peor clase de americanización que pudiésemos desear
porque es la americanización de las necesidades materiales, de las
necesidades que forman el hábito individual y que ya no se dejan.
(“Americanización”)
Kalaw’s words echo Rodó’s critique of “nordomanía,” that is, the fascination with US
culture that ends up in an imitation of their lifestyle.67 Another aspect of Rodó’s thought
is the call for the unity of Spanish American nations. He urges Spanish American nations
to remain moral and to aspire to “la armoniosa expansión de vuestro ser” (Ariel 15).
Then, with a prophetic tone, he insists on the same motif of harmony and order: “Se huirá
del mal y del error como de una disonancia; se buscará lo bueno como el pacer de una
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Ariel was immediately applauded in Spain. Spanish critic Rafael Altamira celebrated it in Spanish
magazines Revista crítica and El Liberal, and then wrote a prologue to a Spanish edition. Leopoldo Alas
“Clarín” also published a positive review of it in El Imparcial and would then write a prologue to another
Spanish edition. This quick reception can be understood through Spain’s resentment against the United
States, which just two years ago had taken possession of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Philippines.
66
In another article, García Castellón claims that Filipino writers would have been conjointly influenced by
Darío and Rodó: “El tono literario de la obra lo marca el entonces imperante modernismo. Es la época en
que Rubén Darío y José Enrique Rodó infunden a la prosa de lengua española, respectivamente, alteza
lírica y orgullo pan-hispánico” (“Hacia la tierra del zar”).
67
Rodó warns: “la visión de una América deslatinizada por propia voluntad, sin la extorsión del Norte,
flota ya sobre los sueños de muchos sinceros interesados por nuestro porvenir […] Tenemos ya nuestra
nordomanía” (Ariel 35). An example of the critique of the US in the Philippines is Isidro Marfori’s poetry
collection Bajo el yugo del dólar (1933).
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armonía […] valdrán siempre, para la educación de la humanidad, la gracia del ideal
antiguo, la moral armoniosa de Platón” (18-9).
The ideal of unity between Spanish American nations was also expressed by
Darío in his essay “El triunfo de Calibán” (1898), which anticipates Rodo’s use of
Shakespearean characters from The Tempest.68 In it, Darío passionately condemns “la
agresión del yankee contra la hidalga y hoy agobiada España” (452) and proposes: “De
tal manera la raza nuestra debiera unirse, como se une en alma y corazón, en instantes
atribulados” (452). The desire for unity is further expressed in many of his poems, such
as “Salutación del optimista” or “A Roosevelt” included in Cantos de vida y esperanza,
los cisnes y otros poemas. While “A Roosevelt” echoes Martí’s articulation of an
“América nuestra” and recovers the indigenous past of Spanish America, “Salutación del
optimista” seeks to recover a purer sense of Hispanicity shared with Spain.69
“Salutación” begins with an invocation, followed by a vision that the Spanish
language will be renewed and reach its glory by being articulated by diverse Hispanic
peoples: “Ínclitas razas ubérrimas, sangre de Hispania fecunda, / Espíritus fraternos,
luminosas almas, salve! Porque llega el momento en que habrán de cantar nuevos himnos
/ Lenguas de gloria” (344). The poem then expresses hope for Spain’s recovery (let us
68

Another exponent of the analogy of Caliban and Latin America (specifically Cuba), before the
publication of Ariel or even Darío’s essay, was Argentinean Paul Groussac. For more on Darío and Paul
Groussac, see Jorge Eduardo Arellano’s “Rubén Darío antimperialista” and Carlos Jáuregui’s “Calibán,
ícono del 98: A propósito de un artículo de Rubén Darío.” Jáuregui argues that Shakespeare’s Ariel,
Caliban and Prospero were already part of the Spanish American imaginary at the end of the nineteenth
century. Jáuregui observes that although Rodó only mentions Ernest Renan as his source of inspiration,
Ariel dialogues very closely with Darío’s 1898 article.
69
As the title suggests “A Roosevelt” has an apostrophic attitude and is more concretely critical of USexpansionism: “Eres los Estados Unidos, / Eres el futuro invasor/ De la América ingenua que tiene sangre
indígena/ Que aún reza a Jesucristo y aún habla en español” (Cantos de vida 360).
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recall that it is written after the Spanish-American War in 1898), as well as the permanent
unity between Spain and Spanish America: “dos continentes, abonados de huesos
gloriosos” (345).70 Hence, after a new kingdom is declared, the lyric voice insists on an
energized unity and the poem ends as follows:
La latina estirpe verá la gran alba futura,
En un trueno de música gloriosa, millones de labios
Saludarán la espléndida luz que vendrá de Oriente,
Oriente augusto en donde todo lo cambia y renueva
La eternidad de Dios, la actividad infinita.
Y así sea Esperanza la visión permanente en nosotros,
Ínclitas razas ubérrimas, sangre de Hispania fecunda!
(Cantos de vida 346)
As clear as the main theme is—that of a pan-Hispanic unity—it is curious that in the last
lines, Darío sees that hope will come from the Orient: “la espléndida luz que vendrá del
Oriente.” Did Darío intend to lament the loss of all the remaining colonies of Spain in
1898, not just Cuba and Puerto Rico, but also the Philippines? Could Darío have been
thinking about the “Pearl of the Orient”? Was he, like some Spanish writers at the time,
aware of the literature that continued to be written in Spanish, in Manila?
Let us recall here the transcolonial consciousness of Filipino authors. In 1932,
Balmori travelled to Mexico and wrote a series of poems called “De Manila a México.”
In the first poems, Balmori defends Philippine Spanish; he claims that it is better than
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Another issue that is brought in relation to this poem is how and when Darío wrote it. Darío had been
living in Paris from the turn of the century and travelling through various European countries. In April
1905, he was invited to recite a poem in the Ateneo de Madrid by the Liga Hispanoamericana, which
wanted to consecrate him as one of the best living poets of the Spanish language. Hence, there are two main
accounts of its genesis. The first one belongs to José María Vargas Vila, who says that it was written in a
hurry, in two hours to be precise, and completed at two in the morning. The other version belongs to Juan
Ramón Jiménez who says that Darío was actually very calm and dictated his verses to his secretary and
even to Juan Ramón himself. (Cantos de vida y esperanza n1 344)
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Mexican Spanish. After learning that the nickname for “Jesús” is “Chucho,” he invokes
Christ and says: “Perdona el léxico maléfico que así te trata como a un perro” (“Atrio”
12). In another poem, titled “Barbarismos idiomáticos,” he again articulates a sense of
Filipino superiority: “Pobre prosodia castellana presa en el fondo de sus haches! / Pobre
sintáxis española herida en pleno corazón.”71 Nevertheless, changing his tone, he then
humbly praises Mexican literary culture and says: “no hay país en donde el castellano
verbo / fulja con más gloriosa lumbre que en esta tierra mexicana: / enormes bardos como
[Juan de Dios] Peza, como [Salvador Díaz] Mirón y como [Amado] Nervo / Son las tres
águilas altísimas de la poesía castellana!” (“Barbarismos” 25).72 Thus, in the remaining
poems Balmori describes Mexican customs, his encounter with the president of Mexico
in Chapultepec and he praises the beauty of Mexican women. In other words, he
eventually experiences a sense of solidarity, a sense of equality with Mexicans.
Another poem, titled “China poblana,” creatively alludes to Darío’s iconic sad
princess. As many scholars have noted, the china poblana, now a popular colorfully
dressed iconic figure of the city of Puebla, is actually based on a real woman who was a
descendant of the Moghul dynasty born in Delhi. According to Octavio Paz, her real
name was Mirra, she was kidnapped, enslaved in Cochin and taken coincidentally to
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Given that then Balmori celebrates Amado Nervo, it is worth noting that Nervo also wrote some articles
to discuss the way Spanish was evolving throughout Spanish America. In “El castellano en América,” he
refers to a study by Spanish philologist Julio Cejador, in which Chilean Spanish is particularly criticized. In
“El castellano en México” Nervo claims that Spanish has evolved and put to intricate uses from the 16th
century on (Antología de Amado Nervo, Ed. Alfonso Reyes 67-77).
72
It is worthwhile to mention that the same way Balmori re-wrote Chocano’s “Blasón,” he wrote his own
version of “Gratia Plena,” a poem Nervo includes in La amada inmóbil (Farolán, “La literatura
hispanofilipina”).
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Manila, where she was sold to a rich couple who took her to Acapulco in 1621.73
Although she never learned Spanish, she was renamed Catarina de San Juan, converted to
Catholicism and was almost beatified. In his poem Balmori recreates her state of
desolation and laments: “triste princesa que llora / ¡sobre su trono perdido!” (8). Balmori
feels identified with the displaced Moghul princess.
The last poem of the series “De Manila a México” is dedicated to Acapulco and in
it emphasizes the long-lasting alliance between the Philippines and Mexico:
En los primeros años de la conquista ibérica
Fue Acapulco el granero, la tienda y el Tesoro
Del pueblo filipino.
De ahí nuestra identidad en la fauna y la flora,
En la flor y la espiga que nuestros campos dora,
En música y en bailes, en todo lo exterior;
Nos ligaron a México, y a México debemos
En grandes proporciones mil cosas que tenemos
En el arte y la ciencia, en el son y el color
(“Acapulco” 15)
After all, Balmori feels linked to Mexico—“nos ligaron a México”—and realizes perhaps
how much of Philippine culture does not come from Spain, but from Spanish America.
Along those lines, in a poem titled “Blasón,” published in Mi casa de Nipa (1941)
Balmori purposely chooses to embrace his multiple heritages. Thus, complicating his
imperial allegiance, instead of seeing Spain as a colonizer or as the conqueror of the
Philippines, the lyric voice is rather thankful for having accepted his savagery.
Soy un bardo indo-hispano. En mi pecho cristiano,
mi corazón es vaso donde mezclada está
la sangre de Legazpi el Capitán hispano,
73

Paz bases his account on Francisco de la Maza’s Catarina de San Juan: princesa de la India y visionaria
de Puebla (1971).
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con la sangre tagala de la hija del Rajá.
Con el talón hundido en olas y en espumas,
Esperé sobre el mar galeón español,
y España, al encontrarme, besó las áureas plumas
que en mi frente temblaban como rayos de sol.
Era hermosa, era buena, era plena de amores;
puse a sus pies mis lanzas, mis espigas, mis flores;
le di mi corazón salvaje y oriental;
y desde entonces va en mi pecho desnudo
sirviéndome de férreo y de glorioso escudo
con su idioma divino y su sangre inmortal.
(Mi casa de nipa 27-8)
This poem is a re-writing of Peruvian poet José Santos Chocano’s emblematic sonnet of
the same title.74 Whereas Balmori claims to carry Tagalog and immortal Spanish blood,
Chocano also claims that his blood is Spanish, yet his heartbeat is Inca. Written about
forty years earlier and included in Alma América: poemas indo-españoles (1906),
Chocano’s sonnet says: “Soy el cantor de América autóctono y salvaje: / mi lira tiene un
alma, mi canto un ideal. […] La sangre es española e incaico es el latido; / y de no ser
Poeta, quizá yo hubiera sido / un blanco aventurero o un indio emperador” (Obras
escogidas 138-9). Balmori’s “Blasón” is a calque of Chocano’s lines, but Balmori exalts
and romanticizes Spain more. Furthermore, he expresses an added desire of reclaiming its
“divine” language.75
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Coronel observes that Filipino poets were successfully able to transform and adapt Spanish American
modernismo. He further compares Leopoldo Lugones’ use of Argentine terms in El libro de los paisajes
(1917) to the way in which Balmori incorporated vernacular terms, such as ilang-ilang, bagongtao, dalaga,
tamarao, balitaó, ipá, halo, bató-bató, numi or kundiman into his writings (Coronel 104).
75
There were two almost simultaneous editions of Alma América. The one published in Madrid contains a
short approving letter by Menéndez y Pelayo, a prologue by Miguel de Unamuno and a “Prelude” by Darío.
According to critic Luis Alberto Sánchez, in the Parisian edition Chocano purposely excludes the texts by
the Spanish writers.
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In short, Darío informed Balmori’s search for harmony in language, but also a
sense of Hispanicity. In light of Rodó and Santos Chocano, one can further appreciate
Balmori’s hopeful views of a cultivated Filipino spirit that does not give in to US
expansionism and a desire to join the unity of Spanish American nations. However,
whereas Darío, Rodó and Santos Chocano could be confident of their audience, assured
that their writings would be read with enthusiasm within and across their national
borders, Balmori and his peers would soon have to deal with the diminishing population
of Spanish speakers in the Philippines.

THE PERSISTENCE OF ROMANTICISM
As difficult as it is to delineate the beginning of aesthetic movements, it is twice
more complex to determine when they end. Among them, many critics would agree that
Romanticism is trans-historical; it continues to be perceived in literature as well as in
music. Critic Erwin Thaddeus L. Bautista claims that modernismo entered the Philippines
right when Romanticism as a movement was coming to an end, yet not altogether over.
He claims: “It was during this time when Romanticism was faltering as a literary
movement in the country, although not as a radical sentiment of the Filipino soul, which
seemed to be molded by the romantic element” (120). Hence, the Romantic legacy in
Philippine literature extended well through the first half of the twentieth century. In the
case of Balmori, a “radical (Romantic) sentiment”—to quote Thaddeus—will be seen (or
heard) in Los pájaros de fuego, from 1945. But before that, Balmori certainly embraced
Romanticism in his first two novels Bancarrota de almas (1910) and Se deshojó la flor
(1915).
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Bancarrota de almas revolves around the love triangle between seventeen-yearold Angela, her cousin Ventura Ruiz, who is a sentimental law student, and a young
talented poet called Augusto Valdivia. Like all of Balmori’s novels, Bancarrota is
divided in four parts. It begins with Ventura and Angela mutually in love. However, in
order to confirm this love, Ventura decides to test Angela by leaving her. Yet instead of
developing more intense feelings for the absent Ventura, Angela begins to fall in love
with Valdivia, who writes a series of love poems and later love letters to her. In the
second part, Angela finds out that Valdivia has lost almost all his money drinking and
gambling. She is crushed by this “immoral” behavior and therefore Valdivia is
challenged to win her heart back.76 The third part of the novel consists entirely of love
letters Valdivia writes to Angela. In the fourth and final part, Angela finds out she is
pregnant. Valdivia and her decide to get married, but before the marriage is consummated
he dies of tuberculosis and Angela ends up marrying Ventura against her will.
In Se deshojó la flor, almost formulaically, there is another love triangle, although
this time there is one male and two female characters. Basically, the protagonist Rafael is
in love with Leonarda, while Leonarda’s sister, Dolores, fancies Rafael. Eventually
Rafael falls in love with Dolores, yet she dies, so he decides to marry another woman
who resembles Dolores. Time passes, but Rafael continues to be haunted by visions of
Dolores, and in the end, consumed by despair, he commits suicide.
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Angela thinks: “Valdivia, inmoral, pasando las noches entre mujerzuelas y amigos borrachos, tirando el
dinero en vino para pedírselo prestado después a otros…” (120).
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Both novels contain elements for which Romanticism is ridiculed: overweening
sentimentality, dramatic weather that responds to the turbulent emotions of the main
characters, and, of course, tragic endings. Nevertheless, critics also see these two novels
by Balmori as being representative of the social problems of the time: adultery and the
unproductive lifestyle of the Spanish-speaking elites. According to Wystan de la Peña,
these novels have a “moralist orientation, attacking in particular the issue of male
philandering and female resignation to his problem” (“Jesús Balmori” 82). Moreover,
both novels contain key passages that recreate Balmori’s aesthetic indecision, which
gives glimpses of his solid anti-imperialist stance and his transcolonial consciousness.
For example, it is revealed that among the books Ventura reads are Santos
Chocano’s Alma América (Bancarrota 51). Although Ventura becomes a secondary
character, the fleeting detail hints at the author’s own interests. Later on, Angela’s uncle,
don Alejandro, complains about younger generations wanting to learn English, instead of
Spanish. Reminiscent of Darío’s essay “El triunfo de Calibán,” he suggests that the
English language sounds savage.77 Don Alejandro says: “Los labios de la mujer filipina
para besar, no para hablar el inglés… ¡What!... ¡what!... Así ladran los perros
vagabundos” (327). Likewise, in Se deshojó la flor Rafael is against his sisters pursuing
education in English. He says: “preferiría verlas acarreando zacate por el pueblo, antes
que saberlas en Manila, como unas locas por las calles, hablando inglés en los tranvías
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Darío criticizes the way Americans speak English (“miman al inglés”) and like the Filipino writers of
Spanish, he chooses not to see Spain as a violent conqueror: “la España que yo defiendo se llama
Hidalguía, Ideal, Nobleza; se llama Cervantes, Quevedo, Góngora, Gracián, Velázquez; se llama el Cid,
Loyola, Isabel; se llama la Hija de Roma, la Hermana de Francia, la Madre de América” (“El triunfo” 455).
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con cuatro criados americanos disfrazados de señoritos, siendo el hazme reír y el ludibrio
de la verdadera filipina, humilde, recatada y pura” (153).
Other times, Balmori’s anti-Americanism is more subtly expressed through the
clash of sounds. Towards the beginning of Bancarrota de almas, Ventura is delighted to
hear piano music. He is captivated by the sound of Chopin, which he thinks is being
played by his beloved Angela: “¡cómo le hablaba ella desde casa, con su piano! ¡cómo le
decía dulcemente, ‘ven’, con la música, eco de su voz!” (22). But a few hours later, an
American military band muffles the sweet sound of Chopin.
Noche ya; de la Luneta, ahogando la canción del querido piano,
llegaban claros los sonidos que estrepitosamente lanzaba una banda militar
yankee; algunas estrellas parpadeaban en el azul y el mar se iba poblando
de rugidos en su crecer de marea.
Se alzó; la brisa acre, aromada de sal y de algas alborotaba su pelo
rizoso y largo; lentamente volvía a casa; el piano se oía indistintamente; la
canción seguía diciéndole tiernamente, ‘ven’. (23)
The piano is interrupted, yet finally persists; it continues resounding even though its
volume is lower than that of the noisy military band. The piano continues invoking him.
In Balmori’s poetry one also continues to hear a fervent Romantic calling, again
through musical motifs. For example, in “Nocturno de Chopin,” published in Excelsior in
August of 1933, begins with a call to listen and soon enough, it announces that what is
being heard is, as the title reveals, a nocturne by Chopin.
¡Escuchad!... ¡escuchad!... Una encantada mano
Que parece un jazmín,
Despierta con sus pétalos sobre el marfil del piano
¡El alma embriagadora y pura de Chopin!
Despierta con sus pétalos sobre el marfil del piano
Y es entonces, en alas del langoroso cántico,
Cuando en la hora de encantos y murmullos henchida,
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Comienza lentamente el desfile romántico
¡De todas las más tristes dulzuras de la vida!
¡Nocturno de Chopin!
Tenue y vago perfume que nos empapas de una
Armonía de fuentes y frondas de jardín,
Bajo el fulgor goteante de la dormida luna!
Serenata dulcísima, divina, de pasión,
Que llenas con tus ritmos y tus dolidas notas
Las pobres soledades de nuestro corazón
Y nuestras ilusiones completamente rotas!
Yo te escuché una vez, llorando sin querer,
En un rincón del mundo propicio a mis amores!
En mis brazos cantaba su amor una mujer
Como una lira trémula de pájaros y flores!
La noche estaba loca de luces y de aromas,
Todo era melodía,
En el hueco de un árbol lloraban dos palomas,
Un silencio de ensueño el jardín envolvía…
Y no puede olvidarte, nocturno de Chopin!
Ya no puedo olvidarte, armonía confusa
Que ningún otro acento armónico despeina,
Porque fue en esa noche y fue en ese jardín,
Cuando el poeta tuvo las rosas de su Musa
Y cuando el hombre tuvo los besos de su Reina!
(Excelsior 5)
The poem begins with a slow tone full of pauses, exclamation marks and repetitions.
Then, after announcing the beginning of the nocturne or romantic parade [“desfile
romántico”], which is composed of “armonía de fuentes y frondas de jardín,” the poetic
voice adopts an apostrophic tone and praises the overflowing and sweetly painful
harmonies of the nocturne.78 In the middle of the poem, however, the tone changes
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This poem dialogues with Spanish poet and musician Gerardo Diego’s nineteen poems titled Nocturnos
de Chopin, which were written in 1918. Since these poems were published in completion as a collection in
1963, and partially in 1941 in Primera antología, it is possible that they found a topic in common during
Diego’s visit to the Philippines in the mid-1930s. Here, it is worth mentioned that Diego was not only
considered to be one of the most influential poets of the generation of ’27, but he was also an accomplished
pianist and music critic. He was known for his performances of Manuel de Falla, as well as of organizing
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dramatically as the speaker remembers a night when he was with an unnamed woman:
“En mis brazos cantaba su amor una mujer.” Thereafter, as if it were not clear whether
the poetic voice is more impassioned by the memory of his muse or by the nocturne
itself, the memory of the night of the encounter with his beloved is intertwined with the
intangible sound of the nocturne: it becomes an “armonía confusa” that cannot be
disarranged. This gesture of appreciating the sound of “confusing” or unresolved
harmonies will reappear in his later work.
Allusions to Chopin are typical for writers from the late nineteenth century on.
Chopin characterizes overly sentimental atmospheres or, like in Balmori’s case, his
mentioning is often associated with the entertainment performed by upper class young
women.79 In a later poem titled “El alma de los pianos,” from Mi casa de nipa, Balmori
again recreates the close link between women and piano playing. After invoking
Beethoven and Chopin, the two romantic composers par excellence, the lyric voice says:
“Mujer: El piano aguarda tus leves sacudidas, / como un esclavo tuyo, en medio del
salón; / en sus dorados manos, dos luces encendidas, / y tu papel de música sobre su
corazón” (Mi casa 94).

events in which major composers at the time, such as Ravel, Poulenc, Milhaud and Stravinsky were invited
to Spain (Benavides 56). Unsurprisingly, one of his favorite composers was Chopin.
79
Two poems by Guerrero that mention Chopin are “La marcha fúnebre de Chopin” and “El jardín
redivivo,” which was dedicated to the previously mentioned Filipino poets’ group “Jardín de Epicuro.”
Some examples of significant allusions to Chopin in relation to young women in well-off classes in Spanish
American literature are Darío’s “La muerte de la emperatriz china” and María Luisa Bombal’s short story
“El árbol” (1939). Responding to the motif of Chopin’s mention in the context of upper middle classes, in
an article titled “Chopin y su literatura,” Carpentier declares: “Hay que liberar a Chopin de mucha literatura
creada—mal creada—por las biografías intencionadas, la novela, el cine y hasta la política” (EM1 197).
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Another major figure that appears, almost inevitably, throughout Balmori’s work
is Richard Wagner. These mentions indicate that there was a pervading Wagnerian legacy
in the Philippines, like in Europe and Latin America. As it is well documented, Wagner
became influential in all the arts, particularly among the French Symbolists who came to
believe through his music, that poetry should aspire the condition of music.80 Spanish
American modernista writers were also largely inspired by Wagner’s aesthetics. For
example, in one of his signature poems, “El cisne,” Darío synthesizes his impulse of
finding a new Latin American form of expression without letting go of its preceding
violent past. Darío says: “Cuando se oyó el acento del Cisne wagneriano, / Fué en medio
de una aurora, fué para revivir […] Bajo tus blancas alas la nueva Poesía, / Concibe en
una gloria de luz y de harmonía / La Helena eterna y pura que encarna el ideal” (Prosas
profanas 110). The allusion of Zeus’ rape of Leda, which resulted in the birth of the
beautiful Helen, suggests a justification of violence.
Like in Spanish America, it seems as if Wagner’s influence reached the
Philippines by way of French Symbolists. Balmori’s first novel, Bancarrota de almas,
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After hearing Wagner’s Lohengrin in 1860, Charles Baudelaire wrote a letter to Wagner to thank him for
his music, which would have produced an experience of ecstasy in him. “Since the day when I heard your
music,” Baudelaire would have written to Wagner, “I tell myself endlessly, especially in bad times: If at
least I could hear a little Wagner tonight” (qtd. by Acquisto, 35). Then, in 1861 he wrote an essay titled
“Richard Wagner et Tannhäuser à Paris,” which can be seen as being a foundational text for Symbolist
aesthetics. Critic Joseph Acquisto analyzes the intertextual references within Baudelaire’s text and
concludes that it is a response to Wagner’s own Lettre Sur la Musique. Although Wagner was temporarily
banned in France in 1870s to the 1880s with the claim that his music was ideologically driven, many
French intellectuals travelled to Bayreuth to see Wagner’s operas, developing something like a cult for him.
Consolidating the French fanaticism for Wagner, in February 1885 Édouard Dujardin, who was a disciple
of Mallarmé, and Polish-born French musicologist Téodor de Wyzewa founded the monthly journal Revue
wagnérienne. It ran until 1888 and it promoted Wagner’s work not only as a composer, but as a poet and
veritable artist. For example, in 1885, Mallarmé published an article titled “Richard Wagner, Rêverie d’un
poète français.” In it, he comes to see poetry as a spectacle rather than as an ideal. This demonstrates that
the Symbolists’ ideal of synesthesia is in way indebted to Wagner’s aesthetic concept of the
Gesamtkunstwerk, which sought to synthesize all art forms of in one work.
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quite explicitly acknowledges his veneration of Symbolist poets as there are various
epigraphs that belong respectively to Mallarmé, Verlaine and Albert Samain. In the novel
itself, at some point Valdivia, the poet, recites a poem by Verlaine and declares him his
“padre celestial” (Bancarrota 122-3). Finally, more concretely referring to Wagner, in an
interview with opera singer Montserrat Iglesias for Excelsior, Balmori compares her with
Valkyrie Brunilda, the tragic heroine and beloved daughter of god Wotan in Wagner’s
opera cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen. Furthermore, in a poem titled “Wagneriana,”
published in Renacimiento Filipino in October 1910, he evokes Wagner’s opera Parsifal.
In these works, the references to Wagner, like the mentioning of Beethoven or Chopin, is
celebratory. It is not until his third novel Los pájaros de fuego that Wagner and the
persistence of Romanticism are portrayed in a disconcerting light.

WAGNER IN LOS PÁJAROS DE FUEGO
Los pájaros de fuego is historically set during the Japanese occupation of the
Philippines and ends with the destruction of Manila. It was in fact written in 1945; in
other words, it is a historical account and the title refers to the name of the Japanese
bombers at the time.81 The main characters of the novel are the Robles family: the
widowed patriarch named Don Lino, his two young adult children Natalia and Fernando,
and their uncle, Don Lino’s brother, Don Ramón. At the beginning of the novel, the
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Given the novel’s historical value, it was believed that the Philippine government had acquired the rights
to its manuscript, but nobody could locate it. It was not until 2010, that Balmori’s long awaited novel was
found, edited by Isaac Donoso, and published by the Instituto Cervantes in Manila, under the series
Clásicos hispanofilipinos. According to Donoso, three versions of the text resurfaced: a manuscript of 163
pages that is partially typewritten, a microfilm of a prefaced typescript version that indicates that there had
been an attempt to publish the novel around 1979, and a later “apocryphal” digitalized version presenting
more revisions supposedly by Balmori. Donoso clarifies that the 2010 critical edition is based on the first
version, the only one that undoubtedly comes directly from the author’s hand.
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Robles apparently enjoy the privileges and idiosyncrasies of an elitist life. Lifshey
convincingly points out the novels similarities to nineteenth century Latin American
literature: with the presence of rich landowners, vigorous young men, and virginal
daughters who play European classical music (“Allegory” 14).82 As unproductive as they
seem to be, initially there is at least potential for the family lineage to continue as the
young Natalia marries a doctor (although jobless) named Sandoval. Greater hope soon
comes eventually from Fernando, who becomes engaged to Marta, a young woman who
possesses a “belleza dulcemente indígena, de expresión soñadora y ojos lánguidos de
mirar de esclava” (25). What is promising about this heterosexual union, this pending
“foundational fiction,” to use Doris Sommer’s theory, is that it represents the hope for a
new harmoniously interracial Filipino generation.83
But before this generation achieves socio-ethnic independence, the fact is that the
environment in which Natalia and Fernando are raised is predominantly Eurocentric. Two
regular visitors in the Robles house are Fritz Von Kauffman, a German family friend and
doctor, and Bruno Anselmi, an Italian man who gives Natalia music lessons. Both are
irremediably fascist and try to sway Don Lino to trust the Axis powers. While Kauffman
elevates Hitler and Wagner to divine levels, Anselmi claims that Mussolini is his uncle.
Don Ramón is highly skeptical about these military alliances and disapproves mixing
cultural references and politics. Hence, expressing his admiration of Wagner and his
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Lifshey adds that the fact that Los pájaros de fuego focuses on the creation of “an extended family
melodrama that would be allegorical to the national issues at hand” follows the paradigm of Rizal’s novels
and Pedro Paterno’s Nínay (“Allegory” 12).
83
Sommer contends that Latin American romances are “grounded in ‘natural’ heterosexual love and in the
marriages that provided a figure for apparently nonviolent consolidation during internecine conflicts of
midcentury” (6).
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repugnance of Nazism, Don Ramón says: “Ante Parsifal, hay quien dobla una rodilla.
Ante la boca de los cañones Nazis, no se puede sentir más que horror y odio” (Los
pájaros 72). This anticipates the gist of Adorno’s In Search of Wagner (1952), which
uncovers and severely criticizes Wagner’s anti-Semitic tendencies, and yet cannot help
but celebrate his musical talent.84
Anselmi, originally from Milan, is very popular and respected amongst Manila’s
high society. He has developed a successful career and lived many years in the
Philippines, but deep inside Anselmi thinks that Filipinos are an inferior race.
Interestingly enough, this inferiority is partially blamed on the Americans. The narrator
observes:
Para él Luzón, Bisayas y Mindanao eran cosas grandes, aunque no tan
enormes como Garibaldi, Mussolini y Verdi. En cuando al paisanaje, era
otra cosa, había mucho que hablar. En su opinión, los Filipinos no estaban
más que medianamente civilizados.
Cuando a algunos de sus discípulos, cantando una romanza, se les
escapaba un gallo, era cuando el signore Anselmi proclamaba más alto la
incapacidad de nuestro pueblo. Un poco más despiertos que los etíopes.
De depender Filipinas de Italia, en vez de depender de América, los
tenores jamás desafinarían. Y las jóvenes bonitas y acaudaladas se
casarían con italianos para mejorar la raza. (33)
Apart from being condescending, Anselmi suffers from delusions of grandeur and thinks
he is a perfect candidate to marry into the high social class of Manila.85 Hence, he
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Whereas Wagner’s apologists rely on his relationship with Hermann Levi, the Jewish conductor of
Parsifal, Adorno mentions an incident in which Wagner sadistically handed Levi an anonymous letter that
begged for the opera not be conducted by a Jew (In Search of Wagner 8-9).
85
As put by Donoso, Anselmi represents “el occidental que siendo un don nadie en su patria, se las da de
grandeza en Filipinas y adquiere don casándose con alguna hija heredera o adquieres rentas de negocios
turbios” (Los pájaros 36 n112). Similarly, in an interview with Balmori, opera singer Montserrat Iglesias
laments: “a cualquier extranjero, músico o cantante, lo que sea, que llegue importado de América o Europa,
sin más méritos que el reclamo de sus amigos y su empresa, se le aplaude a rabiar cuantas veces se presente
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attempts to seduce Natalia, but she is not in the least interested in him. In one of the first
scenes of the novel Natalia takes a singing lesson from Anselmi. Instead of singing,
however, she yells. Later on, she plays the piano, yet unlike other refined and sentimental
heroines in Balmori’s previous novels, she performs without any passion. This attitude
hints that Balmori was no longer willing to conform to the demands of European
harmonies.
Symbolizing the Philippines’ trust in and inclination towards Japan instead of the
US, the patriarch Don Lino is in love with Haruko, a Japanese woman whom he met
years ago in Japan and lives in Kyoto. Haruko is put into an even more submissive
position than the indigenous Marta. At one point, Don Lino calls her his “lost doll”
[muñeca perdida] and almost subscribing to the “yellow fever” of Westerners, he says:
“Me hizo feliz con su amor tímido y reverente. Esas mujeres saben amar. Si alguna vez
necesitas a tu lado a una mujer amante, ¡búscate una japonesa!” (42). Distorting historical
reality, Don Lino develops a desire to possess and dominate the Japanese. Furthermore,
his idealization of Haruko echoes Balmori’s long adulation of Japanese culture and
women. It is reminiscent of Balmori’s long poem Nippon (1932), in which he says: “La
mujer japonesa pequeña y exquisita / Como mujer ninguna, / Se dijera que es una ligera
palomita […] Humilde, cariñosa, langorosa, nupcial; / Y en toda su figura romántica y
sumisa / Palpita perfumada la flor de un sonrisa” (23).86 Balmori assures that when
compromised in marriage, Japanese women are the most loving and submissive of all:
en público, se le llena el teatro y se le abruma de dinero y regalos. ¡Allá estos artistas no valen nada! ¡Allá
no les darían ni las gracias por oírles!” (Excelsior 22)
86
Nippon was a lecture in verse that praised Japanese civilization and was presented in front of members of
the Japanese Association in the Philippines. (See Donoso, “Introducción” xxxiii-xxxviii.)
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“Cuando la japonesa se convierte en esposa / Se convierte en la amante rendida del
marido; / Quiere con un querer resignado y profundo […] Su misión en la vida es amar.
Por lo tanto / La mujer japonesa es una flor de llanto, / Porque amar es sufrir” (Nippon
24).
Haruko is a common Japanese name for females; nevertheless, it is worth noting
that the protagonist in Balmori’s “Un cuento japonés,” published in 1934, is also named
Haruko. In this short story, she is weak and unhappy. She marries a prince she does not
love, and, in the end, commits suicide. Moreover, in a poem titled “La gueisha,” included
in Mi casa de nipa Balmori again evokes Japanese women, this time dancing sensually.
The speaker says: “Me hizo feliz con su amor ¿Qué misterio perfumado del Oriente, /
Que divino mago rito religioso / Desenvuelve como en ondas de un aroma / Esta flor, esta
mujer, esta paloma, / Con el ritmo de su cuerpo cadensioso [sic]?” (Mi casa de nipa 128).
Towards the end of the poem, the gueisha is alone, crying, because her lover has left
her.87
Unlike the submissive Japanese females in Balmori’s previous short story and
poems, in Los pájaros de fuego the racial and gender roles are reversed. It is Don Lino
who is rejected by Haruko. In 1941, she sends him a short letter, in which she tells him
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These projections of a loving Japanese woman are reminiscent of Darío’s poem “Divagación,” in which
he invokes a Chinese or Japanese lover. The lyric voice demands: “Ámame en chino, en el sonoro chino /
De Li-Tai-Pe… Ámame japonesa, japonesa / Antigua, que no sepa de naciones / Occidentales” (Prosas
profanas 59). However, whereas in Balmori’s works the male Filipino idealizes a loving and submissive
Japanese woman, the lyric voice in “Divagación” is in search for a cosmopolitan lover: “Ámame así, fatal,
cosmopolita, / Universal, inmensa, única, sola / Y toda; misteriosa y erudita” (Prosas profanas 60). Darío
resorts to the Orient in search for a sense of worldliness while in the case of Balmori there is a latent desire
to completely possess the object of desire.
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that tired of waiting for him, she has married a Japanese man, with whom she is
expecting a child. This foreshadows the series of disenchantments and eventually the
attacks that would come from Japan. Soon enough, rumors about Japanese advances
reach the Robles. But until the soldiers do not show up in his house, Don Lino holds
Japan in a high level of admiration: “Para Don Lino y otros varios filipinos que habían
vivido allá y a quienes les fue dado asomarse en su entraña y descubrir la vida exuberante
y formidable que palpitaba en ella, Japón era de temer como enemigo tanto o más que la
misma Alemania” (131). The news of the Japanese advances gives the young Fernando
the impulse to join the Philippine Army, but his father, Don Lino, is still skeptical about
the magnitude of the situation. His friend Kauffman is confident that the First World War
cannot be repeated. Alluding to the German-Japanese alliance and the formation of the
Axis powers alongside Italy prior to the Second World War, he tells Don Lino: “Te
advertí desde el primer día que esta guerra no podría compararse a la guerra pasada; que
había llegado el tiempo de reformar el mapamundi; que antes que Alemania, nada, y
después de Alemania, nadie. El triunfo será nuestro” (135).
Yet inevitably, shortly after the war is officially declared, Japanese soldiers come
to the Robles house. Kauffman’s last thoughts, before being violently assassinated, are:
“Oh, los alemanes. Oh, la casta de semidioses que iban a reformar el mapamundi,
cambiando la faz del universo” (137). On the other hand, Don Ramón laments: “Vanas
las dos enormes civilizaciones, la de España y la de América, que engalanaban
fastuosamente el espíritu y la vida de la raza. Vano todo sacrificio, todo el amor, toda
virtud” (149). He realizes that Manila had been used as a battleground between Japan and
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the US. Violence exceeds imagination. As put by Lifshey, Los pájaros de fuego
“struggle[s] to keep pace with a reality more savage than anything a bellelettristic poet
like Balmori was likely to imagine on his own” (“Allegory” 8). The firebirds fly around
annihilating and terrorizing innocent civilians, including women and children.
The disengagement from Japan becomes more and more real as there is an
accumulation of passages that describe the destruction of Manila: “Intitulándose a sí
mismos águilas salvajes, los bombardeos japoneses sembraban la muerte en donde
aparecían. Y aparecían en todas partes. En donde había soldados que aniquilar
impunemente y en donde había poblados que aterrorizar y asesinar” (153) Balmori
employs figures of speech to narrate the event—the firebirds “sow death” [“sembraban la
muerte”]—yet in the end what cannot be transfigured is the massacre that was taking
place. All the members of the Robles family, with the exception of Don Ramón, die.
Natalia is raped and killed by Japanese soldiers, and her bloody corpse is presented to her
father.88 Fernando manages to survive combat and yet is shot in the end.
As the novel comes to an end, it refuses to reach a sense of closure; it diverges
from becoming a “foundational fiction.” While Sandoval and Natalia have no children,
Fernando and Marta do not ever consummate their marriage. The only survivor of the
Robles family, Don Ramón, is left heirless and ruminating to the point of becoming
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“Es histórico y está perfectamente comprobado: cuando los japoneses, en su desmoronamiento total,
hicieron lo que nunca intentaron durante los primeros tiempos de ocupación de Filipinas y se entregaron,
locos, a sus viles e infames deseos […] se dedicaron a raptar a las damas más respetables del país, a las
inocentes niñas, a las muchachas de buena familia, y después de estos raptos violentos comenzaron a
abusar de ellas” (Pérez de Olaguer 59-60).
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delusional.89 Nevertheless, he makes a lucid musical analogy to express his uncertainty
about the future of the Philippines. Don Ramón says:
Sólo, ay, que más que nunca se quedaban multiplicándose los japoneses en
el país para guardarlo y defenderlo contra los americanos por si se les
ocurría volver en primavera como las oscuras golondrinas. Y para
demostrar con hechos decisión tan nobilísima, daban a Filipinas la libertad
con la música. Un tal Yamada, ilustre flautista considerado como el
Wagner del Japón, vendría desde Kobe en viaje especialísimo para poner
en solfa al pueblo y al gobierno filipino […] Todos los musiqueros
indígenas con las testas inclinadas ante la mágica batuta de Yamada,
comenzarían a ser músicos. Y a ser patriotas. Porque, comparado al
patriotismo japonés, ¿qué patrimonio igual? ¿Y qué armonía semejante a
la armonía japonesa? (185)
Don Ramón embodies Balmori’s disenchantment with all hegemonies in the Philippines.
Neither the “Yankees” nor the “oscuras golondrinas”—an allusion to Gustavo Adolfo
Bécquer—would be able to mend or resolve what the Philippines had suffered. This
feeling of impotence, of irresolution is what momentarily possesses Don Ramón. He
cannot imagine the advent of yet another tyrannical Wagner. Don Ramón alludes to a
mood of discord that will continue to resonate for the years to come, reminding us of
Said’s “late style,” the experience of the “nonharmonious, nonserene tension, and above
all, a sort of deliberately unproductive productiveness going against” (On Late Style 7).90
Wagner’s polemical legacy in the first half of the twentieth century can be traced
back to his own anti-Semitic writings, but also to Nietzsche who initially celebrated him,
and then defamed him. In The Birth of Tragedy Out of the Spirit of Music, first published
in 1872 and dedicated to his then-friend Wagner, Nietzsche proposes a cultural renewal
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Lifshey suggests that the fact that Don Ramón is described as being indifferent to women “opens the
novel up to a potential queering” (“Allegory” 16).
90
This is proposed in his posthumous On Late Style (2006). Said develops this idea from Adorno’s The
Philosophy of New Music. More on this will be developed in Chapter 2.
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as represented in the active conflict between the Apollonian and Dionysian drives.91
Nietzsche explains how tragedy in ancient Athenian society played a unifying role that
shaped their pessimistic, yet productive views on the human condition. The Greeks had a
“unique gift for suffering” (The Birth 23). Thereafter, towards the end, he proposes that
the third act of Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde embodies a rebirth of the life-affirming
quality of tragedy. Wagner provides a remedy the decaying culture of the modern society.
The Birth of Tragedy celebrates the experience of viewing a tragedy and compares it to
the experience of listening to musical dissonance in Wagner’s music (specifically the
third movement of his Tristan and Isolde). Musical dissonance synthesizes the experience
of illusion and disillusion. Nietzsche says:
[Music and tragic myth] both transfigure a region where dissonance and
the terrible image of the world fade away in chords of delight; both play
with the goad of disinclination, trusting to their immeasurably powerful
arts of magic; both justify by their play the existence of even the ‘worst of
all worlds’ […] If you could imagine dissonance assuming human form—
and what else is man?—this dissonance would need, to be able to live, a
magnificent illusion which would spread a veil of beauty over its own
nature. This is the true artistic aim of Apollo, in whose name we gather
together all those countless illusions of beautiful semblance which, at
every moment, make existence at all worth living at every moment and
thereby urge us on to experience the next. (115)
There is a desire to hear resolution, the same way one wants to overcome tragedy.
Simultaneously, however, the perceiver accepts an underlying force that seems to make
this overcoming impossible propelling a search forward to the unknown. Musical
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The principle of the Apollonian refers to the drive or principle of order, static beauty and boundaries, in
contrast to the Dionysian, which is the principle of excess, frenzy and the collapse of boundaries—the
search of the infinite absolute towards the last stages of a civilization: “These two very different drives
exist side by side, mostly in open conflict, stimulating and provoking one another to give birth to ever-new,
more vigorous offspring in whom they perpetuate the conflict inherent in the opposition between them”
(The Birth 14).
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dissonance opens the possibility of creating, unrestrained from set tonalities. This freed
consciousness, for Nietzsche, is the foundation of all existence.92
Balmori’s sense of pessimistic disillusionment, as embodied by the sole survivor
of the tragedy Don Ramón, echoes Nietzsche’s observation that humans gravitate towards
tragedy. Having witnessed the destruction of Manila and the death of his family, Don
Ramón can no longer rely on visions of peace and world harmony. He is forced to accept
the impossibility of reaching any sort of reconciliation. After the Second World War,
which destroyed the capital of the Philippines, it is difficult if not impossible to continue
hearing harmonious resonations. As put by Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht says, “in view of the
World War that was not coming to an end, ‘harmony’ had forever lost its place as a
potential frame for cosmology and human existence” (10).93 Hence, in place of the
politics of harmonizing, the tragedy produces a new attitude of dissonance.

CONCLUSION
As most evident in his poetry, Balmori was influenced by European Romanticism,
French Symbolism, and Spanish American modernismo. Through these movements he
was able to shape his own lyrical voice and to search his view of world harmony.
Modernismo especially provided him a way to cope with the pervading Americanization
92

Addressing the almost totalitarian conclusions he makes, the second edition from 1886 had a
retrospective preface and the title was modified to The Birth of Music. Or Hellenism and Pessimism… New
Edition with an Attempt at Self-Criticism. In the preface he further questions the gist of the book, says it is
“badly written, clumsy, embarrassing” and calls it a result of the “errors of the youth” (The Birth 5).
93
Gumbrecht writes this in response to Viennese-born philologist Leo Spitzer’s two-part essay “Classical
and Christian Ideas of World Harmony” (published respectively in 1944 and 1945). In these essays, Spitzer
reconstructs how Western cultures have conceived the unity or wholeness of the universe favoring
harmoniousness. In contrast, he observes, the notion of dissonance is associated with wickedness: “In the
moral scale there is a similar completeness and harmony: the wickedness of man is just one dissonance
introduced into harmony in order to bring about the final triumph of goodness and harmony” (41).
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of the Philippines. However, while experiencing the violent destruction of Manila,
Balmori realized that the Philippines’ relationship with Japan and the US were not based
on solidarity; they no longer strove to achieve a harmonious unity. Moreover, their
celebratory and nostalgic invocations for the Madre Patria were in vain.
Seemingly displaced, the last lines of Los pájaros de fuego are a celebration of
none other than Christopher Columbus. Hyperbolically celebrating Columbus’ “glorious”
arrival to the new continent, there is a mixture of hope and despair.
Y de pronto todo el espacio y todo el mar se hicieron luz. Sobre las
aguas surgió una nave. Y de la nave se alzó un grito en español…
¡Cristóforo Colombo, Almirante glorioso! Alto y divino el día en el
que sobre el puente de ‘Santa María’ gritó tierra ante la visión de América.
Postrado en hinojos ante ella, la vio aparecer hermosa y virginal como una
aurora de dulce fuego caída de las manos de Dios sobre las olas […]
¡Inmortal, grande hazaña, Almirante! Pues que ya presentía su corazón
romántico que al través de la vida y de la historia, la visión maravillosa
que temblando de ilusión dorada, iba a ser redención para los pueblos de
libertad, firme sostén para la humanidad caída, pan y vino de amor para
los que han hambre y sed de justicia, lecho de plumas y flores para el
mundo herido… (210-211)
In relation to the rest of the novel, this passage really seems to be a cut out from
elsewhere. Yet for that same reason the reader is forced to continue searching for a
conclusion. Put differently, although it resembles an unfinished after-thought, it still
manages to take us to an unexpected and new unknown territory.94 More than anything,
this passage confirms the link between Spanish American and Philippine culture and
history. The Philippines, too, is part of Spanish America. Columbus, who was looking for
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For Lifshey, this ending strangely indicates the reassertion of the United States power. Redefining the
geographically bound definition of (the United States of) “America,” Lifshey comments with irony: “[J]ust
as Columbus saved the world by coming across America, now America (in the form of the United States)
was coming (again) upon the Philippines to do the same” (“Archipelago” 19).
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a route to Asia to facilitate the commercial ties of the Spanish empire, intended in any
case to land in the Orient. Yet his “erroneous” landing in the Caribbean struck a chord
across oceans, in the Philippines, with whom it would share a history until 1898. In other
words, Los pájaros de fuego confirms that the Philippines has a rich Hispanic legacy, yet
there are no heirs to take this legacy upon themselves or even negotiate with it.
Finally, the fact that the last line of the novel is an ellipsis indicates that there is a
lack of closure, a definitive sense of incompletion, irresolution. Balmori’s enigmatic
ending suggests that what is left of Hispanicity in the Philippines has to resonate
elsewhere, even if only as distant dissonances, in Spanish America.
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Chapter 2: Alejo Carpentier and the Search for Unexplored Sounds
“Hágase lo que se haga… hay que empezar
por ser wagneriano.”
(Carpentier quoting Nietzsche in 1953)95
During the second half of the 1960s, a group of young Cuban writers dare to
invite Alejo Carpentier, the so-called “Gran Narrador,” to their literary gathering in
Havana. Considering his international stardom and his busy schedule travelling back on
forth from France, where he has been appointed ambassador in 1966, they are not sure
whether he will show up. However, to everybody’s surprise, he does. In this scene, which
belongs to Jesús Díaz’s novel Las palabras perdidas (1992), the fictional Carpentier
arrives punctually and proceeds to ask them questions about their literary productions.
They are all greatly honored by his presence, except for the “Encíclope,” who does not
feel at ease with the established writer’s extended and constant absences from the island.
The skeptical Encíclope, whose nickname alludes to his comprehensive encyclopedic
knowledge, bluntly confronts Carpentier by telling him he is not Cuban. But instead of
defending himself, the Gran Narrador adopts the same inquisitive attitude and asks
Encíclope where he is from. “De aquí,” replies the Encíclope with profound conviction to
the easy question. To this, Carpentier makes an erudite, yet mocking interrogation:
¿De Cuba, Portugal, a unos ciento cincuenta kilómetros al sureste de
Lisboa? ¿De Cuba, en Okinawa Japón? ¿Del pueblo de La Cuba, en
España? ¿De las cercanías del lago de Cuba, en Sicilia? ¿Del Reina de
Kuba, situado entre los ríos Kasai y Sankuru, en la provincia de Kassia
Occidental, Zaire? ¿De Kuba, en la República Socialista Soviética de
Azerbaiján, setenta kilómetros al noreste de Bakú? (Díaz 208)
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This quote appears in the chronicle “El relumbre de Bayreuth” from June 16, 1953 (LySM 178).
Nietzsche’s original quote appears in his preface to “The Case of Wagner” (1888).
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The Encíclope become speechless, while the other young writers applaud Carpentier’s
impressive show of knowledge. Cuba continues to be evoked around the world, recalling
visual artist Tonel’s installation “Mundo soñado” (1995), in which multiple woodcut
silhouettes of the island of Cuba recreate a world map.96 The fictional Carpentier affirms
that the island has a sonic potential that allows it to travel. Cuba is everywhere because of
its name: “es un nombre tan sencillo y sonoro que puede otorgarse a sí mismo el don de
la ubicuidad” (212). The underlying suggestion is that displacement is engrained and
predisposed in the Cuban identity. By humorously satirizing Carpentier’s cosmopolitan
character, Díaz trivializes not only how some young writers like Encíclope have
questioned the sincerity of his compromise to Cuba, but also his Cuban identity.
The real Carpentier often talked only about his multicultural upbringing; his
parents, a French architect named Georges Álvarez Carpentier, and Lina Valmont, a
Russian language instructor, were both fluent in French and Spanish, and so was the
young Carpentier.97 Nevertheless, publicly, Carpentier always identified himself more
with Cuba. In 1977, in a Spanish televised interview show called A fondo, Carpentier
talks about his experience growing up in a multicultural environment and declares
himself “íntegramente bilingüe,” yet also a “cubano íntegro”—fully Cuban. Nevertheless,
some Cuban writers have disaccredited his claim for Cubanness due to his European
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As pointed out by Iván de la Nuez in La balsa perpetua: Soledad y conexiones de la cultura cubana
(1998), the theme of Tonel’s “Mundo soñado,” which is housed at the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in
Havana, is Cubans’ migration patterns.
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From 1926 to 1937, Carpentier, who was living in France at the time, kept a correspondence with his
mother, who stayed in Cuba. Many of these bilingual Spanish-French letters have been edited and
translated to Spanish by Rafael Rodríguez Beltran and Graziella Pogolotti, and published under the title
Cartas a Toutouche (2010).
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upbringing and his French accent. A year earlier, in the exact same Spanish televised
venue, Guillermo Cabrera Infante, for example, quite disdainfully referred to Carpentier
as “un escritor francés que escribe en español,” and later in his collection of essays Mea
Cuba (1991), Cabrera Infante again questions Carpentier’s Cubanness, by making a case
of the bizarre way he rolled his ‘r’s.
Carpentier’s Euro-centric allegiances continue to be questioned. In her
contribution to the edited volume Coloniality at Large: Latin America and the
Postcolonial Debate (2008), Pratt reiterates Carpentier’s limited “neo-Humboldtean”
view (this had been proposed in her seminal book Imperial Eyes), and refers to him as a
“neocolonizing” subject. According to Pratt, Carpentier is a “traveler of the neocolonity”
who “records familiar universe in experiences of recognition, but not in acts of
representation. He does not attempt to create evocative word-pictures of what he sees,
but records his recognition of sights familiar from prior travels or from “antecedentes
literarios” (“In the Neocolony” 468). The critic finds it somewhat disturbing that
Carpentier saw the marvelous of America as categorized is as the primitive and
“unmodernized European component.” Hence, she adds: “Even at his decolonizing
moment, Carpentier ‘belongs’ to Europe. Indeed, more than once, he identifies with the
conquistador” (“In the Neocolonity” 469). Suffice it to say, there is no shortage of
criticisms of Carpentier’s Europeanized views and ways of being.
Making circumstances more complex, the certainty that Cuba was Carpentier’s
place of birth has been much debated. For many years, his biographers and critics
accepted the claim that Carpentier was born in Cuba. But after his death in 1980, it was
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revealed that he was actually born in Lausanne, Switzerland, as his birth certificate was
found there.98 Some wonder about the implications of this discovery. For example,
Roberto González Echevarría, who has analyzed the many discrepancies in Carpentier’s
life and works, asks: “¿Por qué mintió Carpentier? Y si dijo esa mentira, ¿cuántas otras
no habrá dicho sobre su vida que hemos repetido ingenuamente sus exegetas a lo largo de
los años?” (“Carpentier” Letras Libres 62). To others, the discovery alters the general
appreciation of Carpentier’s cultural origin: was Carpentier really a “cubano íntegro”?
As this chapter develops, I argue that despite his obscure birth origins, his
complex multicultural upbringing and his subsequent extended absences from Cuba,
Carpentier was able to successfully problematize what it means to be Cuban, as well as to
question the insistent search of a Latin American identity that is distinct from its Europe.
To arrive to this, I will first examine his keen listening skills, which were developed by
his experience working in radio stations in Havana and Paris, as well as his training in
music. I will then focus on his lasting fascination with Wagner and Schoenberg, as
disclosed in his music articles [crónicas], and his highly acclaimed novel, Los pasos
perdidos (1953).
Even though it is not his first novel, Los pasos perdidos deals pointedly with the
complications of emancipating oneself from a set tradition and finding one’s own voice
or expression. With it, Carpentier reflected on the aspiration of creating new music
through the identification, isolation and augmentation of primal sounds located in a
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This document was located by Cuban poet Gastón Baquero on October 20, 1991, and immediately
revealed in Miami Herald (Collar and Maeseneer 81). The scandal was further spread by Cabrera Infante
(González Echevarría, “Alejo Carpentier” 62).
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natural landscape, sounds that have not been made subject to a musical adaptation or
composition, that is, to the overarching power of harmonization.
In the flap to the first edition of Los pasos perdidos, published in Mexico City by
EDIAPSA, the author is described as:
autor de la primera historia de la música cubana escrita en su país, de la
primera novela afrocubana, de relatos de una tónica nueva dentro de la
literatura cubana, de libretos de ballets, cantatas, óperas bufas, siempre de
asunto americano, puestos en música por grandes compositores de
América y de Europa. (emphasis added)
“Tónica” in Spanish means “tendency” or “trend,” that is, a new literary tendency.
But the term is charged with other resonances: “tónica” can also refer to tonality,
specifically, the first tone in a musical scale. Extending this double meaning of the phrase
“una tónica nueva,” Los pasos perdidos can be taken as an example of Carpentier’s
systematic comparison of the creative capacities of Latin American writers and
composers, as they are both expected to create with the weight of a European tradition
and surrounded in not-yet-fully “modernized” landscapes.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF RADIO
In the 1920s, while attending university, the young Carpentier participated in the
Cuban avant-garde and intellectual Grupo Minorista, composed of Juan Marinello, Jorge
Mañach, José Zacarías Tallet and Francisco Ichaso, among many other writers, doctors,
painters and musicians. Due to his opposition to the dictatorship of Gerardo Machado,
Carpentier spent seven months in jail and in 1928, he left Cuba with the help of French
surrealist Robert Desnos. Since he was raised fluent in French, Carpentier did not have
major problems adapting to the Parisian cultural scene and through Desnos, he became
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quickly acquainted with members of the Surrealist group led by André Breton. He
developed friendship with those who broke away from the movement, such as Antonin
Artaud, Jacques Prévert, and radio theorist and pioneer Paul Deharme.
In 1932, Deharme offered Carpentier a job at the private radio station Poste
Parisién despite his little prior experience with radio. There, Carpentier operated as a
sound-technician, but also adapted literary pieces to music and produced radio plays of
his own. Some of these materials have survived and they are housed at the Fundación
Alejo Carpentier in Havana. They consist of short scripted segments about noted
musicians, political and historical figures, such as Christopher Columbus, Simón Bolivar,
Emilio Castelar (president of the First Spanish Republic), and composers like Philippe
Emmanuel Bach, Carl Czerny and Jules Massenet.99 These radio scripts, to which
minimal or no critical attention has been given, are fascinating because they prove
Carpentier’s simultaneous interest in sound technology, music and history.
Carpentier learned the techniques of radio production so quickly, that later on,
from 1935 to 1939, he was offered a job at the Foniric, one of the first recording studios
and advertising companies in France. According to critic Anke Birkenmaier, Carpentier’s
broadcasting career in Paris provides the key to understanding how radiophonic art and
surrealism were merged. She analyzes, for example, how Deharme’s radioplays—Le pont
du Hibou (1928) and L’île des voix (1936)—made use of the apostrophe, with the
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These radioplays can be found in folder MPF 23A at the Fundación Alejo Carpentier. Many of these
documents were part of a suitcase Carpentier lost upon his return to Cuba from France in 1939 and was
later found and sent to Cuba in 1989. More information about the documents, books and music recordings
in this suitcase can be found in Marta Roja’s La maleta perdida (2003). I was able to consult some of them
in a research trip to Havana in July 2012.
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objective of creating a dreamlike soundscape. It is worth adding here that according to
Birkenmaier, this dissident surrealist technique was very similar to that of German radio
theorist Rudolph Arnheim, known for his publication Radio (1936) and his belief that
“radio broadcasting offered a return to the lyrical voice in its Romantic inception” (429).
In contrast to Breton’s disdain for music and the poet’s engagement with the masses,
Deharme appreciated the aesthetics of radio. In his essay Pour un art radiophonique
(1930), Deharme proposed that radio was a medium in which listeners could become
active participants; radio could not only soothe its listeners, but also invite them to
become characters in a “mental theater.”
Deeply influenced by Deharme’s radio theories, in 1933, Carpentier wrote and
sent an article to Cuban journal Carteles, titled “El radio y sus nuevas posibilidades.” In
it, Carpentier also subscribes to the belief that the radio is a distinct form of art. With mch
enthusiasm, he says: “Las posibilidades del radio son ilimitadas. Mil géneros inéditos,
pueden nacer a su amparo. Basta enfocarlo con un poco de imaginación y de iniciativa”
(Crónicas II 548). Radio listening consists of an exercise of active evocation, since the
listener lacks the visual element. As put by contemporary media theorist Tim Crook,
radio drama is not a blind medium: “it is auditory in the physical dimension but equally
powerful as a visual force in the psychological dimension” (8). However, more than
creating or developing drama through dialogue, which Carpentier classifies as
“antiradiophonic,” Carpentier celebrates radio monologues. This implies that one single
speaker can control his voice to produce a certain mood: “el monólogo debe ser
construido en colaboración con otras voces, sobre un fondo sonoro integrado por música
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o por ruidos musicales” (550). With “ruidos musicales” he refers to the artificial sounds
that can enhance the emotion evoked.100 The creative potential of radio relies on
continuously merging with and modifying other forms of art. Similar to Walter
Benjamin’s thoughts on the potential of early mechanical reproduction, Carpentier
suggests that more than operating as a material commodity or a mere technological
device, radio can produce intimate and artistic delights. In fact, it should be an intimate
spectacle for the ear.101
Upon his return to Cuba in 1939, due to the professional experience acquired in
Paris, Carpentier was put in charge of various radio programs, such as “Lo que no dice el
cable” and “Fantomas” at RHC Cadena Azul and “Dramas de la guerra” at its competing
network, CMQ.102 He also wrote longer radio plays with a storyline. One of them, for
example, is an adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,”
transmitted in 1939 by CMZ. Despite the absence of these radio scripts, it is evident that
Carpentier was foremost interested in the creative potential of radio.
Moreover, he gave radio conferences in which he revealed his technical expertise
in the medium. In one suggestively titled “Las zonas inexploradas del sonido” (1939), he
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In contrast, real or direct noises are easily deformed by acoustic laws of emission. Carpentier explains:
“Una puerta que se cierra, no suena como puerta que se cierra; el agua que cae ante el micrófono no
produce un sonido acuático” (551). Hence, the evocative effect of sounds does not necessarily have to be
the actual sound of what is aimed at being represented.
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Between 1929 to 1933 in Berlin, Benjamin also wrote radio scripts, which were directed to children.
These scripts, which were only published in Germany in 1985, although broadcast during his life time, are
analyzed closely by Jeffrey Mehlman’s Walter Benjamin for Children: An Essay on his Radio Years
(1993)
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The information about Carpentier’s work at radio stations back in Cuba comes from Cuban journalist
and radio historian Óscar Luis López’s Alejo Carpentier y la radio (written in 1985 and published in 2003),
as well as from newspaper cut ups collected in scrapbooks by Carpentier’s mother and kept in Fundación
Alejo Carpentier in Havana.
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seeks to educate listeners about the sound media.103 He points out that the standard pitch
of the note A is equivalent to 435 Hz vibrations per second (the standard today is 440
Hz), yet when the set number of vibrations of that tone is performed by other instruments,
the tone acquires a specific sound or color of its own, a distinct timbre and characterizes
the acoustic behavior of musical instruments. Carpentier explains this as follows: “Esa
diferencia depende de los sobretonos distintos y especiales de cada aparato que se le han
sobreañadido al tono fundamental, logrando con ello modificarlo” (175). He then informs
that in previous recording technologies, these “sobretonos” [overtones] used to be lost,
but there has been a technological advancement that recovers them, and successfully
allows a “reproducción de armónicos inaudibles” (176). The listener of radio cannot
recognize nor control many of the minute physical effects that are transmitted to him/her;
the effects are powerful, yet “inaudible.” This is ultimately what can be utilized to evoke
sensations in the listening experience. Carpentier proceeds to express his preoccupation
for the continuing development of multi-form creations through the radio. He suggests
that composers must adapt to a new medium for their creation: the microphone. Instead
of having the recording technologies adapt to an orchestral performance by seeking a
harmonic spatial and sonic equilibrium between a large number of wind, string, and
percussive instruments, it is the composers who have to think creatively in order to make
the microphone not an obstacle, but an essential part of a composition. Carpentier
announces: “De todo esto se desprende la necesidad de componer música para ser radiada
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I encountered an article that gives detailed information about this conference in Fundación Alejo
Carpentier.
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e inscrita: música especial” (“Zonas” 176).104 To conclude, Carpentier declares with a
tone of hope: “a pesar de todo la electricidad y la música [son] buenos amigos, y un
nuevo arte, un arte de masas, [está] surgiendo de la conjunción de estos dos elementos
valiéndose de una serie de artificios” (176).105
Despite his enthusiasm with radio, Carpentier was also critical of its development.
In an article titled “Reflexiones sobre la radio en Cuba” (1939), Carpentier declares that
whether in France, England, the US or Cuba, radio will always depend too much on its
listeners, running the risk of being locked in a position of “service” to them. Since radio
affects its listeners so immediately, those who profess in radio need to be cautious of
what they present to them. Whereas in the Philippines, writers and intellectuals were
bothered by the American jazz craze diffused through radio, Carpentier points out that
too much radio can limit the capacity of musical experience and promote an erroneous
notion of cultural dissemination. Airing grand orchestral performances repeatedly could
result in their trivialization. Thus, Carpentier says: “No soy de los que opinan—y de ellos
abusan las estaciones emisoras inglesas—que una planta deba estar lanzando en el
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Arnold Schoenberg, who will soon be discussed in more detail, would have been able to achieve this in
his compositions. In an interview in 1928, he said: “the gramophone and the various mechanical
instruments are evolving such clear sonorities that one will be able to write much less heavily instrumented
pieces for them” (qtd. by Gould 346). In other words, his first compositions required a massive orchestra
and then became “lighter,” as they were composed with the microphone in mind.
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Carpentier conducted another radio conference around the same time in 1939, with the title “Misterios y
maravillas del sonido.” The conference’s theme is presented as follows: “Una técnica nueva ha surtido en
estos estudios, aplicándose a la impresión de la voz y a la creación de un arte al que la electricidad ha
abierto perspectivas insospechables.” Some of the sessions of the conference series, listed in the program,
were titled “Cómo se crea un locator,” “El sonido que mata,” “Maravillas de los ruidos químicos” and
“Cómo se producen ruidos artificialmente.” Hence, even in the absence of the scripts themselves or an
article that reports the main points of this conference, the titles in the extant program (located at the
Fundación: catalogue number, 4920) are suggestive enough to convey Carpentier’s expertise in radial
productions and his particular interests on radio’s ability to create a particular acoustic environment or
“soundscape” for the listener.
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espacio, durante diez horas al día, la Novena sinfonía de Beethoven” (qtd. by Óscar Luis
López, 61). In short, Carpentier’s growing disenchantment with radio was related
precisely to what had previously fascinated him: the control radio could exercise over the
listener.106
Carpentier’s critical attitude towards radio transmission of symphonies are not
only similar, but also concurrent with those of Theodor W. Adorno. At the time, Adorno
was living in the US and participated in the Princeton Radio Project, a social research
project funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, in order to investigate the effects of mass
media on society in 1937.107 Whereas at the beginning Adorno was enthusiastic about the
opportunity, he soon began criticizing the altered quality of sound in radio transmission.
For example, he questioned the extent to which the inherent constituents of the
Beethoven symphonic form could be achieved by the radio. According to him, the
absorbing qualities of “larger” sound—as the term “symphony” suggests—became
distorted through the medium: “The sound is no longer ‘larger’ than the individual. In the
private room, that magnitude of sound causes disproportions, which the listener mutes
down. The ‘surrounding’ function of music also disappears, partly because of the
diminutions of absolute dimensions, partly because of the monaural conditions of radio
broadcasting” (Current 150). If anything, radio did not reproduce, but minimize the
quality of sound. Adorno became skeptical of the Princeton Radio Project’s weekly
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This is again expressed in another much later chronicle from 1952, titled “Un amante de la música.” In
it, he recreates the impossibility of listening to Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony due to the repeated
interruptions of daily life duties. He concludes that paradoxically, “la radio y el disco de larga duración han
creado una pintoresca manera de escuchar—sería más justo decir: de no escuchar—la música” (LySM 70).
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The most extensive posthumous work Adorno wrote in English while living in the US from 1938 and
1941, was published in 2006, with the title Current of Music.
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broadcasts of short symphonic pieces dedicated to “the farmer’s wife.” In other words,
like Carpentier, Adorno was against the use of the radio as a vehicle for cultural mass
diffusion of operas and symphonies for a homogenized audience, under the pretense that
it was to “educate” them.
By the 1950s, Carpentier was completely distanced from radio production. In his
article “El micrófono y la música,” published in El Nacional on May 2, 1953, instead of
the potential of the microphone, Carpentier points out the limits of electronic engineering
and concludes: “cuando se vea una voz humana en buenas relaciones con el micrófono,
debe desconfiarse de la voz. Hay allí—como diría el refrán—‘más maña que fuerza’. Es
decir: más ingeniero que cantante” (EM1 578). Moreover, as expressed a year later in an
article titled “El ocaso de la radio,” published in El Nacional on January 16, 1954, his
career move to literary writing was related to the decline of radio practices, as well as
what would become an era dominated by the visual media with the rise of the television
industry, which began in Cuba in 1950, and against which according to Carpentier, radio
could not compete.
We may also infer that another reason for his abandonment of working with radio
was his move to Venezuela in 1945, where he eventually became more dedicated to print
journalistic work. Before taking on the large project of writing La música en Cuba, which
will be discussed later, Daniel Cosío, the director of the Mexican Fondo de Cultura
Económica, “chided him for wasting his talents on radio” (Brennan 5). Nevertheless,
when reading Los pasos perdidos and other articles from the time, it is evident that his
period working with radio broadcasting was productive and had a lasting effect on him.
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In fact, Carpentier kept an ambiguous position towards radio, making contradictory terms
about its possibilities and limitations. In an interview from 1941, a transitional time for
Carpentier, journalist Germinal Barral asks Carpentier whether he prefers working as an
art critic, a novelist or a radio scriptwriter. To this, he responds:
El crítico goza con la vanidad de creer que orienta al público (lo que no
pasa, en la mayoría de los casos, de ser mera vanidad. El novelista halla
satisfacciones en lo duradero de una obra que queda y permanece. El autor
radial encuentra compensaciones en el dinamismo de un trabajo, de
duración efímera si se quiere pero que moviliza un amplio material
humano, y se hace dentro de una estrecha colaboración con artistas y
técnicos. (qtd. by Óscar Luis López 76)
Whereas as literary critics would most probably celebrate a writer rather than a
scriptwriter, Carpentier suggests that the compensation of working in radio exceeds the
final product.108 Radio provides a more profound and abstract sense of accomplishment.
In short, despite his changing views towards radio production and radio listening, his
professional experience working in radio not only made him reflect on the social effects
of mediated sounds, but it also sensitized his ability to listen.
With time Carpentier continued to assess the pros and cons of radio production. In
an article titled “El sonido y la realidad,” published in El Nacional on November 17,
1955, Carpentier reminisces on radio’s potential of disassociating sound and
vision/image. First, however, he argues that through recordings of operas, one can
fantasize about the characters one is listening to: “Los corpulentos cantantes wagnerianos
se hacen ágiles, esbeltos, hermosos, a través de sus interpretaciones fonográficas” (EM3
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This distinction between a writer and a scriptwriter is also explored in Mario Vargas Llosa’s semiautobiographical novel La tía Julia y el escribidor (1977) in which the protagonist, a young Peruvian radio
scriptwriter sees his work with condescension (hence the term “escribidor” instead of “escritor”) and
aspires to become a novelist.
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99). Later on, Carpentier recalls a time when he was listening to a live interpretation of
Wagner’s opera The Master-Singers of Nuremberg. Since the staging, props and acting of
the singers were mediocre, he says he left during the first intermission. Afterwards, at
home, he decided to continue listening to its live performance through radio and
everything was transfigured. He felt he was transported to Nuremberg and could perfectly
visualize all the characters of the opera. The article concludes on a positive note and with
an ellipsis: “El sonido, disociado de lo que ocurría en el teatro, tenía el poder de crear una
ilusión muy superior a la mediocre realidad dejada atrás…” (ES3 99-100).

WAGNER IN LATIN AMERICA
Carpentier spent much of his childhood in the outskirts of Havana, where he was
surrounded by a family of musicians and trained early on as one. Carpentier’s father
played cello, while his mother and grandmother both knew how to play piano fairly well.
It is claimed that his grandmother was a disciple of re-known Belgian-German pianist
Cesar Frank. At the age of seven, Carpentier had already learned how to play preludes by
Chopin and Debussy, making use of the pedal.109 Although he did not pursue a career as a
musician, Carpentier continued to engage in musical presentations and to produce
musicological studies. As a young adult in Paris, he wrote the libretto for La
rebambaramba (1928), an Afro-Cuban ballet rich in rhythms composed by Amadeo
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These details are mentioned in Araceli García Carranza’s introduction to Bibliografía de Alejo
Carpentier (1984).
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Roldán, which was warmly received in Paris and Havana.110 Other collaborations with
Roldán include “El milagro de Anaquillé” (1929), “Rítmicas” (1930) and the song cycle
“Motivos de son” (1934) based on the poetry of Nicolas Guillén. Carpentier also worked
with another Cuban composer and lawyer, Alejandro García Caturla, on a chamber opera
titled Manita en el suelo (1931), which included characters of Cuban popular mythology.
He also collaborated with many French experimental composers, such as Robert Desnos,
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes and Edgard Varèse. Led by this last one, from 1929 to
1931, this group worked on The One All Alone, an unfinished large scope opera project
that was to combine music, theater and electronic equipment.111
After eleven years in exile in Paris, Carpentier returned to Cuba in 1939, from
where he continued to make voyages around Latin America and eventually settled in
Venezuela for another fourteen years. As briefly mentioned earlier, in 1943, the Mexican
government commissioned Carpentier to archive the history of music in Cuba, which was
to be part of an encyclopedia about Latin America. This resulted in his ethnomusicological study La música en Cuba, published in 1946. Some of the contents therein
include early manifestations of music in the sixteenth century, such as late baroque vocal
scores of eighteenth century composer Esteban Salas y Castro, the famous popular song
“Son de la Má Teodora,” as well as Afro-Cuban inspired orchestral popular works by the
previously mentioned Roldán and García Caturla. For Carpentier, music would come to
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In reference to this libretto, Carpentier said: “I was trying to evoke, by means of Cuban Romantic
engravings (principally those of Mialhe), the seething, effervescent life of common Havana in 1830, on
Three Kings Day” (qtd. by Netchinsky 68).
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Birkenmaier is the first critic to analyze extensive fragments from this opera in Alejo Carpentier y la
cultura del surrealismo (181-196).
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play a utopian role: the possibility of blending cultures and producing an “impossible
harmony,” as expressed in Concierto Barroco (1974).112 Thus, even as Carpentier
transitioned to fiction writing, his experience with music helped him. In retrospect, when
asked about the influence of music as a writer in 1975, he says: “La cultura musical crea
una conciencia artística analítica, paralela a la conciencia literaria. Además, el músico
para escribir una obra no puede prescindir de la forma, que es la gran preocupación de los
músicos desde Juan Sebastián Bach a Arnold Schoenberg” (Interview by Batallán 263).
Indeed, Carpentier wrote various thematically or structurally musical novels. In Los
pasos perdidos, which will be analyzed in details, the protagonist is a musician and
attempts to compose a large cantata. The persecution across Havana of a member of a
terrorist cell in El acoso (1956) is narrated with a performance of Beethoven’s Eroica
Symphony as background. His novel El siglo de las luces (1962) makes use of several
musical terms from the opera to express the tensions of the first liberal movements in
Latin America. The previously mentioned Concierto barroco makes use of a rhythmic
language, while also parodying the tradition of writing opera scripts from cultural rarities,
in this case, Vivaldi’s long lost opera, Montezuma. His later romantic and political novel
La consagración de la primavera (1978), which explores the idea of revolutionary
sacrifice, is inspired by Stravinsky’s ballet with the same name. There is a coherent
musical constant in the trajectory of these novels.113 Curiously, the only ones in which
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This expression refers to the cacophonous music by a multi-racial band: “músicos de Castilla y de
Canarias, criollos y mestizos, naboríes y negros” (30-1).
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The bibliographic list of studies that deal with musicality in Carpentier’s novel is endless. Among the
ones that precisely focus on Carpentier’s overall musical trajectory, there are Leonardo Acosta, Antonio
Benítez Rojo, Pablo José Montoya Campuzano and Katia Chornik.
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European orchestral musical forms or references do not play a predominant role is Ecué
Yamba-Ó (1933) and El reino de esto mundo (1949).114 While Ecué Yamba-Ó, highly
influenced by Surrealism, recovers an Afro-Cuban cosmovision, the second one
thematizes the Haitian Revolution and makes ample references to voodoo chants.
Critics across disciplines continue to question Carpentier’s earlier view of what
constitutes Afro-Cubanness. Ethnomusicologist Robin D. Moore examines Carpentier
and other contemporary figures’ dynamic participation in the afrocubanismo movement
in the 1920s and 30s through collaborative musical compositions, art exhibitions and
publications in important magazines such as Revista de Avance, Carteles, Musicalia and
the Sunday literary supplement Diario de la Marina. Moore values their contribution, but
he also suggests that these avant-garde musicians and critics filtered their view of
blackness through an idealized and Europeanized lens, unable to break away from a
universalistic self-view of Latin America. In other words, they remained elitist, far from
reaching the masses. In the case of Carpentier for example, the decision to support
afrocubanismo came through listening to jazz-influenced works by French composer
Darius Milhaud (Moore 195-6). In reference to Roldán and Carpentier’s orchestral score
“Rítmicas,” which incorporates rhythmic motifs from black street music, Moore points
out: “The result is innovative, even brilliant, but bears little relation to popular
expression. Roldán’s primary interest remained one of ‘universalizing’ Afrocuban
expression, fusing it with classical traditions rather than valorizing it in its existing form”
114

In an attempt to find continuity between Carpentier’s earlier and later works, Antonio Benítez Rojo
compares El reino de este mundo as a rhapsody, El acoso as a sonata, and Los pasos perdidos as a
symphony (“Alejo Carpentier: Between Here and Over There” 189).
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(204). Cuban literary critic Rafael Rodríguez Beltrán is less severe towards Carpentier
and sees him as having a double compromise: one with Europe and the other with Latin
America. According to him, even at a young age in exile in France, Carpentier’s role was:
la de dar a conocer o divulgar la cultura latinoamericana en Europa y la de
actualizar a los ‘de acá’ con relación a las manifestaciones culturales más
avanzadas y las transformaciones estéticas que están ocurriendo ‘allá.’
Ahora bien, el diálogo no es tanto entre Francia y Cuba, sino más bien
entre Europa (desde la perspectiva de París) y América (desde el corazón
habanero).
(“El recurso del bilingüismo” 23)
For Rodríguez Beltrán, this double compromise is concretely reflected in the fact that
Carpentier collaborated and communicated with Latin American exiles in France, and
also in the fact that he continued to publish both in major Cuban, Mexican and French
journals and newspapers, such as Social, Carteles, Excelsior and Documents.115 Hence, as
we will see, while Carpentier certainly over-identified with European tendencies and
idealized notion of cultural blending in Latin American literature, within these overstated
pronouncements he also had a discreet critical attitude towards Latin Americans who
blindly followed European models.
Carpentier remained a connoisseur of music history and performance with a
knowledge that ranged from Bach to American experimentalist composer Charles Ives.
His expertise is evident in the musical and musicological projects mentioned above, as
well as in a long series of chronicles he wrote while living in Venezuela, which appeared
in Caracas’ newspaper El Nacional from 1951 to 1961. In fact, he wrote so many
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Social and Carteles were monthly Cuban cultural magazines founded respectively in 1916 and 1919.
Founded in 1917, Excelsior is Mexico City’s second oldest newspaper after El Universal. Documents was a
Surrealist magazine edited by Georges Bataille, which ran for fifteen issues from 1929 to 1930.
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chronicles about music that they have been twice anthologized: there are three volumes
titled Ese músico que llevo dentro (1987) and two volumes dedicated to music in the
series Letra y Solfa (2008). In these short articles, for the most part he seems to have had
the goal of informing his Spanish American readers about the music tendencies in
Europe. Yet he also wrote extensively about Cuban, Brazilian and Mexican composers.
Carpentier believed that Latin American composers had to learn from European models,
yet create their own folklore by remaining true to their individual subjectivity. His prime
model was Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos, who was repeatedly quoted by
Carpentier for having pompously said: “El folklore soy yo.”116
As it is well known, on site research for El reino de este mundo was largely based
on a trip Carpentier made to Haiti in 1943. This novel marks a clear rupture within the
author’s aesthetic program as in its prologue he coins the concept of the Latin American
“lo real maravilloso” and announces that what he conceived in Haiti was “una historia
imposible de situar en Europa” (“De lo real” 97). While evoking a typical surrealist
positioning, that of the ethnographer, the prologue actually expresses a break from
surrealism. Through “Lo real maravilloso,” Latin America is a cosmogonical alteration of
reality instead of an idealized and primitivist vision held by European avant-garde
thinkers and artists such as Breton, who had famously declared in 1938 that Mexico was
a surrealist country. After establishing his distance from Europe, as clearly dictated in his
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This statement is quoted by Carpentier in “Villa Lobos en Israel” (October 9th, 1952) and “El concierto
de Villa-Lobos” (Jan. 20th, 1953), both in Letra y Solfa (2008); “El ángel de las maracas” (June, 1973) in
Ese músico que llevo dentro and “América Latina en la confluencia de coordenadas históricas y su
repercusión en la música” in América Latina en su música (1977).
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later conference essay, “Lo barroco y lo real maravilloso” (1975), from the marvelous
real Carpentier would come to embrace Latin America as a baroque continent.
Written in 1948, a year before the publication of El reino de este mundo, the
seminal text that serves as the novel’s prologue actually comes from a longer essay,
which was published in its entirety in the literary section of El Nacional on April 18,
1948. The full version of the essay begins with the fascination of that which is exotic in
its cultural difference: “La invitación al viaje. Lo remoto. Lo distante, lo distinto” (“De lo
real” 102) and recounts that before going to Haiti in 1943, Carpentier had also visited
China, Central Asia and the Soviet Union. In the abridged version, Carpentier omits the
numerous times he was struck by this sensation of incomprehensibility and valorizes
instead, the more comforting sense of familiarity he felt in the Soviet Union, and the even
more powerful realization of the marvelous real experience he was able to designate once
he arrived in Haiti. The full essay provides a strong cultural contrast. Thus, while the
prologue has been anthologized innumerable times, the fuller version of the essay was
also widely available to the public by being re-edited in Carpentier’s collection of long
essays Tientos y diferencias (1964).
What is less known, however, is that in late 1948, Carpentier wrote and published
an essay with a very different aesthetic program. This forgotten, yet equally suggestive
text, titled “Tristán e Isolda en Tierra Firme,” was written in response to the Latin
American premiere of Richard Wagner’s opera Tristan and Isolde, which took place in
Caracas in October 1948. The essay was published in the May-June 1949 edition of
Cultura Universitaria in Caracas and it was only republished posthumously in 1989 by
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the widely distributed journal Casa de las Américas, nine years after the author’s death.
Confirming the sense of displacement in Carpentier’s life and writings, it is believed that
this essay could have been the alternative prologue to El reino de este mundo.
Accordingly, the cover of the Casa de las Américas 1989 issue, in which chief editor
Fernández Retamar presents these “páginas salvadas: publicadas, pero casi olvidadas,” it
says: “Alejo Carpentier: Romanticism vs. Barroco.” In effect, with a very different
proposition, instead of the idea of the real marvelous and the baroque, in “Tristán e Isolda
en Tierra Firme” Carpentier strongly embraces Romanticism.117
In the essay Carpentier acknowledges first of all, the lasting traces of
Romanticism in Europe. According to him, the sense of nationalism in Russia,
Stravinsky’s Petroushka and The Rite of Spring, and the general desire to speak a new
language that belonged to the nation “no eran sino herencia y retoños del Romanticismo,
cuando no por el espíritu, por la técnica” (“Tristán” 256). Carpentier then celebrates
Wagner for his ability to inspire a search for identity and declares that the American
continent is the perfect stage for a Wagnerian opera: “el suelo americano es el gran teatro
de un drama—cultural, étnico, político, del hombre con el mito, del hombre en busca de
sí mismo” (263). He then boldly declares: “Nuestro pasado, nuestra historia, son
románticos, por cuanto los valores que alimentan cualquier romanticismo coinciden con
los sentimientos y la expresión peculiar del hombre americano: lirismo a menudo
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González Echevarría closely and carefully analyzes the strong influence of European Romanticism as
proposed in this essay (Introduction to Los pasos perdidos 45-48). Acosta further laments the “abuse” of
the concept of the baroque and says alluding to the 1989 issue of Casa de las Américas: “Baste indicar que
todo el malentendido de lo barroco se hubiera evitado de triunfar una tesis anterior de Alejo según la cual
todo lo propiamente latinoamericano era de filiación romántica, tesis mucho más adecuada e interesante”
(16).
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excesivo, nacionalismo, influjo de la naturaleza, apego al folklore, dificultad en frenarse,
afición a los temas nobles” (265). Carpentier goes on to celebrate Wagner for being able
to adapt a medieval European myth, and through that, offering a possibility for cultural
synthesis. He says:
La obra de Ricardo Wagner fue síntesis de una cultura. Síntesis del
Romanticismo universal, síntesis de lo germánico. Por ello, al considerar
nuevamente su obra, no debemos olvidar que nosotros también debemos
propender a la síntesis […] América habrá hallado su verdadera voz,
cuando haya establecido verdaderas síntesis de sus herencias culturales y
raciales y tenga una conciencia de la universalidad de sus mitos. (291-2)
This synthesizing power was precisely what was to be criticized of Wagner. In
“The Case of Wagner” (1888) Nietzsche famously defames Wagner’s music due to the
potential danger of controlling the masses. Years earlier he had idealized Wagner, calling
him “Master” and dedicating the first edition of The Birth of Tragedy to Wagner. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, towards The Birth of Tragedy Nietzsche had propose that
Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde embodies a rebirth of the life-affirming quality of tragedy.
But already when publishing the second 1886 edition of The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche
had retracted his view towards Wagner. Nietzsche came to see Wagner’s music as
harmful, deficient of morality and directed towards a nihilistic future. Hence, in “The
Case of Wagner” he says: “His [Wagner’s] art has the most seductive mixture of the
things everyone needs most these days,—the three great stimuli of the exhausted: the
brutal, the artificial, and the innocent (idiotic)” (“Case” 242). By then, Nietzsche wanted
to disassociate from Wagner. Despite his strong uncertainties towards Wagner, however,
Nietzsche also suggests that the philosopher has to listen to Wagner in order to
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understand the bad conscience of his age.118 In short, Nietzsche declares: “Wagner sums
up modernity. It’s no use, you need to start out as a Wagnerian” (“Case” 234).
Echoing Nietzsche, Carpentier believes there are lessons one can learn from
listening to “the Master” Wagner. In an unpublished article titled “La música moderna y
sus tendencias” (most probably from the early 40s), Carpentier declares that Wagner
marks the beginning of modern music.119 He says: “Wagner fue el gran precursor; fue el
San Juan lanzando, sin sospecharlo desde las negras rocas del Patmos el germen de las
primeras herejías.” Accompanying this statement, there is a footnote that adds that Hector
Berlioz, the “formidable instrumentalist” is another candidate for the position; however,
he says it was Wagner who brought a renewed interest in the works of Berlioz. There is
something about Wagner that leads to discovery, or rather, re-discovery. Thus, quoting
Nietzsche’s famous essay, in an article from 1953, Carpentier says: “Hágase lo que se
haga… hay que empezar por ser wagneriano” (LySM 179).
Let us now consider what was and continues to be so significant in Wagner’s
Tristan and Isolde, which is thematized in Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy and more
importantly for us, in Carpentier’s “forgotten” essay. Basically, many music critics view
Tristan and Isolde to be the beginning of a move away from conventional harmony and
tonality. This is because the opening chord, a mildly half-diminished seventh, which
would have sounded innovative at the time, becomes a motif throughout the opera.
Musicologist Arnold Whittal explains that this chord, which came to be known as the
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Addressing Nietzsche’s later criticism of Wagner, Thomas Mann believes that it is still an “inverted
panegyric… another form of glorification” (qtd. by Geuss ix).
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This is located at Fundación Alejo Carpentier in file “MPF5 (1-3).”
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“Tristan chord,” displays “a foreign, chromatic element on its final appearance since of
its four pitches (E#) does not belong to the prevailing tonality of B major” (252).
Towards the end of the opera, instead of progressing to a harmonious resolution, the
“Tristan chord” evolves into another unresolved discord and continues doing so until the
very end. This long-lasting tension, built upon chromatic dissonances, definitely sets the
piece apart from traditional diatonic harmonic structure. According to Whittall, with this
opera “Wagner became a master of exploiting the interaction of tendencies towards and
away from tonal stability, as well as towards or away from the longer structural spans that
such stability made possible” (252). In other words, this cluster of notes in the “Tristan
chord” opens the door to “modern” music.120 Although Wagner in the end “submits” to
resolving dissonances and tonal closure, he manages to change the paradigm of music
history and language forever: “The language of music changed so rapidly after Wagner as
much because of the impossibility of surpassing his supreme balancing act between
integrative forces within the language of tonality, as from the conscious and positive
desire of composers to go beyond the Wagnerian style” (Whittal 261). Hence, the
importance of Wagner is the consequent anxiety to move forward. Along those lines,
Carpentier praises Wagner for planting the seed of the new musical language that would
continue to sprout with Arnold Schoenberg. In an article from December 30, 1953,
Carpentier refers to a recording of Schoenberg’s massive late-Romantic cantata
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Before Tristan and Isolde, Said rightly notes that Beethoven’s last sonatas already incorporated strong
signs of harmonic decomposition, in short, of dissonance. “Schoenberg essentially prolonged the
irreconcilabilities, negations, and immobilities of the late Beethoven [...] late-style Beethoven presides over
music’s rejection of the new bourgeois order and forecasts the totally authentic and novel art of
Schoenberg” (On Late Style 13).
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Gurrelieder (composed between 1900 and 1911), which Schoenberg himself admits was
heavily influenced by Wagner, and affirms: “El Wagnerismo de las primeras obras
schoenbergianas es como la prolongación lógica, la resultante, de un clima lírico que fue
culminación de la música romántica” (LySM 223). Carpentier implies that beyond
representing a culture, Wagnerism accounts for the accomplishment of dramatic tension
and plenitude of sound.121
Tristan and Isolde, more than any other opera by Wagner, played a pivotal role in
the evolution of Carpentier’s view of Latin American expression. Yet Carpentier seems
to not have wanted to re-publish his essay “Tristán e Isolda en Tierra Firme”; it is notably
left out of his collection of major essays, such as Tientos y diferencias from 1964 or
América Latina en su música from 1977. This essay was so hidden that it was not even
incorporated in his Obras completas (1987). We could assume that this gesture by
Carpentier symbolizes his break from Romanticism and his subsequent embracement of
the baroque. However, Carpentier does mention Tristan and Isolde in other works, such
as in the first essay of Tientos y diferencias, “La problemática actual de la novela
latinoamericana,” where we can perceive traces of the omitted or lost essay. The overall
proposal is a theory of contexts: basically, he argues that writers have to be in tune with
their racial, cultural, temporal, ideological and natural context. When discussing the
context of nature, Carpentier imagines Goethe observing what would have been the very
coherent and “well-proportioned” aspects of the landscape outside his home in Germany
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Carpentier was invested in Wagner, not only his music, but his persona. In an article published on Sept.
23rd, 1954, he refers to Wagner’s romantic involvement with German poet Mathilde Wesendock and
quotes from Wagner’s diary. (“El diario secreto de Wagner,” LySM, 309-310)
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in 1831. To contrast this picture-perfect natural context, Carpentier says that Latin
American writers and composers are surrounded by a landscape of immensely
disproportionate dimensions. It is here that he mentions that Tristan and Isolde.
Carpentier playfully evokes Wagner imagining the characters of Tristan and Isolde in the
Amazonian rainforests.
Yo quisiera imaginar escalas de proporciones posibles entre un Goethe
viviendo en Amecameca de México—su levita gris en primer plano y el
volcán que hace de telón de fondo. Como siempre soñé que Wagner
hubiese aceptado la oferta que se le hiciera de estrenar Tristán e Isolda en
Río de Janeiro, con una Brangaena, un Kurneval, parados entre los altos
de Tijuca y el Pan de Azúcar.
(Tientos 29)
Tristan and Isolde was premiered in 1865 in Munich, but it was composed years earlier,
between 1857 and 1859; it is said Wagner was mainly inspired to compose it by the rediscovery of medieval romances, Arthur Schopenhauer’s philosophy of ecstatic
expression and his passion for poet Mathilde von Wesendonck, a woman married to one
of Wagner’s patron. Yet what Carpentier is referring to here in his essay is that the
Emperor of Brazil, Dom Pedro II, a devotee of German literature and culture, was
actually one of the first ones to give Wagner an incentive to compose this opera. At the
time this idea emerged in the 1856, Wagner was in a financial crisis and growing
depression living in exile in Switzerland. In his autobiography, published in 1870,
Wagner recalls this royal request to compose this work, which was to be premiered in
Brazil, as follows:
The Emperor loved everything German and wanted me very much to
come to Rio Janeiro, so that I might conduct my operas in person. As only
Italian was sung in that country, it would be necessary to translate my
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libretto, which the Emperor regarded as a very easy matter, and actually an
improvement to the libretto itself. Strange to say, but these proposals
exercised a very agreeable influence on me. I felt I could easily produce a
passionate musical poem that would turn out quite excellent in Italian, and
I turned my thoughts once more, with an ever-reviving preference,
towards Tristan und Isolde. (662)
Hence, later on, Wagner accordingly sent out piano versions of the opera, but no news
updates ever came from Brazil. Although in the end, the financial responsibility to finish
and stage it was taken by King Ludwig of Bavaria, Carpentier recovers this account to
delineate the relationship between Wagner and Latin America. Even though Wagner in
the end did not visit Brazil or Latin America, by evoking this event so vividly, Carpentier
suggests that Wagner composed it with Latin America in mind. Thus, Carpentier recovers
the unquestionable Wagnerian heritage in Latin America.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Wagner was an important referrent for Spanish
American modernistas. Thus, in his preface to Prosas profanas y otros poemas, Darío
says:
Yo no tengo literatura ‘mía’—como lo ha manifestado una magistral
autoridad,—para marcar el rumbo de los demás, mi literatura es mía en
mí;—quien siga servilmente mis huellas perderá su tesoro personal, y paje
o esclavo, no podrá ocultar sello o librea. Wagner a Augusta Holmés, su
discípula, dijo un día: ‘lo primero, no imitar a nadie, y sobre todo, a mí’.
Gran decir. (47-8)
Conscious of his present and future importance as a writer, Darío compares himself to
Wagner telling his student not to take him as a model to be followed. In conclusion, to
embrace Wagner or other European figures in Latin America does not necessarily have to
result in an imitative gesture, but rather a negotiable reformulation, a heritage instead of
an imposed legacy.
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LOS PASOS PERDIDOS AND THE PROBLEM OF TONALITY
Los pasos perdidos portrays a very different aesthetic program than in El reino de
este mundo. Critic Antonio Cornejo Polar observes that while the first novel imagines the
“marvelous” reality of “nuestra América,” Los pasos perdidos aspires to a mythic
universal vision as a result of the distrust in European modernity (309). González
Echevarría makes a similar statement by presenting Los pasos perdidos as a discourse of
rupture with Western discourse, written in a climate of disenchantment and very much in
tune with Spengler’s The Decline of the West (1918, 1922). The young Carpentier would
have embraced Romanticism through the dissemination of German philosophy in Latin
America throughout the 1920s, by way of José Ortega y Gasset’s Revista de Occidente
(Pilgrim at Home 41). Carpentier would eventually end up opting for the baroque instead
of Romanticism; nevertheless, as we will see, echoes of Romanticism continued to
haunting him well in to Los pasos perdidos.
In his essay “Los problemas del compositor latinoamericano,” published in El
National in April 4, 1946, notably after the Second World War, Carpentier declares that
the Latin American composer stands amidst too many traditions. Somewhat
exaggeratedly, he says that to him, European cadences sound as African rhythms or the
autochthonous music of the indigenous peoples. Hence, to compose in Latin America
implies a philosophical question of being.
Conoce, como sus colegas de Europa, aquellos que dimanan de la práctica
de su arte. Pero tiene que vérselas, además, con los que le sitúan ante la
tremenda interrogación de saber quién es, por qué escribe, y a qué
responde su actitud creadora. Al compositor latinoamericano no cabe el
consuelo, en su posible angustia, de afirmar cartesianamente: “Pienso,
luego soy.” Invirtiéndose la formula, podría decirse que su pensar sólo es
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justificable en razón del ser. Ahora bien: ¿cuándo y cómo se es,
musicalmente hablando, América Latina?
(EM3 143)
The Latin American composer is not only faced with the initial difficulty of what to
compose, but also of getting carried away by one musical form or cultural tradition in
place of another.122 In his essay, Carpentier takes the example of Venezuelan pianist and
composer Juan Vicente Lecuna, whom he quotes giving his own outlook on the situation:
No basta al compositor nuestro tener una exacta conciencia de sus
problemas. Tiene que padecerlos. Para hallarse, le es necesario recorrer
distintas etapas que suelen sucederse en su busca de una solución […]
Sólo después de ese viaje colmado de sinsabores, tanteos, de errores, de
palos de ciego, de descubrimientos del Mediterráneo, logra liberarse de los
conceptos equivocados que pudieran seducirlo a lo largo del espinoso
camino que lo lleva a la conciencia de su personalidad.
(EM3 154)
What Carpentier respects in Lecuna is his daring initiative to compose, despite the
challenges of tradition, as well as his self-critical attitude towards his earlier works, a
method of trial and error. The creative process of the Latin American composer is a
difficult voyage. To find one’s own expression, it is necessary to undergo the “espinoso
camino,” which is full of twists, failures and surprises. It is here that one can
contextualize the unnamed protagonist of Los pasos perdidos. As a traveller and a
composer, his trajectory is similar to those of the so-called “Latin American composer.”
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Although not mentioned by Carpentier, a clear example of this artistic pressure is the case of the
protagonist of Brazilian writer Machado de Assis’ short story “Um homem célebre” (originally published
in 1883 and contained in the collection Várias histórias from 1896). In this story, a man tries to compose a
sonata or missa, yet he cannot help composing polkas. That is all that comes out of him. In Machado
maxixe: o caso Pestana (2008), José Miguel Wisnik suggests that since polkas were the only genre that
were commercially successful at the time, this story represents the dilemma of composers who feel they
have to sacrifice the purity of their creation to the demands of capitalism.
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The protagonist is failed composer and ethnomusicologist of Spanish American
descent, who feels captured in a routinely life as he makes a living producing short
commercial films at an advertising agency in a city that critics claim to be New York.123
The last ambitious attempt this protagonist made as a composer was a cantata based on
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound (1820), a composition he left unfinished.
In contrast, his wife is a successful actress who has contracts with several theater
companies and appears in advertisements for expensive diamonds. When the wife goes
on tours, he visits his lover, Mouche, a surrealist pseudo-intellectual. Yet these romantic
escapades do not fulfill him.
The protagonist compares his suffocating and unproductive lifestyle to a listener
who has to conform to mediocre performances and pre-existing musical forms. The
performance of music, he believes, must be justified. For this reason, he takes more
pleasure on the moment before an orchestral performance begins, when all instruments
are tuning in to the concert pitch:
Sosteniendo el violín con la barbilla, el concertino hacía sonar el la de un
piano, mientras las trompas, los fagotes, los clarinetes, seguían envueltos
en el confuso hervor de escalas, trinos, aficiones, anteriores a la
ordenación de las notas. Siempre que yo veía colocarse los instrumentos
de una orquesta sinfónica tras de sus atriles, sentía una aguda expectación
del instante en que el tiempo dejara de acarrear sonidos incoherentes para
verse encuadrado, organizado, sometido a una previa voluntad humana.
(78-9; emphasis added)
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This is never said, but there is a mentioning of the Tin Pan Alley and throughout the years critics seem
to have come to an agreement that it is New York although the writer did not really know that city from
first hand experience. It could also be Paris, since there is a reference to the bars in Saint-Germain-desPrés.
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He finds it absurd and detestable to have to sit through “un tiempo hecho casi objeto por
el sometimiento a encuadres de fuga, o de forma sonata” (79). When listening to
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony Orchestra, namely the culmination of Western civilization,
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instead of being absorbed, he feels confined having to sit quietly in order to listen. He

prefers to hear sounds in their incoherent state, yet he does not know where to find this.
So he stands up and leaves the concert hall.
Immediately after, he runs into his former boss, the curator of the Museum of
Organology, who commissions him to look for primitive instruments in the Amazon. We
are told that years earlier the protagonist had developed a theory on the origins of music,
which he had called “mimetismo-mágico-rítmico.” According to this never proven music
theory, the beginnings of musical expression were an attempt to imitate the songs of bird.
The protagonist finally sees this offer as a possibility to escape from the sensation of
“measured time,” that is, of civilized order, so he accepts it and takes off, accompanied
by his lover Mouche.
One of the protagonist’s first impressions is how the Spanish language slowly
seeps into his mind. He hears children singing the popular song, “Mambrú.” With this it
is suggested that he is in a return voyage to his homeland. After arriving to the city of
Puerto de Anunciación, the protagonist listens to another set of familiar sounds through
radio. They are a horn fifth, triplets on second violins and violoncellos: “El texto, caído al
pie de esas montañas luego de volar por sobre las cumbres, me venía de no se sabía
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As Esteban Buch contends in Beethoven’s Ninth: A Political History (2003), the critics and composers
that have celebrated and manipulated this symphony makes up a fervent polemic. As for Carpentier, in an
article titled “Música en oriente y occidente,” from August 31, 1951, it is presented as an example of “pure
creation,” as well as the culmination of Western culture (LySM 36).
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dónde con sonoridades que no eran de notas, sino de ecos hallados en mí mismo” (150).
He suddenly realizes that it is Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Unlike in the previous
scene in which the protagonist had refused to sit and listen to the symphony’s live
performance, reminiscent of Carpentier’s multifaceted attitude towards the power of
radio, the protagonist listens attentively and reminisces about his childhood. He
remembers an intimate moment in which his father, a German man, educated him about
this symphony. According to the father, it symbolized the achievement of tolerance and
class reconciliation for Europe. According to the father, in Europe, all men—including
working men—instead of going to church, would go to libraries and take their families to
grand orchestral performances. Following his father’s words, when young, the
protagonist had often imagined a mass of workers listening to Beethoven’s Ninth.
Nevertheless, the protagonist then recalls going to Europe and experiencing a crude
disenchantment. Witnessing the ideological discourses and horrors of the Second World
War, the protagonist realized that Europe was not the model of what a civilization should
aspire to become.
No podía darse un paso en aquel continente sin ver fotografías de niños
muertos en bombardeos de poblaciones abiertas, sin oír hablar de sabios
confinados en salinas, de secuestros inexplicados, de acosos y
defenestraciones, de campesinos ametrallados en plazas de toros. Yo me
asombraba—despechado, herido a lo hondo—de la diferencia que existía
entre el mundo añorado por mi padre y el que me había tocado conocer.
(156)
Hence, struck by the memory of witnessing Germany’s decline, the sound of Beethoven
becomes intolerant, and the protagonist soon turns the radio off. He thus reconfirms his
dissatisfaction with the Ninth Symphony’s “promesas incumplidas.”
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This realization dialogues with a later essay titled “Del folklorismo musical”
(1964), included in Tientos y diferencias, in which Carpentier poses again the question
about the problems faced by the Latin American composer. With a historical perspective
in mind, Carpentier argues that after the Second World War, many composers were
preoccupied with having to express the nation and the national in their works. This
impulse, however, was paralyzed by an even more pressing urgency of finding new forms
that would not be tainted by preceding models.
Había, de inmediato, el urgente problema de la tonalidad, cuyos principios
eran defendidos por un Hindemith o impugnados por los seguidores de la
escuela vienesa. Había posibilidades nuevas, en el dominio de la
especulación. Había búsqueda en el campo de la estructuración, tendiente
a encontrar nuevas maneras de ordenar una composición sonora. Había
búsqueda también—coronada por sensacionales logros—en el camino de
la instrumentación. (Tientos 58)
The crisis of expressing the national preoccupied not only Latin American countries, but
also postwar Europe. In other words, the problem of tonality became an equally crucial
aspect for the purpose of composers in the American continent, after they found
themselves caught up with Europe, its previous cultural model.
In exactly fifteen days, almost too soon, the mission of the protagonist of Los
pasos perdidos is accomplished: the rare set of instruments he was commissioned to look
for is found. Nevertheless, he decides to stay in the Amazonian locus amoenus because
he has fallen in love with Rosario. In contrast to Mouche, who represents the decadence
of Europe, Rosario is a young indigenous woman; she makes him feel not only loved, but
also like a child. As put by Mercedes Lopez Baralt, Rosario is “emblema de la otredad en
la novela de Carpentier (y también de America Latina: Rosario-Santa Rosa de Lima,
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patrona de Sur de America)” (90). Thus, away from modern city life, the journey into the
Amazon, led by Rosario, continues. The protagonist bids farewell to Mouche, whom he
can no longer stand and who has contracted malaria, and he goes to the pictorial village
of Santa Mónica de los Venados.
One day, in Santa Mónica de los Venados, the protagonist attends a funerary
ritual and hears the chants of a shaman. The protagonist feels he experiences the
beginnings of language as well as the birth of music and archives with detail and with a
musicological expertise:
Una palabra que es más que palabra. Una palabra que imita la voz de
quien dice, y también la que se atribuye al espíritu que posee el cadáver.
Una sale de la garganta del ensalmador; la otra, de su vientre. Una es
grave y confuso como un subterráneo hervor de lava; la otra, de timbre
mediano, es colérica y destemplada […] Hay como portamentos guturales,
prolongados en aullidos; sílabas que, de pronto, se repiten mucho,
llegando a crear un ritmo; hay trinos de súbito cortados por cuatro notas
que son el embrión de una melodía. (244-5)
The sounds, which are initially described with non-musical terms, are somewhat
intelligible as syllables, a rhythm, a melody. These “primitive” or embryonic sounds
partake in a premature syntax, a symbolic code at the limit of temporal or spatial gaps.
These sounds challenge the birth of all music in Western civilization. These “primitive”
sounds, reminiscent of what Julia Kristeva calls the “preverbal chora,” depart from preexisting structures or rules, yet they seem to participate in another syntax or order; they
are foreign yet inexplicably accessible to him. As the protagonist cannot register it
completely neither as language nor as music, it is also relevant to think of Roland
Barthes’ borrowing of Kristeva’s terms “pheno-text” and “geno-text,” which she uses to
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distinguish the semiotic and symbolic realms, to refer to what he calls “the grain of the
voice,” that is, “the very precise space (genre) of the encounter between a language and a
voice […] a dual production—of language and music” (“The Grain” 181).
Days later, the protagonist continues to recall the ritual. The sounds keep on
replaying in his mind, as if wanting to be fulfilled. The memory is so powerful that he
remembers it visually as noted by the repetition of the phrase “he visto” [I have seen] in
the following passage:
Lo que he visto confirma, desde luego, la tesis de quienes dijeron que la
música tiene un origen mágico. Pero esos llegaron a tal razonamiento a
través de los libros […] Yo, en cambio, he visto cómo la palabra
emprendía su camino hacia el canto, sin llegar a él; he visto cómo la
repetición de un mismo monosílabo originaba un ritmo cierto; he visto, en
el juego de la voz real y de la voz fingida que obliga al ensalmador a
alternar dos alturas de tono, cómo podía originarse un tema musical de una
práctica extramusical. (261)
These sounds assault the narrator’s auditory mind as glimpses. Hence, his insistence of
having seen the birth of music and language is reminiscent of Ernst Bloch’s definition of
utopia. For Bloch, utopia refers to an experience present and extant in the now, yet
available only in image-traces.125 Days later, as if wanting to complete the development
of the embryonic melody he heard, he thus envisions a composition in which word and
music are reborn in one gesture:
Yo había imaginado una suerte de cantata, en que un personaje con
funciones de corifeo se adelantara hacia el público y, en total silencio de la
orquesta […] comenzara a decir un poema muy simple, hecho de vocablos
de uso corriente, sustantivos como hombre, mujer, casa, agua, nube,
125

It is worthwhile mentioning that in reference to Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde, Bloch says: “just as a place
one has never been can nonetheless be home, it is only a temporal glimpse, a temporal derivative of what
happens within eternity, within the supratemporality, mythicality of love” (83).
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árbol, y otro que por su elocuencia primordial no necesitaran del adjetivo.
Aquello sería como un verbo-génesis. Y, poco a poco, la repetición misma
de las palabras, sus acentos, irían dando una nueva entonación peculiar a
ciertas sucesiones de vocablos, que se tendría el cuidado de hacer regresar
a distancias medidas, a modo de un estribillo verbal. (273)
The protagonist imagines the reinvention of word, freed from existing syntax and
harmonic frameworks. His desire to return to Word (“vocablos de uso corriente,” later
called “la palabra-célula”) is reminiscent of various avant-garde sound artists’ impulse to
return to primitive chanting in worship ceremonies. The passage quoted above sounds
similar to what Richard Kostelanetz affirms in his introduction to his edited collection
Text-Sound Texts (1980).
Though text-sound art is, in its consciousness of its singular self, a
distinctly new phenomenon, it has roots in the various arts it encompasses.
On one hand, it extends back to primitive chanting which, one suspects,
was probably developed for worship ceremonies. One extension of this
tradition is non-melodic religious declamation in which the same words
are repeated over and over again, such as Hebrew prayers which are
spoken so rapidly that an observer hears not distinct words but repeated
sounds. (16)
In fact, Kostelanetz argues that text-sound art draws from the vocal tradition of modern
music, particularly as epitomized by Schoenberg’s vocal technique of the Sprechgesang
[vocal singing]. Stemming from the recitative in opera, in the Sprechgesang “the singing
voice touches a note but does not sustain the pitch in the course of enunciating the word.
In practice, this technique minimizes the importance of musical tone (and, thus, of
melody) and, by contrast, emphasizes the word” (“Text- Sound Art” 16). Hence, as much
as the protagonist of Los pasos perdidos wants to disassociate himself from any
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allegiance, his thoughts dialogue with a long liturgical tradition, as well as with
contemporaneous avant-garde practices.
Whereas El reino de esto mundo was written after a trip to Haiti, it is well known
that Carpentier wrote Los pasos perdidos during and after two expeditions to the
Venezuelan Amazon. He went to the Great Savannah in 1947, after which he wrote a
series of articles titled “Visión de América.” The second time in 1948, he went to
Orinoco accompanied by Tony de Blois Carreño, son of highly acclaimed Venezuelan
pianist Teresa Carreño, and Cuban musicologist Hilario González. At the end of the
novel, the author adds a note that makes concrete references to sites and people
encountered during these expeditions, implying that the novel is partially a form of
precise documentation of these two voyages.
El río descrito […] se torna, muy exactamente, el Orinoco en su curso
superior. […] el pasaje del Alto Orinoco y del Autana es trocado por el de
la Gran sabana, cuya visión se ofrece en distintos pasajes de los Capítulos
III y IV. Santa Mónica de los Venados es lo que pudo ser Santa Elena del
Uarirén, en los primeros años de su fundación […] El capítulo de la Misa
de los Conquistadores transcurre en una aldea piaroa que existe,
efectivamente, cerca del Autana. Los indios descritos en la jornada XXIII
son shirishanas del Alto Caura. […] Yannes, el minero griego que viajaba
con el tomo de La Odisea por todo haber, baste decir que el autor no ha
modificado su nombre, siquiera. (331-2)
As much as the novel is majorly based on his two trips to the Amazon, other intertextual
references also recover Carpentier’s earlier voyages to Europe, as well as his literary
interests. The abundant textual references range from the Bible, the Popol Vu, 16th
century New World chronicles, traveler accounts that are most reminiscent of Alexander
von Humdoldt. From the beginning of the voyage, like an early chronicler in the New
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World, the protagonist of Los pasos perdidos begins a journal where he makes
meticulous annotations about what he sees and hears.
As analyzed by Puerto Rican anthropologist and literary critic Mercedes LópezBaralt, Los pasos perdidos expresses the dialectics between an anthropologist and a
writer.126 Both professions consist in working with words, of textualizing the world as
proposed by Clifford Geertz with his influential notion of thick description (López Baralt
91). Not knowing how to contain his fascination with this “discovery,” the protagonist of
the novel has the impulse to record these songs, yet he realizes that the idea behind this
project would not fit into the plan of staying in the jungle. Who or for what purpose
would he record them? Thus, like Levi-Strauss, he deconstructs the task of the
anthropologist and concludes: “He tomado la decisión de quedarme aquí y debo dejar de
lado, de una vez, esas vanas especulaciones de tipo intelectual” (261). Moreover,
resolving his dilemma, the protagonist feels an impulse to compose music based on the
shaman’s chant. The irony, however, is that even if finished, this piece could not be heard
in the jungle because there would be neither an audience nor an orchestra and chorus to
perform it. It could only be performed in a city, in civilization; he would have to return
there.
Lost and off the grid, the protagonist begins an elegiac cantata that he calls Treno,
a title that has come to him during his sleep. He first recurs to the old idea of basing it on
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She compares Carpentier, “un escritor que deviene antropólogo,” to Claude Lévi-Strauss, inversely “un
antropólogo que deviene escritor” (82), by looking at passages of the novel and passages from LeviStrauss’ famous ethnographic travel account Tristes Tropiques (1938). She thus argues that the protagonist
of the novel may well be an alter ego of Levi-Strauss: they both repudiate the Holocaust, go to the Amazon
in search of a lost time and write an ethnographic account.
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Prometheus Unbound, but since he does not have the text at hand he has three options:
Genevieve of Bravant, Gregorian chants collected in Liber Usualis, or Homer’s Odyssey.
He decides to base it on the third, as one of the members of the expedition, the Greek
Yannes, is carrying the text with him.127 The protagonist reconciles the two tendencies
and anxieties of influence within him: one from the virginal Amazonian jungle and the
other from an icon of Western civilization. It is a utopian project to mold the new in
concurrence with the old, the ideal in conjunction with the real. Furthermore, as observed
by Norbert Francis, the fact that the protagonist opts to base his cantata’s text on Homer
and not Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound represents his desire to go find the beginnings of
literature in orality.128
In the midst of the marvelous act of creation, a critical problem arises: he runs out
of paper. The narrator-composer falls between his own will and the demands of his
musical composition, the lacks and the pressures of this “primitive” environment. To
overcome this crisis, the protagonist improvises; he goes out to the jungle in search for
any writable surface and ends up writing in rocks and trees. He is reunited with the
landscape, yet unexpectedly, an airplane arrives to rescue him. The protagonist wants to
stay, but on top of the paper shortage, he suddenly feels haunted by a ghost: the imagined
sound of the first orchestral chord of his unfinished Treno. As much as he had disliked
the setting of concert halls, he is overcome by the desire of hearing himself performed on
127

Acosta points out that this character was based on real life Yannis Metakos, a diamond explorer whom
Carpentier, Hilario González and Tony de Blois Carreño encountered in Ciudad Bolívar as they were on
their way to the Orinoco in 1948 (“Literary material” 130).
128
Francis bases his statement by referring to the second chapter of Walter J. Ong’s Orality and Literacy, in
which presents the theory that the Odyssey and Iliad were oral creations based on formulaic hexameterized
constructions.
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stage. All in all, he decides to leave in order to get more writing material, settle his affairs
and then return to Santa Mónica de los Venados for good.
Once back in the US, the protagonist is set up for success. Several newspapers
approach him interested in his adventurous story. However, they soon find out that he had
gone to the expedition with his lover Mouche. His wife files for divorce and his jungle
story is published in a third-rate magazine; he becomes a national disgrace. The
protagonist can only think of going back to the utopian land in order to finish his Treno
and to see Rosario. However, before reaching Santa Mónica de los Venados, he is
informed that Rosario is married and pregnant to another man. He realizes that he does
not belong in the Amazon, that he had never been taken seriously there. Thus, Los pasos
perdidos ends while the protagonist feeling disadjusted—without the possibility of
reconciling the different cultural tendencies inside him.
Many critics have theories about the real-life model of Carpentier’s protagonist.
After all, the fact that he does not have a name calls for such speculations. Thus, Karen
Taylor sees in the Treno an influence from medieval church music and thinks the
protagonist is an alter ego of Italian composer Palestrina. Critics John Martin and
Kathleen McNerney propose that he is modeled after French composer André Jolivet,
whom Carpentier got to know in Paris, through Varèse; they argue that Jolivet’s special
prominence to flutes and drums reflect a “desire to return to the source of primitive
music” (495). Leonardo Acosta turns to Cuban composer Hilario González, as he
considers that González had gone to the second expedition to the Orinoco with Carpentier
(“Literary material” 128). Most recently, Katia Chornik has suggested that an
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unpublished manuscript titled “Los orígenes de la música y la música primitiva,” make
French composer Darius Milhaud a good candidate for the model of the protagonist.129
While all (or a composite) of these are possible, I propose that the unnamed protagonist’s
“discovery” of a new musical language was modeled after Schoenberg’s “discovery” of
what came to be known as the twelve-tone technique.
Acosta and José Antonio Portuondo actually hint at this possibility as they
compare Los pasos perdidos to Thomas Mann’s Doktor Fautus (1947). Mann wrote his
novel while in exile in the US, during a time he was in close contact with Theodor
Adorno. Acosta compares the way in which both Mann’s protagonist, Adrian Leverkühn,
and the unnamed protagonist condemn Beethoven’s Ninth symphony. Instead of an “Ode
to Joy,” according to Acosta, Leverkühn sets out to compose an “Ode to desperation”
(Música y épica 66). Yet whereas Acosta sets out to make a comparison both
protagonists, he eventually ends up pointing out the differences between them.
Portuondo, however, recovers this connection by way of the paradigmatic tragedy of the
European bourgeois intellectual. Portuondo points out that Leverkühn was conceived
after reading a manuscript of Adorno’s text “Schoenberg and progress,” which was then
included in his 1949 collection of essays, Philosophy of New Music.
Having said that, reasonable doubt towards Schoenberg having been in
Carpentier’s mind as he wrote Los pasos perdidos would arise since the protagonist of the
novel perceives atonal music as something formulaic. When he is in the village of Los
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Chornik discovered this article at Biblioteca Nacional José Martí in Havana in 2008. This document is
currently in the Fundación Alejo Carpentier.
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Altos and meets the trio he calls “Reyes Magos,” a white musician, an indigenous poet
and a black painter that idealize Parisian tendencies, he hears the musician and thinks he
can recognize what is going on: “Por juego conté doce notas, sin ninguna repetida, hasta
regresar al mi bemol inicial de aquel crispado andante. Lo hubiera apostado: el
atonalismo había llegado al país; ya eran usadas sus recetas en estas tierras” (139). The
protagonist scornfully refers to the rules of atonal music as recipes. Later in the novel, as
he struggles with the composition of his Treno, he affirms: “todo ese proceso que tanto
preocupa a los compositores modernos, luego de Mussorgsky y Debussy, llegándose a los
logros exasperados, paroxísticos, de la escuela vienesa, no era, en realidad, lo que me
interesaba” (272). The mention of the “escuela vienesa” here is an explicit reference to
Schoenberg.130 Nevertheless, in Carpentier’s articles, a quite different appreciation
towards Schoenberg and his compositions is presented.
For example, in an essay titled “Los problemas del compositor latinoamericano”
from 1947, a time when Los pasos perdidos would have been on the making, Carpentier
celebrates Schoengerg’s one-act monodrama Erwartung [The Expectation]. He says
Puede usted aborrecer el Erwartung de Schoenberg; pero debe reconocer
que todo lo que está escrito ahí responde a un concepto de la música que
no hubiera podido expresarse de otro modo. Es decir, que el pensamiento
se expone de acuerdo con una dialéctica totalmente ajustada al punto de
mira. El ‘cómo’, en ese caso, corresponde al ‘qué.’ (EM3 148)131
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The disillusion towards Schoenberg’s strict adoption of dodecaphonic compositional rules, in contrast to
his earlier breakthrough concept of the “emancipation of dissonance,” from 1910, is expressed by Adorno
in Philosophy of New Music.
131
In a later article from June 23, 1954, Carpentier reaffirms that Schoenberg’s Erwartung (1909) forms
part of a group of compositions that present a permanent “fidelidad a los modelos primitivos” (LySM 280),
a regression to a time when sounds were not organized.
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Adorno would have agreed with Carpentier about the importance of this composition.
Two years after Schoenberg’s death, re-considering all of the composer’s oeuvre, Adorno
said: “It is true that he scarcely ever composed anything which was freer than Erwartung.
It is not merely the means of presentation which emancipates itself, but the syntax as
well” (“Arnold Schoenberg” 294). Accoding to Adorno, Schoenberg successfully and
coherently worked out the diverging influences of German Romantic composers
Johannes Brahms and Wagner, by in the end, rejecting both. What is more, “he
steadfastly rejected the notion of ‘style’, in the sense of a category prior to the subjectmatter and oriented on external consensus; instead, he spoke of ‘idea’” (“Arnold
Schoenberg,” 286). Schoenberg’s music gives the listener the freedom to imagine his or
her own world; it “honors the listener by not making any concessions to him” (“Arnold
Schoenberg” 287).
In fact, in an article titled “Opinion or Insight?,” published in 1926, Schoenberg
announced and theorized what he called the “emancipation of the dissonance” over
“atonality,” a term Schoenberg had rejected earlier in Theory of Harmony (1922). The
concept of emancipation of dissonance is explained as the conscious avoidance and the
exclusion of tonal contexts in composition.132 In his compositions he avoided tonal
structures such as major and minor thirds. This avoidance, in turn, allowed new sound
structures to be “discovered.” Thus, aware of the impact of his twelfth-tone technique, he
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Ultra-modernist American composer Charles Seeger would extend the emancipation of dissonance to
rhythm and come up with the categories “dissonant rhythm,” “dissonant dynamics,” “dissonant tone color”
and of course “dissonant counterpoint” on a short article titled “On Dissonant Counterpoint” (1933), in
which he acknowledges Schoenberg’s importance in the development of a new musical language, yet also
criticizes him for continuing to use consonance. (David W. Bernstein 24)
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states: “you neither must, may write tonally, nor must you, may you, write atonally.
Write or don’t write, but in any case don’t ask, but do what you can. If you can do
something pure, you will be able to do it tonally or atonally” (263-4). For Schoenberg, to
compose is an act of pure thinking, an elaboration of musical thought.133 To compose is
like travelling an uncharted road. As put by Schoenberg himself, “the artwork is a
labyrinth […] the more narrow, the more tangled the alleyways, the more confidently he
steps toward the goal. Meanders—if there is such in artworks—set him on his course, and
every remotest divagation leads him to the heart of the matter” (qtd. by Adorno,
“Schoenberg and progress” 89).134 While critical readings of Los pasos perdidos tend to
emphasize the accumulated failures of the protagonist, I reconsider his daring decision to
compose, and to do so in the jungle, amidst philosophical and material difficulties.
Finally, it is worthwhile to consider that during the last years of his life,
Schoenberg was working on his opera Moses and Aaron, one of the first works to be
composed completely on a single twelve-tone row.135 Schoenberg left it unfinished, yet
some music critics consider it to be his masterpiece. In its unfinished state, like the Treno,
133

In a way, Schoenberg actualizes Adorno’s negative dialectics as his music, unmelodic and difficult to
reproduce, generates a cognition that is critical and negative in the sense that it denies the establishment of
the structures presented: “Music is a critique of phenomenality, of the appearance that the substance is
present here and now” (Negative 66).
134
Music theorist Ethan Haimo explores the teleological journey of Schoenberg’s “compositional
discovery” making use of primary sources such as compositional sketches, correspondence and remarks of
acquaintances related to personal circumstances. For Schoenberg, composing consists in a constant break
with sonorous material; it is a difficult journey of self-discovery and self-criticism, a voyage marked by a
“gradual process of trial and error, correction and refinement” (Haimo 7).
135
In a way, the unfinished Treno even resonates with Schoenberg’s Moses and Aron. Like Carpentier’s
novel, one of the leitmotifs of the opera is the thin division between language and music. Moses’ inability
to speak reflects the insufficiency of language to communicate with a transcendental God. At the end of
Act Two, Moses says: “O word, thou word, that I lack!” (60). Furthermore, like Los pasos perdidos, Moses
and Aron is also a journey in Schoenberg’s personal identity crisis as it reveals his long exploration back to
his Jewish roots.
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it remains utopian. The sounds the protagonist had attempted to archive and transform
into a musical piece remain embryonic, and they most definitely avoid having to meet
expectations and the risk of becoming labeled or commodified outside their source of
origin. As put by Bloch in The Spirit of Music, “it is this, which is not yet; what is lost,
pre-sensed; our self-encounter concealed in the latency of every lived moment; our Weencounter, our utopia calling out to itself through goodness, music, metaphysics, but
unrealizable in mundane terms” (158). Paradoxically, as readers, we are left imagining
the lost, unarchived, yet free sounds of the Treno. Its incompleteness, the Treno avoids
having to conform to tonal hegemony. Its critical potential is derived from being isolated
from society, from its being only-for-itself: it is the perfect piece of autonomous art.
Hence, the protagonist represents any composer or writer willing to renegotiate with the
traces of his culture, willing to explore the unexplored, in isolation and for himself.

CONCLUSION
Carpentier looked up to Wagner, yet like Nietzsche, his admiration was not so
straightforward. He broke with that influence by listening to Schoenberg and his
disciplines. Moreover, to express Schoenberg’s importance, Carpentier compares him to
Darío.
[Schoenberg] halló, con el atonalismo, algo que podríamos llamar una
nueva sintaxis musical a partir de la cual—aun sin seguir los principios
estrictos del maestro vienés—ningún compositor podría pensar en sonidos
como antes se hacía. Para dar un ejemplo fácilmente comprensible, diré
que Schoenberg fue a la música contemporánea, lo que Rubén Darío a la
poesía de lengua española a su tiempo. Después de él, nuestra poesía fue
distinta. Así, la música contemporánea no puede prescindir ya de
Schoenberg.
(Letra y solfa 13)
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At the end of his compositional journey, Schoenberg had changed the way
Western classical music could sound and be appreciated. Once launched, his twelfth-tone
technique could not be ignored; composers throughout the world could either choose to
dismiss this new language, speak it, or what is better, expand the range of possible sounds
by incorporating other media of sound production and reception. Yet echoing Darío’s
remembrance of Wagner’s words to his disciple (“lo primero, no imitar a nadie, y sobre
todo, a mí”), Schoenberg also declared that his intent was not to force other composers to
write “tonally” or “atonally,” but rather to stay true to the purity of the act of creation.
Thus, the aspect that admired Carpenter in Schoenberg was the attitude necessary to
begin a compositional journey.
Let us now refer to what has been put on hold in this chapter: the baroque. In an
interview from 1976, Carpentier retrospectively discusses the origins and the
development of the baroque in Latin America.136 By then, the concept had been
rigorously theorized and understood to be the expression of Latin America, especially by
Carpentier himself, José Lezama Lima in La expresión americana (1957) and Severo
Sarduy in Barroco (1974). However, here Carpentier expands what he denominates “la
idea del barroco” beyond Cuba and Latin America, to a much wider cultural frame that
includes Hindu sculpture and the San Vasily’s cathedral in Moscow. In the interview, as
out of context as it may sound, he refers to Schoenberg as a baroque composer.
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This interview by critic Françoise Barthélemy was published originally in French in the Parisian journal
La Nouvelle Critique, in January 1976, with the title “Alejo Carpentier ou le métier de révéler.”
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Todo el arte anterior a la Conquista es un arte barroco, totalmente barroco,
hasta el punto que se le podría vincular con las más altas expresiones
barrocas de todos los tiempos. Por ejemplo, para mí, un compositor
barroco como Schönberg es un artista cuya obra se comprende mucho
mejor después de contemplar ciertos templos de la civilización de México,
que explican, por una serie de variaciones sobre una determinada gama
plástica, lo que Schönberg buscó a través de toda su obra… Tampoco
debemos olvidar que ciertos artistas, ciertos escritores, ciertos
compositores, por su propia genialidad, utilizaron varios teclados, y
pueden haber sido barrocos o no barrocos.
(Interview by Barthélemy 311; emphasis added)
In calling Schoenberg baroque, Carpentier subscribes to Eugenio D’Ors’
understanding of the baroque as a cultural constant or “eon” disassociated from historical
periodization.137 In fact, this is acknowledged earlier in the interview: “Eugenio D’Ors,
quien escribió un ensayo fundamental sobre este tema, decía con razón que existe una
idea barroca, la cual hace una reaparición cíclica en las culturas y acompaña al hombre
desde el comienzo de su expresión artística […] Pues bien, hago mía la opinión de
D’Ors” (310). By situating Schoenberg adjacent to Mexican pre-Hispanic temples,
Carpentier suggests that Schoenberg’s music successfully disassociated from the
European culture where it arose.138 Indeed, the historical conditions under which music
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D’Ors develops his concept of the “eon” in La ciencia de la cultura, which was posthumously published
in 1964.
138
Carpentier is conscious of the deliberate use of the word baroque in everyday life. In his conference “Lo
barroco y lo real maravilloso” (1975), for example, he begins comparing how in everyday speech the term
‘baroque’ has come to be used like the term ‘surreal,’ when in none of the cases there is a reference to
baroque or surrealist arts and literature. From a literary critical standpoint, in retrospective Acosta questions
the exhaustion of the baroque: “decir que todo en la América Latina es barroco y que el escritor
latinoamericano deberá ser por fuerza un escritor barroco, me sigue pareciendo una exageración, hipérbole
o simple manía exacerbada por el mimetismo, y nada más que eso” (Alejo en Tierra Firma 14). Acosta also
quotes Lezama in a letter written in 1975, in which he expresses his disappointment towards the excessive
use of the term ‘baroque’: “Creo que ya lo de barroco va resultando apestoso, apoyado en la costumbre y el
cansancio. Con el calificativo de barroco de trata de apresar maneras que en su fondo tienen diferencias
radicales. García Márquez no es barroco, tampoco lo son Cortázar o Fuentes, Carpentier parece más bien
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and literature are produced, the traditions in which one stands, cannot be changed.
Nevertheless, like in a journey, the routes the composer or writer can take from that
specific state are multidirectional; they can lead to escapades for the search of unexplored
sounds.
Finally, it is worthwhile to consider that in 1953, at the time Los pasos perdidos
was published and being publicized, Carpentier was involved in the organization of what
came to be known as the first “Festival de Música Latinoamericana” in Caracas. This
festival was held in November 1954 and its purpose was to convoke Latin American
orchestral composers: to create an occasion for them to present their work and most
importantly, to exchange their critical impressions. While the planning of the
international event had taken many months, the idea of this event had been on the works
for several years. In a chronicle from August 16, 1953, Carpentier expresses: “Se hacía
urgente, pues, la creación de un lugar geográfico, de un centro de convergencia, de
fijación hacia el cual pudieran encaminarse las partituras” (LySM 193). Reflecting the
global perspective sought at the event, the jury for the festival was to be integrated by
Villa-Lobos, Spanish composer Adolfo Salazar, Austrian conductor Erich Kleiber and
Carpentier’s close friend, Edgar Varèse, who was living in the US at the time (LySM
264). Gertrude Schoenberg, the wife of Arnold Schoenberg, was an honorable guest in
the festival. Hence, I mention this event not because of its all-encompassing approach,
but because it paid homage to none other than Schoenberg, who had died in 1951. Suffice

un neoclásico […] La palabra barroco se emplea inadecuadamente y tiene su raíz en el resentimiento” (qtd.
by Acosta, Alejo en Tierra Firme 16).
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it to say, the decision to honor Schoenberg highlights the celebration of the initiative of
pure creation, especially in the midst of crumbling or clashing harmonies. Carpentier
inherited a European Romantic tradition, yet then he purposely chose to avoid it, to push
away its origins, by embracing the New World baroque. Nevertheless, the weight of this
tradition persisted well into his novel Los pasos perdidos. This fascination might have
eventually disintegrated, but the spirit of that heritage remained in the form of a series of
unresolved dissonances.
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Chapter 3: Neobaroque Resonances in José García Villa’s Poetry
“Villa has a well-nigh infallible ear for the
music of words […] he can weave a tapestry
of pleasing sound.”
(Salvador P. López about Villa’s Many
Voices)
Although José García Villa lived most of his life in the US, he is often recognized
as the “founder” or “father” of modernist Anglophone literature in the Philippines (San
Juan Jr., “Articulating” 171-2; Ponce 87). Born in Manila in 1908, during the American
period, the young Villa managed to leave a mark in the history of Philippine literature in
1929: he published a series of erotic poems in English titled “Man Songs,” for which he
was charged with obscenity by the Court of First Instance in Manila.139 Henceforth, after
moving to the US in 1930, he continued to publish in the Philippines and influence
generations of young Filipino writers. In the prologue to Many Voices (1939), Villa’s first
poetry collection published in Manila, Salvador P. López commends Villa’s ability to
write poetry so well in English when the Filipinos had “barely forty years of contact with
the English language” (7). In addition, López celebrates Villa’s “well-nigh infallible ear
for the music of words” (12), an aural sensibility that could perhaps be connected to the
multilingual environment in which was Villa raised.
As argued in Chapter 1, while an earlier generation of Filipino writers was
struggling to keep up with their works in Spanish, Villa readily “chose” to write in
English. I call it a choice because according to Luis H. Francia, Villa’s friend and poetry
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For an account and analysis of the 1929 “scandal” of Villa’s “Man Songs,” see Martin Joseph Ponce’s
book chapter “The Queer Erotics of José Garcia Villa’s Modernism.”
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student in the US, Villa was “like others of his social class in Manila, multilingual, fluent
in Tagalog, Spanish and English” (xxviii). In effect, this would not have been uncommon
considering that despite the massive spread of English in the education system, Spanish
continued to be an official language and mandatory course in many schools until the late
1940s.140 Furthermore, Villa’s parents lived through the last decades of the Spanish
colonial era and belonged to an educated elite that spoke Spanish fluently. Thus, we can
perhaps at least agree that even though the young Villa grew up in a political setting that
inclined him to speak Tagalog and English, and not Spanish, he still heard Spanish.141 His
father, Simeón Villa, was the personal doctor to General Emilio Aguinaldo, the
revolutionary leader against Spain, and Villa’s mother, Guía García, was the daughter of
a wealthy landowner and she was once famous in Spanish poetry declamations in the
Zorrilla Theatre in Manila (Joaquín, “Viva Villa” 187).142 Hence, if, as put by Salvador P.
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Florentino Rodao recounts that in 1947 Spanish instruction was made optional under the Sotto Law. In
1952, the Magalona Law made it compulsory only for two consecutive years in all universities and private
schools, and in 1957, the Cuenco Law required twenty-four units in concentrations such as Law, Pedagogy
and Liberal Arts. These laws were met with student demonstrations because they “did not want to study a
language they felt was useless for their lives” (105).
141
Addressing the generational conflict between Filipinos born before and after the turn of the century,
Nick Joaquín succinctly states: “Don Simeón spoke no English; the young José spoke no Spanish” (“Viva
Villa” 187). Responding to Francia’s claims about Villa’s multilingual fluency, Epifanio San Juan Jr. says:
“Francia’s exorbitant claim that Villa was fluent in all three languages, Tagalog and Spanish and English,
makes his other judgments suspect. Without even alluding to the deeply subjugated position of the Filipino
body-soul after centuries of Spanish, US and Japanese domination, and the ideological utility of English as
a weapon of colonial manipulation, Francia ends up mystifying the situation of Villa as a Filipino subject,
ascribing him the identity of a ‘prophet’ and an ‘unusual man,’ thus belonging to no country or culture—in
effect, a universal creature of all or none” (“Critique” 11). While it is true that Francia aggrandizes Villa’s
persona and declares him a “prophet,” Francia does actually address the postcolonial undertones of the
ownership of an imperial language.
142
The Zorrilla Theater in Manila, named after Spanish romantic writer José Zorrilla, was founded in 1893
as the official stage for Spanish language performances. Apart from featuring declamaciones graves
(declamations in verse and in prose) this venue became the home of the Spanish-Filipino sarswelas (from
the Spanish “zarzuela,” a popular Peninsular variant of the operetta). During the American occupation the
theater became the portal of American culture, that is, the “new entertainment” of vaudeville and movies.
(Fernández, Doreen 336)
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López, Villa had a “well-nigh infallible ear” and his mother used to recite poetry in
Spanish, we may very well ask ourselves: so what did she recite? Did the child Villa hear
declamations of Spanish and Spanish American poets?143
After moving to the US in 1930 and after living for a few years in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Villa published a collection of semi-autobiographical short stories titled
Footnote to Youth: Tales of Philippines and Others (1933). Unexpectedly, this is where
we can begin to observe that although Villa only published in English, his works still
contain echoes of a silenced Hispanic heritage. In its introduction, American literary
critic and editor Edward J. O’Brien proposes that Villa’s stories represent a productive
cultural synthesis.144 The critic perceives an influence from American writer Sherwood
Anderson, whom Villa greatly admired, yet also mentions that there is something Spanish
about Villa:
In Mr. Villa’s short stories two widely different cultures meet, and it is
interesting to observe the literary result of their successful fusion. Mr.
Villa’s tradition is an ancient one. It goes back to and is deeply rooted in
the country life of the Philippine Islands. Blended with his Filipino sense
of race is a strong Spanish sense of form and color. (3; emphasis added)
O’Brien gives a brief biographical summary of Villa’s migration from the Philippines to
US, and then the issue of Villa’s abstract “Spanishness” reemerges.145 This second time,
143

D. R. M Irving assures that the Spanish conquest and colonization of the Philippines were enacted by
way of Mexico and that this resulted in a significant immigration of Latin Americans. He says: “In this
way, the music, drama, literature, and visual arts of Mexico were introduced to the Philippine Islands” (41).
This literary and cultural exchange during the colonial period is the object of research of current UT PhD
candidate Matthew Hill.
144
At the time, O’Brien was known for his interest in the short story genre and annually published a
selection of short stories. His Best American Short Stories of 1932 was dedicated to Villa.
145
With “Spanishness” I refer to an abstract exoticizing notion of being influenced by Spanish culture.
“Hispanicity,” on the contrary, refers more concretely how nations previously colonized by Spain have in
fact adapted Spanish culture through transculturation.
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the critics commends Villa’s capacity to blend the American landscape of New Mexico,
his “native” sensitivity and as well as the genre of the “the Spanish short story.”
The Spanish short story has always been distinguished for its expression
of passionate feeling in classical reticence of form. The asceticism of the
Spanish short story added to the severity of the desert and the stripped dry
quality of New Mexican life are joined in Mr. Villa’s stories to a native
sensuousness of perception and expression. (4)
Considering that O’Brien was greatly invested in defining the genre of the short story in
the US, one may wonder whether he approached the literary tradition of the Spanish short
story for comparative purposes. Yet since translations were lacking at the time and it is
doubtful that he knew the Spanish language, his approach to Spanish narrative traditions
or Hispanic culture in general seem to be less specific. As vague as his observations
were, it is nonetheless noteworthy that O’Brien almost unconsciously recovers the
Philippines’ Hispanic heritage and presents it as the source of an acute sensibility to
forms in Villa’s stories.
From the mid-1930s on, Villa switched to writing poetry. Shortly after moving
from Albuquerque to New York City, he successfully published Have Come, Am Here
(The Viking Press, 1942). This poetry book came with praise blurbs by prominent
American poets and critics at the time: Peter Monro Jack and Marianne Moore on the
back dust jacket, and Mark Van Doren on the front. They celebrated Villa’s confidence
and genius. While Moore referred to Villa’s “instinct for design,” Van Doren said Villa
possessed “one of the purest and most natural gifts discoverable anywhere in
contemporary poetry.” Granting him a firmer space in the Anglo-American mainstream,
Villa was included in critic and editor Conrad Aiken’s Twentieth-Century American
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Poetry (1944) and with his next poetry collection in the US, Volume Two (New
Directions, 1949), a title that in a way erases his Footnote to Youth and poetry collections
published in the Philippines—the previously mentioned Many Voices (1939) and Poems
by Doveglion (1941)146—Villa pushed the boundaries of originality even further by
presenting what he called “comma poems,” which basically consist in the insertion of
commas after every single word. Despite the divided criticism he received for his comma
poems, by the end of the forties Villa had unquestionably reached prominence amongst
Anglo-American writers.147 British poet Edith Sitwell declared her attraction and respect
for Villa by including him in her poetry anthology The American Genius (1951).148 In her
preface, like O’Brien, Sitwell also notices something inexplicably “Spanish” about Villa.
Sitwell says: “These strange, passionate, and beautiful poems [by Villa] are equally the

146

“Doveglion” (a combination of “dove,” “eagle” and “lion”) was Villa’s penname. In an autobiographical
poem, titled “A Composition,” written in 1951, he says: “My true name is Doveglion. / Doveglion is the
author of José Garcia Villa” (Anchored 136). It notably sounds like Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro’s first
canto in Altazor (1931), in which the figure of Altazor transgresses the realm of the poem and invokes its
creator, Vicente Huidobro.
147
Timothy Yu scrutinizes Villa’s sudden rise to fame and observes that he was Orientalized when he was
incorporated in the Anglo-American modernist cannon. Marianne Moore compared Villa’s writings to
paintings of “a Chinese master” (“The Hand” 45), while Edith Sitwell exoticized him by calling him a
“magic iguana” (“The Hand” 55). In 1950, poet Randall Jarrell parodied the celebration of Villa’s
difference and wrote: “Once upon a time, in Manila or Guadalajara, as he sat outside a convent wall and
listened to the nuns preparing a confection called Angel’s Milk, a little boy decided to go to New York City
and become a grand poet” (“The Hand” 52).
148
The affection between Villa and Sitwell seems to have been mutual. In an autographed edition of
Volume Two that is dedicated to Sitwell and housed at the Harry Ransom Center, Villa says: “For Edith
Sitwell, ‘Brightest she is to me of all. Though God I counterlove, she I do love’.” In lieu of a transition
from the previous chapter, it is worthwhile to mention that at some point Villa could have become aware of
Alejo Carpentier through Sitwell, since she wrote an extravagant blurb for Harriet de Onís’ 1956 translation
of Los pasos perdidos calling Carpentier “most certainly, one of the greatest living writers at this time.”
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labour of ages, growing from the poet’s earth. Though entirely original, they have, too, a
Spanish character” (xxiii).149
Further proving Villa’s rise not only in the literary scene, but also in academia,
between 1948 and 1954, numerous MA theses and one PhD dissertation about his work,
mostly his poetry, were completed in prestigious universities in the Philippines and the
US.150 Villa’s next poetry collection, Selected Poems and New (McDowell, Obolensky,
1958), came with a preface by Sitwell, who by then had become his patron. As the title
suggests, this book featured Villa’s previous work published in the US, while his new
poems featured yet another technique that he called “Adaptation” and consisted in
versification of found texts and passages from The New Yorker, The New York Times
Book Review, Life magazine or poems and letters by other writers. During the next
decades, Villa’s poetic work was re-edited, he continued to influence writers in the
Philippines,151 and had yet another poetry book publication, Appasionata: Poems in
Praise of Love (King and Cowen, 1979). Nevertheless, Villa gradually dedicated himself
more to giving poetry workshops and was less and less read. As he stopped publishing
149

In a review of the 2008 Penguin edition of Villa’s work, Peruvian critic and poet Eduardo Chirinos
momentarily wonders: “¿Escribió Garcia Villa español? Confieso que como hispanoamericano, me
entusiasma la posibilidad de contar ‘entre los nuestros’ a un poeta proveniente de uno de los rincones más
apartados e inquietantes del idioma” (66).
150
These typescripts can be found at the Houghton Library. In chronological order, they are: “JGV: A
Study of his Poetry” (Ohio State U. MA thesis, 1947) by Angel Rizal Hidalgo; “An Approach to the Poetry
of E.E. Cummings and JGV” (Columbia U. MA thesis, 1948) by Conrado B. Rigor; “Symbolism and JGV”
(U. of Santo Tomás MA thesis, 1949) by Virginia T. Ganzon; “A Critical Analysis of the Poetical Works of
JGV” (U. of Santo Tomás PhD Dissertation in English, 1950) by Francisco G Tonogbanua; “The Poetry of
JGV” (Columbia U. MA thesis, 1951) by Abraham Sterling; “The Element of Religion in the Poetry of
JGV” (U. of San Carlos MA thesis, 1951) by Cornelio Faigao; “A Critical Analysis of the Short Stories of
JGV” (Far Eastern U. MA thesis, 1952) by Felicidad P. Espina; and “Purity in the Poetry of JGV”
(Columbia U. MA thesis, 1954) by Virginia T. Ganzon.
151
Jonathan Chua recounts Villa’s polemical influence on twentieth century Filipino poets, especially from
the fifties to the early seventies: “So pervasive was Villa’s influence on Philippine poetry that the late
[Ricaredo] Demetillo once bewailed the ‘tyranny of Villa’” (“Colonialist or Critic” 177).
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altogether, his short-lived rise to fame within the Anglo-American literary mainstream
faded away.
In regards to Villa’s public disappearance, in 1996 San Juan Jr. provokingly
declared that Villa could well be “the most neglected writer on the planet”
(“Articulating” 171). According to the critic, by then only a few scholars were acquainted
with Villa’s writings in the Philippines.152 Meanwhile, in the US, “even critics of multiethnic American literature do not find Villa ‘ethnic’ enough to deserve serious attention”
(“Articulating” 174). Yet in the late nineties, Villa began going through a “recovery”
project, gradually coming to be read through plural perspectives. As pointed out by
Timothy Yu, Villa was “rehabilitated” as an Asian American writer and was even hailed
as one of the pioneers of Asian American literature (“Asian/American” 344). In 1999,
Filipino American writer Eileen Tabios published a selection of Villa’s work,
accompanied by critical articles with Kaya Press, an independent publisher based in New
York that focuses on Asian diasporic writers. On the very first page of the collection,
which is titled The Anchored Angel, Tabios humbly announces: “This ‘recovery’ project
is but an introduction to José Garcia Villa’s life and work; I hope that others after me will
continue the attempt to bring his poetry to fruition by widening the dialogue over—and,
thus, expanding the audience for—Mr. Villa’s poetry” (v).

152

Augusto Fauni Espiritu says that Villa has “suffered the governmental neglect experienced by most
Filipino English writers and expatriates” (101). Yu adds that even though Villa had been named “National
Artist of the Philippines” in 1972, an honorable title created by the Marcos regime that continues to be
bestowed today, since Villa lived in the US he “played this role largely in absentia” (“Asian/American”
344).
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In effect, in 2002 Filipino critic Jonathan Chua launched The Critical Villa, a
commendable annotated compilation of critical essays Villa wrote from 1927 to 1940,
which reveals Villa’s authority not only as a poet but also as a literary critic. More
recently in 2008, to celebrate Villa’s birth centenary, John Edwin Cowen, a lifelong
friend and student of his, collaborated on a volume of Villa’s selected poetic works in a
Penguin Classics edition, which includes yet another versification method that Villa
developed in the 1970s, called “the duo-technique.”153 Beyond Villa’s daring poetic
techniques, it is also worth mentioning Augusto Fauni Espiritu’s reading of Villa’s
performative persona. According to the critic, beyond being an “activist for art,” Villa
“incorporated performativity into everydaylife, such that every social setting (an art
opening, a dinner talbe, or a classroom) became a stage for providing an opportunity for
performance and self-fashioning” (Espiritu 78). Through these “performances,” Espiritu
recovers Villa’s “bicultural heritage,” referring to his coded Filipino-ness: although
“[drawing] his artistic principles from Western avant-garde movements, he was also
influenced by the Filipinio American colonial and postcolonial cultural milieu” (Espiritu
101).

153

Villa’s explanation for this versification method goes as follows: “In all good verse, a tension like an
inner nerve is pulling the lines technically together […] As I tried to reversify the poem to improve the
tension using the normal way to versify up and won, vertically, it didn’t sound right to me. […] Now, by
employing duo-technique, the poet can have two ways of creating the torque to module the sound and
music of the poem: vertically and horizontally. The use of both techniques or duo-technique is a successful
exploration of the medium” (Doveglion 227-8; emphasis added). Cowen adds that Villa announced his new
versification method in a poetry workshop in his Greenwich Village apartment on January 17, 1978.
Although having disappeared from the mainstream, Villa had silently continued to expand the horizons of
language as a medium for artistic expression.
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By now Villa’s importance has no doubt been recovered and the approaches
towards his work have diversified. Extending the boundaries of this collaborative effort, I
will assess the distant Hispanic echoes inscribed in Villa’s writings and question why he
would have silenced (or literally edited out) his relationship with Spanish. First I will
approach Villa’s innovatice poetic techniques within a Hispanic baroque tradition. From
there, delving into his archives, which are housed at the Houghton Library in Harvard
University,154 I will trace the still uncharted route to understanding Villa’s neobaroque
tendencies, especially his playful use of commas (which have often been considered a
meaningless joke) as well as his experimentations with linguistic modulation. Since Villa
wrote in English in the US, I will re-evaluate him as a Latino writer, proposing, by
extension, a transcolonial sense of Latinidad.

FROM RESONATING RHYMES TOWARDS A PHONETIC NOTATION OF DISSONANCE
Through poetry Villa was able to showcase an even greater capacity and initiative
to experiment with form and aural imagery than with his short stories in Footnote to
Youth.155 Furthermore, unlike the short story collection, which had the subtitle Tales of

154

José García Villa’s papers consist of 23 boxes of 22 linear feet of notebooks, letters, photos, clippings
and lecture notes. The fragments that I refer to here are located in 2008M-14, specifically in box 12, unless
otherwise noted. When I consulted these archives in June 2012, they were not catalogued and therefore
reference numbers may have changed. The labels of notebooks or binders, which I include in quotation
marks, seem to belong to Villa himself.
155
In Footnote to Youth, the multiple narrators reminisce about their childhood, demonstrating a poetic
sensibility through an abundance of sonic motifs: among them the sound of the wind, the voices of loved
ones and the “whispers of God.” Moreover, the timbre of the characters voice is often described using
poetical devices. In the story “White Interlude,” for example, a past sense of loneliness comes
metaphorically to the narrator “a-tiptoe, a-tiptoe, to sing… another song of hurt” (114). At other times,
vocal sound or tonal feelings are described using musical terminology. In the story “Kamya,” a young man
speaks “with the cadence of music” and a “graceful rhythm” (156). Another story is called “Valse Triste,”
and the title refers to “a long grateful song” a woman sings to herself as she bids her lover farewell.
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the Philippines and Others, poetry would enable him to distance himself from his
“ethnic” difference. 156 To this effect, the title of his poetry publication Have Come, Am
Here, which no doubt alludes to Christ’s coming to the world, hints at Villa’s new
coming, his re-birth in the US, this time as a poet. On the appendix to Have Come, Villa
officially announced an unusual rhyming scheme, which he called reversed consonance.
For this technique, in Villa’s words, “The last sounded consonants of the last syllable, or
the last principal consonants of a word, are reversed for the corresponding rhyme.” (151).
After giving a few pairs of words, Villa proceeds to illustrate the “consonantal reversion”
of the first seven lines of the first poem in the collection, a sonnet, which I provide here
in its completion, capitalizing the last consonants to make their reverted rhyme more
evident.
It is what I never SaiD,
What I’ll always SinG—
It’s not found in DayS,
It’s what always beGinS
In half dark, in half LighT.
It’s shining so curVeD
Yet rises so tall and TeLLs
Where the first flower DoVe
When God’s hands lost LoVe.
It’s a great word without souND
Without echo to reVeaL
Where fragrance went DowN!
O, but it’s all of it THeRe
The stories follow a traditional narrative structure, for the exception of five of them, which consist of
numbered short fragments or sequences.
156
In recent his article, “The Making of Jose Garcia Villa’s Footnote to Youth” (2013), Chua describes the
difficulties Villa went through to publish his first book in the US with Scribner’s due to the conditions of
the American literary marketplace (, but also because of the publisher’s demand for “Villa’s otherness”:
“Villa’s attractiveness and publishability, the letters [exchanged between Villa and Scribner’s] suggest, lay
in his foreignness” (9).
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Above my poems a WReaTH.
(Have Come 15; emphasis added)
“SaiD” in line 1 rhymes reversely with “DayS” in line 3. In lines 2 and 4, although
unmarked by Villa in his appendix, there are actually three consonants mirroring each
other: “SiNG” and “be-GiNS.” On top of the pairs of reversed consonantal rhymes, the
sonnet, which is about the genesis of poetry, presents a constant sense of indecision and
even contradiction: poetic creation is antithetically referred to as the “never said” yet
“always” sung, it begins “in half dark, in half light” and consists of “great word without
sound / without echo.” As the first poem in the collection it highlights the coming of the
poet, declaring him as creator and ultimate controller of Word. Furthermore, when
deciphering the reversed rhyme endings, this sonnet turns out to have a Shakespearean
rhyming scheme (a-b, a-b, c-d, c-d, e-f, e-f, g-g); hence, it also indicates Villa’s intention
to engage in and reshape the English literary tradition.
Although Villa had a strong sense of appropriation for his reversed consonance,157
American critic and poet Susan Stewart identifies a technique that is similar to Villa’s, in
a poem published almost two decades earlier: Wallace Steven’s “Ploughing on Sunday,”
from Harmonium (1923). Stewart observes that although it is written in free verse and
lacks a strict rhyming scheme, there is a swerving motion through “instances of mirroring
and inversion of sound and meter” (86), which emphasize the act of plowing. These
157

In 1949 Villa encountered a poem by Edmund Wilson in an issue of the literary magazine Furioso,
which employed what Wilson called “amphisbaenic (backward-rhyming) endings” and rendered it as an old
poetic rhyming scheme used in ancient Greece and Rome. (The “amphisbaena” is a mythical serpent that
has a head at each end of its body.) In disbelief, Villa wrote a letter to the editors of the magazine to re-gain
his entitlement as “inventor of this method.” In this letter, Villa claims that after investigating the origin
and all the meanings of the word “amphisbaena,” he had never encountered an explicit use of his technique
(Chua, Critical Villa 307-9).
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instances are specifically identified in the repetition of the words “down” and “wind,”
which contain a reversed consonantal rhyme: “DoWN” and “WiND.” To explain this
sound pattern Stewart refers to the Western relationship between poetry and plowing as
well as the ancient Greek multi-directional inscription method called “boustrophedon,” in
which the text goes both from left to right and from right to left. What Stewart calls
“simple acrostic changes of sound patterns” (87) is practically the effect or technique that
Villa would further systematize and denominate reversed consonance.
Eventually Villa dropped the idea of the reversed consonance and finding new
rhymes. Instead, the effort to visualize or rather annotate sound effects was made
possible with commas. As if warning and not just informing the reader about his “comma
poems,” he added a note at the very beginning of Volume Two to explain his “true
enough—strange innovation” (6). The note says: “The commas are an integral and
essential part of the medium: regulating the poem’s verbal density and time movement:
enabling each word to attain a fuller tonal value, and the line movement to become more
measured” (Volume Two 5; emphasis added). The use of the word “tonal” can be taken as
a term in the visual field (“tone” denotes a degree of coloration and “tonality” refers to
the overall scheme of colors in a painting), as well as an acoustic term (“tone” refers to
the distinct pitch or timbre of a sound in music or in speech.) In his note, Villa goes on to
emphasize more the first denotation: he states that his comma poems produce a visual
effect that is similar to post-impressionist French painter Georges Seurat’s “architectonic
and measured pointillism—where the points of color are themselves the medium as well
as the technique of statement” (5). If we get past Villa’s self-aggrandizement, from this
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comparison we can infer that Villa was interested in the commas as a medium of
expression.
At first glance the systematic use of commas may seem rather absurd and
bothersome. But soon the reader accepts them as something other than punctuation
marks, because they invite the reader to participate in an incessant process of
deconstruction and reconstruction. In fact, this is precisely thematized in poem 5.
Before, one, becomes, One,
The, labor, is, prodigious.
The, labor, of, un-oneing
To, become, a, One!
The, precision, of, un-oneing,
The, procedure, of, dissembling,
Is, the, process, of, expiation,
For, the, sin, of, Nothing.
This, Absurdity, is, Unification.
(Volume Two 18)
This poem serves as a lucid example of the commas’ “prodigious” capacity of producing
a composition of small fragments that can be reassembled to “become a One.” The
commas participate as much as the words themselves. In another poem, “Elegy for the
Airplane,” the commas more particularly help visualize the linguistic modulation of the
words in a vertical manner.
At, last, the, automobile, flew.
At, last, Icaros.
At, last, too, much.
At, last, too, fast.
At, last, the, present.
Flying, is, air-swimming.
Flying, is, bird-seeming.
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Flying, is, death-daring.
At, last, meaning.
At, last, weaning.
At, last, morning.
Morning, is, evening, dead.
Mourning, is, for, the, dead.
Moving, is, for, the, dead.
At, last, ‘tis, said.
At, last, we, were.
At, last, we, war.
At, last, we, fall.
At, last, we, all.
Alas, we, all.
(Volume Two 103)
Maximizing word economy this poem contains many repetitions. At the beginning, the
repeated idiomatic expression “At, last” functions as finality; it denotes triumph. Hence,
it emphasizes the celebration of the invention of airplanes—a flying automobile, a
human-made Icarus.158 On the second stanza, the same repetition of “At, last” is paired
with a series of verbal nouns, indicating activity and movement, eventually evolving into
the non-verbal word “morning.” On the third stanza, the airplane has descended, or
rather, crashed, for which “Morning” invokes the similar sounding word “Mourning.”
Slowing down the pace of its movement, towards the end it is suggested that like this
airplane, “we, all” fall and die. As the lines become minimized horizontally and
vertically, “At, last” becomes “Alas”—an interjection that expresses sorrow or grief, the
opposite of the idiomatic expression “At last” at the beginning and throughout this poem.
In short, in this poem the commas enable a series of morphological changes. Likewise, in
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This poem dialogues with Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro’s Altazor o el viaje en paracaídas (1931) in
its theme and format.
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poem 98 from the collection, which almost simulates a tongue-twister, the commas help
blend similar sounding words. While in “The Elegy of the Airplane” the commas had
more of a visual function and provided a vertical order, here the commas enable a pacing
of the poem’s irregular rhythm.
Moonlight’s, watermelon, mellows, light.
Mellowly. Water, mellows, moon, lightly.
Water, mellows, melons, brightly.
Moonlight’s, mellow, to, water’s, sight.
Yes, and, water, mellows, soon,
Quick, as mellows, the mellow, moon.
Water, mellows, as mellows, melody.
Moon, has, its, mellow, secrecy.
Moonlight’s, moon, has, the mellow,
Secrecy, of mellowing, water’s, waterMelons, mellowly. Moonlight’s, a mellow,
Mellower, being, moon’s, mellow, daughter.
Moonlight’s, melody, alone, has, secrecy,
To, make, watermelons, sweet, and juicy.
(Volume Two 144)
This poem is a challenging read, yet following Villa’s note on the commas to a tee, the
commas help regulate the syllabic pace.159
Punctuation marks facilitate a way to subtly modulate words: to restyle and
ultimately control not only the rhythmic but also the tonal qualities of language.
Attributing not only a practical, but also an aesthetic value to punctuation marks, in a
short article titled “Punctuation Marks” (1958), Theodor W. Adorno ascribes a musical
importance to punctuation. He basically compares how a writer deals with punctuation to
159

Curiously, this poem was included as a sound poem in Richard Kostelanetz’s anthology Text-Sound
Texts (1980), and in 1989, American composer Richard Hundley adapted it to a waltz for mezzo-soprano
voice and piano. These adaptations indicate that through commas Villa was able to bring forth the sonic
potential of language and evoke the origin of punctuation as a method to annotate vocal articulation.
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the way in which a musician has to compose within the limits of musical configurations
and lists a series of correlations between punctuation marks and musical term.
There is no element in which language resembles music more than in
punctuation marks. The comma and period correspond to the half-cadence
and the authentic cadence. Exclamation points are like silent cymbal
clashes, question marks like musical upbeats, colons dominant seventh
chords; and only a person who can perceive the different weights of strong
and weak phrasings in musical form can really feel the distinction between
the comma and the semicolon. (92; emphasis added)
Some of these correlations may seem to be random, yet the comparison of the comma to
the “half-cadence” and the period to the “authentic cadence” is common in music
studies.160 Sometimes called the “weak” or “unresolved” cadence, the half-cadence is a
transitional chord based on the fifth scale degree that by Western musical standards
sounds in need of resolution, unlike the stable sounding authentic cadence. In other
words, the half-cadence, as its name suggests, sounds incomplete, while the comma must
be immediately followed by something. It must be resolved, as it cannot be left in the
middle of the page like a period or an ellipsis.
Adorno’s analogy further opens the possibility of associating tonal disintegration,
that is, musical dissonance, with the modern usage of punctuation marks. He says: “It can
hardly be considered an accident that music’s contact with the punctuation marks in
language was bound up with the schema of tonality, which has since disintegrated, and
that the efforts of modern music could easily be described as an attempt to create
punctuation marks without tonality” (92). Commas, because they tackle instability, are
160

Music theorists Bruce Benward and Gary White say: “Cadences differ considerably in musical strength.
Some signify the end of a complete musical thought and may be compared to the period (.) in our writings.
Others bring an incomplete idea to a close but suggest something else to come. These me be compared to
the comma (,) in written language” (99).
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especially difficult to handle. A comma can change meaning and at times reveal much
more than what is in the initial intention of the writer. With a rather different tone from
the previous passage, Adorno adds:
With every act of punctuation, like every such musical cadence, one can
tell whether there is an intention or whether it is pure sloppiness. To put it
more subtly, one can sense the difference between a subjective will that
brutally demolishes the rules and a tactful sensitivity that allows the rules
to echo in the background even where it suspends them. This is especially
evident with the most inconspicuous marks, the commas, whose mobility
readily adapts to the will to expression, only, however, to develop the
perfidiousness of the object, die Tücke des Objekts, in such close
proximity to the subject and become especially touchy, making claims one
would hardly expect of them. (“Punctuation” 97)
Underlining the distinction between will and sensibility, the use of commas can
inadvertently disclose sloppiness and insecurity, or on the contrary, a genius that makes
one forget there are rules for one to use them. In his classical punctuation reference guide
Punctuate it Right! (1905) Harry Shaw makes a similar declaration about the incalculable
potential of commas. Although from a more practical point of view, Shaw says: “If you
can master the uses of the comma—or even the basic ones—no other mark can hold any
terrors for you” (72). Hence, it is not astonishing that it is in the use of the comma that
most grammarians have their different opinions. While some argue than the comma
should indicate pauses, others claim that it should provide clarity by connecting half
ideas. Because commas are the most volatile of all punctuation marks, they are the more
readily omitted in free verse. Yet whatever their flexible or varied reasons for existence,
they often end up inserted in too many contexts, unexpectedly, unnecessarily,
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arbitrarily.161 Still, more than any other punctuation mark, the comma brings forth the
importance of literary craft. It recovers language’s textural quality by cutting and
immediately sowing it back together. Thus, it is no coincidence that Villa claims that his
comma poems are dedicated to the “poetically and texturally sensitive reader” (“A Note”
Volume Two 6).
As much as there can be differences about the use of the comma, it is fair to say
that one of its unquestionable functions is to simultaneously separate and connect words
or dependent clauses within a sentence. In that aspect, it is significant that the word
“comma” from Greek komma means something cut off or piece cut off.162 Through
commas, all things or ideas can be cut. This is the idea presented in the following
minimalist poem, from Villa’s collection:
A, piece, of, coffee, a piece, of, rose,
That’s, all, for, breakfast, that’s, all!
(Volume Two 142)
On the first line the commas connects distant unrelated signifiers, yet in the second line
meaning is recovered. Hence, through the use of commas, this couplet signifies or evokes
a specific image or idea, that of an inadequately meager breakfast.

161

Emphasizing the comma’s adaptability, Humez and Humez describe the origin and evolution of the
comma with an almost entertaining tone. They say: “it arose in medieval textbooks from the substitution of
the virgule (/) for the high dot, the slash gradually getting smaller until it was just a dot with a left-trailing
tail hanging from the base line” (137-8).
162
In a classical punctuation guide titled Punctuate it Right! (1905) editor and professor of composition
Harry Shaw explains that the concept is derived from the Greek verb koptein, which means “to cut off.”
Hence, he adds: “Indeed a comma normally does ‘cut off’ one part of a sentence from another” (7).
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Further showcasing the unique history and capacity of commas, in Volume Two
they gradually participate in a series of more playful poems, such as the “Centipede
Sonnet.”

Illustration 1. “Centipede Sonnet” by José García Villa163
For Villa, commas are performative. Here we may borrow theater scholar Jennifer
DeVere Brody’s argument in Punctuation: Art, Politics, and Play (2008), which posits
that punctuation marks not always serve the purpose of clarifying meaning, but are rather
gestural and even subversive. Beyond grammatical structure, punctuation marks have a
function of their own: “Punctuation need not be thought of purely in terms of its proper
use, but rather may be valued for its expressive, artistic use” (12). DeVere Brody
provides a careful examinations of literary texts, digital and performance art, proposing
that punctuation can enable writers and visual artists to interrogate and reformulate
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Image scanned from Volume Two, published in New York by New Directions, 1949.
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notions of identity politics. The ellipsis, for example, cyphers contradictory endings
(simultaneously lack and desire) and can function like a “strategy of silence” as is evident
in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952), while quotation marks have a queering potential:
“Quotation marks, as gestures both written and embodied, are queer to the extent that
they revive and instantiate ‘prior’ performances across space and time” (108). Hyphens,
on the other hand, reveal stories of migration to the US: “By performing the mid-point,
hyphens occupy ‘impossible’ positions” (85). In conversation with postcolonial theorists,
DeVere Brody further observes that various marginalized individuals use it to resist
dominant discourses of what constitutes Americanness.164
Although at times DeVere Brody’s study lingers over truisms or ready-made
conclusions about the function of punctuation marks, it also establishes an effective
dialogue between writers, artists, grammarians and theorists from various disciplines.
Surprisingly, however, she omits commas! They are either mentioned in passing or in
conjunction with the semi-colon. This raises the question whether commas play a reduced
role in the Anglo-American world. After all, in the 1920s and 30s, the American avantgarde poets’ disposition to transcend traditional syntactical rules, the intent to refashion
and “revolutionize” language, to quote Eugene Jolas, ended up leaving punctuation—
especially the comma—aside.165 Moreover, perhaps the particularity of Villa’s playful
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While David Palumbo-Liu prefers a slash instead of a hyphen due to its potential of leaving choice
between two terms (e. g. “Asian/American”) while encompassing both (“Asian” and “America”), Homi
Bhabha discusses how “hybrid hyphenations” result in the emergence of subjectivities that are “something
else besides, in between” (DeVere Brody 106-7).
165
In his 1929 manifesto often called the “Revolution of the Word,” American writer and critic Eugene
Jolas declares that the time to abolish “monotonous syntax” has come and aims to dismantle the
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allegorization and systematic use of commas can be better understood from a
transcolonial perspective, that is, as we consider the central role the comma has played in
Spanish and Spanish American literature.
In early Hispanic colonial writings, commas appear amongst listings that aspire to
recreate and praise the richness of the New World as completely as possible for Spanish
monarchs or appointed viceroys. This is the case of Columbus’ journals, or Bernardo de
Balbuena in his poem La grandeza mexicana (1602). From a broader perspective within
the Hispanic literary tradition, commas have taken an essential role in what critics came
to call chaotic enumeration [“enumeración caótica”]. Coined by Austrian Hispanist Leo
Spitzer in 1941, chaotic enumeration allows excessive elements to be listed without
necessarily having a relationship. According to Spitzer, this technique, which not always
uses commas, can be found in various cultures and historical times: in the Christian
panegyric tradition of naming God’s creatures, as well as in works by modern poets such
as Pablo Neruda, in his “Walking Around.” Another good example of the latter (not
mentioned in Spitzer’s study), is the preface to the first issue of the journal Caballo verde
para la poesía,166 in which Neruda, its editor, asks for an “impure poetry” [“una poesía
sin pureza”] and gives a chaotic list of what he means by it: “Una poesía impura, como

“hegemony of the banal word” by granting the literary creator the rights “to use words of his own
fashioning and to disregard existing grammatical and syntactical laws” (112).
166
Caballo verde was edited by Neruda while in Spain, from 1935 to 1936. Against the “poesía pura”
aspired by Spanish poets at the time (mainly Jorge Guillén and Juan Ramón Jiménez), Caballo verde
announced a “poesía impura,” a poetry that would document the immediacy of surrounding reality. Critic
Sebastián de la Nuez explains that the choice of the horse came from surrealist depictions of pegassus in
dreams, while the color green evoked Jorge Guillén’s use of it and Lorca’s famous poem that exclaims
“Verde que te quiero verde.” De la Nuez summarizes: “en síntesis, pues, Caballo Verde venía a significar:
fuerza, gracia e impulsos renovadores para la poesía” (212).
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un traje, como un cuerpo, con manchas de nutrición, y actitudes vergonzosas, con
arrugas, observaciones, sueños, vigilia, profecías, declaraciones de amor y de odio,
bestias, sacudidas, idilios, creencias políticas, negaciones, dudas, afirmaciones,
impuestos” (181).
Even though Spitzer conceived the idea of chaotic enumeration through an
analysis of Spanish poet Pedro Salinas, he traces consistent impulses of chaotic
enumeration in Spanish Golden Age literature: in Pedro Calderón de la Barca’s
preference for the asyndeton (the absence of conjunctions that result in listings) or in Luis
de Góngora’s later poetry in which there is, in Spitzer’s words, “un creciente influjo
culterano, con su omisión latinizante del artículo” (42).167 Moreover, the literary critic
observes how from early on, this enumerative style has been subject to parodies. He
quotes two separate humorous verses by Spanish poet Antonio de Silva—“En rueca,
boca, Meca, cuca, caca” and “En parla, perla, borla, merla, tirla” (45),168 in which the
comma quite effectively helps modulate words—and Quevedo’s lines: “Quien quisiere
ser culto en sólo un día / la jeri—aprenderá—gonza siguiente: / fulgores, arrojar, joven,
presiente, / candor, construye, métrica harmonía…” (56). In this second poem, Quevedo
is parodying his life long rival, Góngora, for creating a cultured style that tends to be
pretentious.

167

Spitzer’s essay La enumeración caótica en la poesía moderna (1943) expands the concept of chaotic
enumeration that he had proposed in an article about Salinas, published in Revista Hispánica Moderna in
1941. He notes that before him, in Poesía y estilo de Pablo Neruda (1940), Amado Alonso refers to the
Chilean poet’s “enumeraciones desarticuladas.”
168
Antonio de Silva was the pseudonym of Jerónimo Bermúdez (1530-1599), a Spanish poet and a
dramatist who introduced Greek tragedy in the Spanish language.
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Critic Irving A. Leonard recounts that in the New World, there was also a
growing tension between the Spanish stylistic trends, hinted above, known as
conceptismo and culteranismo. The first one, associated with Quevedo, aims at
directness, verbal economy and “subordinated meaning to cleverness by ingenious
antitheses, paradoxes, and word play” (Leonard 31). The second one, culteranismo, at
times also called gongorismo, sought “involved syntax, words invented from Greek and
Latin roots, and strained figures of speech” (Leonard 31). Numerous poetry tournaments
in Mexico during the seventeenth century disseminated the creation of rigorous exercises
in syllogistic structure. The competitions required knowledge of classical and scholastic
techniques, combined with ingenious conceits. The more obscurely complex the poem,
the greater was the talent of the poet. Within the confines of rigid rules, the competitors
were encouraged to experiment with acrostics, paronomasias, and other techniques such
as the “echo,” which consisted in making the final word of each verse repeat the closing
syllables of the preceding word, or the “double echo,” in which the effect is present in the
last three words of a verse. According to Leonard, the Baroque intellectualism of colonial
Spanish America can still be perceived during the twentieth century: “Its legacy, perhaps,
is a predilection for florid rotundity and high-flown rhetoric, still discernible in much
public oratory of modern Hispanic America” (27). Likewise, Spitzer assures that chaotic
enumeration is part of the legacy of the baroque: “El gusto barroco español preludió,
pues, ampliamente el desmenuzamiento de cosas y frases que encontramos luego en el
siglo XIX” (47).
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Indeed, Spanish baroque writers were re-discovered at the turn of the twentieth
century by Spanish and Spanish American modernistas, who were characterized in their
own right, for their verbal complexity and highly stylized verses. As discussed in Chapter
1, the search for the perfection of form was informed by French Parnassian and
Symbolist ideals, but it was to be found in the Spanish language.169 Thus, while
advocating the potential richness in the Spanish language for poetic creation, Darío
referred to Quevedo’s ability to mold phrases and produce “raras combinaciones
gramaticales” (“Catulle” 53).170 Likewise, the Spanish Generation of ‘27, composed of
avid readers of the baroque, symbolically carried out their first intellectual act as a group
in Seville in 1927 (hence their name) to celebrate the three hundredth anniversary of
Góngora’s death. Various exile members from this generation, such as Juan Ramón
Jiménez, Luis Cernuda, Pedro Salinas, Dámaso Alonso and Juan Chabás, carried on their
poetic activities in Spanish America making a stop or eventually settling in Cuba, as was
the case of Chabás.171 This encounter contributed to the multiform expression of writers
such as Lezama, as evidenced in the interview “Coloquio con Juan Ramón Jiménez,”
published in Orígenes, in July 1937.

169

Critic Aldo Mazzucchelli studies the occult symbolism employed by Darío, Herrera y Reissig and Rodó
and declares: “The literary manifestation of ‘indefinition,’ this linguistic absence of limits, further
corresponds with the strain that Spanish language was then experiencing, pushing acoustic, syntactic and
semantic limits always forward. Not since Baroque poetry had the Spanish language seen such an intense
search for a new expression” (90).
170
It is significant to add here that although in passing, San Juan Jr. sees a parallel between Rubén Darío
and Villa. He says: “like Rubén Darío westernizing initiative in Latin America, Villa’s aestheticism
registered the advent of a heterodox, transgressive creativity” (“Articulating” 172).
171
In Los españoles en las letras cubanas durante el siglo XX (2002), Cuban scholar Jorge Domingo
Cuadriello traces the vast influence of Spanish writers in Cuba mainly during the first half of the twentieth
century.
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The baroque sparked a renewed interest, which eventually evolved into what
came to be known as the neobaroque. Yet although the neobaroque stems from the
baroque, as argued by Sarduy in his essay “El barroco y el neobarroco” (1973), it is not
merely a revival of the baroque. The neobaroque is rather an extreme celebration of
baroque concepts and techniques, to the point it almost becomes a parody of it.
Moreover, the neobaroque is more readily concerned with the proliferation of voices
within language: the proliferation of the signifier, specifically the sonic signifier,
detached from the signified. Sarduy says:
[E]l barroco europeo y el primer barroco colonial latinoamericano se dan
como imágenes de un universo móvil y descentrado—como hemos
visto—pero aún armónico; se constituyen como portadores de una
consonancia […] al contrario, el barroco actual, el neobarroco, refleja
estructuralmente la inarmonía, la ruptura de la homogeneidad, del logos
en tanto que absoluto, la carencia que constituye nuestro fundamento
epistémico. (OC 1403-4; emphasis added)
While the baroque aspires for harmony, the neobaroque consists in an accumulation of
disharmonies.
It needs not much debate to claim that Villa is not part of modern Spanish
American literary tradition. Nevertheless, neobaroque Cuban author Guillermo Cabrera
Infante serves as a strikingly relevant comparative figure to Villa. As a starting point,
Cabrera Infante’s Exorcismos de esti(l)o (1976), whose title alludes to and twists French
writer Raymond Queneau’s Exercices de style (1947),172 opens with a playful poem titled
“Dédicace,” which simulates a dedication, which is a list of personalized commas.

172

Exercises de style is a collection of 99 retellings of the same incident on a bus. His aesthetic principle is
comparable to the musical variations on a set theme.
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a las comas, alegres, diversas, múltiples,
minucio-sas, salvadoras pero modestas, a
todas las comas co-mo comas bajas y altas, al
coma y, sobre todo, a las comas recién
venidas al mundo, que aquí bautizo como
comas suspensivas , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
(Exorcismos 9)
Cabrera Infante highlights that pending flux of words generated by commas by
combining it with the ellipsis. If the ellipsis—at times called “puntos suspensivos” in
Spanish—usually represents a textual omission, a comma is a call for linguistic growth:
more clauses, more clusters of words, more ideas. Thereafter, Exorcismos de esti(l)o
consists of a collection of rigorous exercises, expulsions or exorcisms, that could easily
have come up as part of a leisure pastime, as the title suggests, during estío
[summertime]. Although published much later than Villa’s Volume Two, in his epilogue,
which he calls “Epilogolipo” (alluding to the French “Oulipo” group, founded in 1960),
Cabrera Infante explains that the texts contained in the book were produced throughout
many years and adds: “De los muchos libros que se hicieron mis impresores, ninguno,
creo, es mío propio como este colecticio y en desorden digesto de diversos ejemplos, y
esto es como es porque insiste preciso en innúmeros reflejos y en entreveros” (301). The
short texts contained therein allude to previous works by the author. For example, the
technique of “comas suspensivas” is employed in a story titled “Triste Tragedia Trunca,”
which is reminiscent of the author’s most well known novel Tres tristes tigres (1967).
Like in the novel, there is an “advertencia” by the author: “Las comas suspensivas
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pueden representar no sólo el suspenso, sino también el estado de coma” (98).173 Here
Infante Cabrera recovers the medical or clinical definition of a comma: it is an abnormal
and unforeseen interruption of bodily functions. In the short narrative that follows, the
“comas suspensivas” play a significant role: they omit portions of a developing story
activating the reader’s imagination. As examined earlier, Villa also gave commas an
unusual role in Volume Two, in poems such as the “Centipede sonnet.” In addition, Villa
also personified commas through simple drawing. In his notebooks, one can find “the
lonely comma” (a drawing of one comma), “the bashful comma” (which is almost outside
the page) or “a crowd” (an illustration of three commas).174
Beyond commas, in Exorcismos de esti(l)o there are a series of poems and short
experimental narrative fragments that consist of other punctuation marks, letters or
symbols arranged in a certain manner in order to recreate an idea or an effect. For
example, “Il Pleut” makes use of single straight quotation marks in order to symbolize
rain, while “Four-letter word-square” is an arrangement of letters that multi-directionally
make up four words in a square, reminiscent of the Latin Sator square.

Illustration 2. “Il Pleut” and “Four-letter word-square” by Guillermo Cabrera Infante175
173

In Tres tristes tigres, the author’s “advertencia” is that the novel is in Cuban Spanish: “El libro está en
cubano. Es decir en los diferentes dialectos del español que se hablan en Cuba y la escritura no es más que
un intento de atrapar la voz humana al vuelo […]” (9)
174
These can be found in notebook “2, Villa 1947 nyc.,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.
175
Image scanned from Exorcismos de Esti(l)o, published in Madrid by Suma de Letras, 2002.
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Cabrera Infante’s strategic use of typography is again similar to Villa’s. On
August 25, 1939, Villa wrote a series of sonnets whose appearance is decipherable
through their denominative titles: the “Sonnet floating in water” consists of drawings of
waves, the “Mathematical Sonnet” involves pseudo-mathematical formulas, the “Sonnet
in Parenthesis” is a repetition of parenthesis, the “Drunk Sonnet” is a repetition of the
syllable “hic, hic, hic…,” while the “Hilarious Sonnet” repeats the syllable pair “Ha-ha,
ha-ha” and the “Crossword Sonnet”—similar to Cabrera Infante’s “Four-letter wordsquare” above—is a graphic poem simulating a crossword puzzle with the letters from
the word “sonnet.” All lines are either identical or interchangeable, pointing out the
mechanized reproduction of poetry. Towards the end of this experimental sonnet cycle,
remarking Villa’s mocking personality, there is the “Classical Filipino Sonnet,” which
consists of sixteen lines of dashes that end with overly simple pairs of rhyming words:
--------------------dreams
--------------------hills
--------------------rills
--------------------gleams
--------------------moonbeams
--------------------dales
--------------------vales
--------------------seems
--------------------prayer
--------------------star
--------------------near
--------------------far
--------------------forever
--------------------never!
(notebook “7,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.)
144

The sonnet parodies the formula-driven poetry written in English in the Philippines,
during the American era. Hence, it is reminiscent of how severe Villa had been on
Filipino writers in the late 1920s and early 1930s. As demonstrated in Chua’s anthology
The Critical Villa, during these years Villa used to publish yearly articles in the
Philippine Free Press newsweekly, listing a “Roll of Honor” of the best Filipino short
stories or poems in English, as well as what he called a “Criminal Record” of what he
considered to be the worst. This way, Villa managed to position himself as the arbitrator
of literary taste in the Philippines.
Among the sonnets Villa produced at this time, some were then published in
Volume Two, together with the comma poems. For example, what used to be the
“Invisible sonnet,” which is followed by no writing at all, was published under the title
“The Emperor’s New Sonnet,” alluding to Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale. “Sonnet
in polka dots,” which is composed by fourteen lines or rows of what appear to be the
letter “o,” was also published in Volume Two.

Illustration 3. “Sonnet in Polka Dots” by José García Villa176

176

Image scanned from Volume Two, published in New York by New Directions, 1949.
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In short, Villa and Cabrera Infante’s conceptualist re-purposing of letters, signs
and punctuation marks sought to problematize the limits of linguistic representation and
abolished the rules associated with their usage. Furthermore, dealing with them as mere
signs, they reflected on language’s tonal disintegration. As proposed by Adorno in
“Punctuation marks,” the excessive use of commas (the unresolved half-cadences of
punctuation) particularly demonstrates a perceptive knowledge of language’s instability.
By inserting them in excess, both Villa and Cabrera Infante awakened the dissonant
voices within language and developed a neobaroque aesthetic, which according to
Sarduy, is based on disharmonies. Indeed, when comparing their work it is valuable to
consider their shared knowledge of both Spanish and English although they possessed
different degrees of fluency in them. Cabrera Infante learned English in Cuba since he
was twelve years old, he lived most of his adult life in exile in London, and he even
published complete works in English.177 As we recover Villa’s relationship to Hispanic
literature, we must keep in mind that the presence of the English language in Cuba or the
Cuban author’s time of residence in an English-speaking country cannot be equaled to the
weight and persistence of the long Spanish colonial presence in the Philippines. Having
said that, if critics have suggested that Cabrera Infante’s experimental creativity might
have been influenced by his knowledge of English and particularly his readings of
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Works in English by Cabrera Infante include Holy Smoke (1985) and his self-translation of Vista en el
amanecer en el trópico (1974) to View of Dawn in the Tropics (1988), which is closely analyzed by Pérez
Firmat in Tongue Ties.
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authors like James Joyce and Lewis Carroll,178 I propose that Villa’s work was inversely
inspired by Spanish and Spanish-speaking writers. Even though Villa lacked a figure like
Lezama as an antecedent, he had his own way to encounter modern Hispanic literature,
particularly poetry.
THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF “KILLING” SPANISH179
In Villa’s archives one can find pages of an article from New York magazine dated
August 1972, by Micho Fernandez titled “El Barrio Diccionario: Spanglish Made
Easy.”180 In it, Fernandez affirms: “Spanish spoken by New York Latins is a recycled
language—born and raised in the streets of El Barrio and the South Bronx” (46; emphasis
added).181 Let us recall that Villa used to collect cut-ups from various sources to produce
his own “Adaptation” poetry and also for his poetry lectures. Beyond shedding light on
Villa’s literal interest in cut-up technique, through this article, it is worthwhile to ask
ourselves whether he felt a connection with the Latino community in New York. Was he
able to pick up the Spanish spoken on the streets? Was Villa acquainted with any Latino
writer in New York? Did he perhaps ever talk about his Hispanic heritage with half
178

According to translator, literary critic and friend Suzanne Jill Levine, Cabrera Infante’s proficiency in
English enabled him to read writers such as William Faulker, Ernest Hemingway, James Joyce and Lewis
Carroll, as well as to appreciate Classic Hollywood movies from the 1930s to the 1950s. From early on,
before his appreciation of Anglophone literature and culture, the English language itself produced in him a
sensation of “intriguing exoticism” (Cabrera Infante qtd. by Levine, 25). For critic Michael Wood, “[i]t is
Joyce’s practice of language, and especially his long dedication to the manic and uncontrollable
multiplication of meaning, that helps us understand many of the intricacies of Cabrera Infante’s work, its
impressive balance of lightness and loss, its sense of language as the most serious toy of all” (54).
179
Part of this section of the chapter, “The Impossibility of Killing Spanish,” has been published as an
article titled “José García Villa’s Silent Tongue Tie: Hispanic Resonances in Filipino American Literature,”
in Transmodernity: Journal of Peripheral Cultural Production of the Luso-Hispanic World 3:1 (2013).
180
This is located in box 2, binder 3, “Theory of Poetry,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.
181
The article discusses the political implications of the term Spanglish, which according to the author is
“deeply resented” by the Puerto Rican community. Furthermore, it provides a glossary of terms in English,
New York Spanish and Spanish.
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Puerto Rican William Carlos Williams?182 The initiative of recovering Villa’s Hispanic
heritage—through the colonial history of the Philippines as pointed out by critics or his
use of commas, as I have done in the previous section—may seem a stretch. After all,
Villa was not pronounced on his knowledge of Spanish or affinity to Hispanic culture.
However, in what follows, I will present concrete evidence of Villa’s close contact with
modern Hispanic literature and culture. Furthermore, I will precisely examine the reason
behind his erasure of this contact.
Considering that Villa lived and published in the US, it is expected that his work
has been situated within (or at the margin of) the Anglo-American literary tradition.
Scholar Rajeev Patke offers an ample cast of Villa’s influences and says that in his poetry
one can find “a host of echoes, including Dickinson, Hopkins, Blake, and Donne” (6).
Indeed, when reading Villa, it is evident that he had a Romantic devotion towards Word.
Let us recall, for example, that in the first poem of Have Come, Am Here, quoted as an
example of reversed consonance, he suggests that his poems are divine: they wear a
“Wreath.” Furthermore, the influence of William Blake can be perceived in numerous
poems in which God is antagonized, irreverently humanized or put at the same level as
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In The Spanish American Roots of William Carlos Williams (1994) Julián Marzán recovers Williams’
contact with Puerto Rican writers: in 1941, the poet was invited to Puerto Rico for the Inter-American
Writers Conference, where he met Luis Palés Matos and translated some of his work, such as his “Preludio
en Boricua.” Furthermore, Williams developed a close relationship with Ángel Flores, critic and avid
promoter of Spanish American literature in the US. Marzán concludes: “Williams assumed the posture of
translator as part of his ‘cure,’ a writing that secretly, conceptually, structurally ‘interknit’ his Anglo
American idiom with his true bicultural person” (263).
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the poetic voice. In fact, in poem 45 from Have Come, Am Here, Villa evokes Blake in
confrontation with God, declaring Blake the better Creator.183
In terms of stylistic techniques, Villa’s reversed consonance has often been
compared to Gerard Manly Hopkins’s complex prosody, while his comma poems are
thought to be similar to Emily Dickinson’s use of the dash or the typographical
explorations of e. e. cummings, who developed a close friendship with Villa.184 Thus,
considering the expanding limits of the critical reception of his work and having
established that there are elements, such as the excessive use of commas, that can be
found in writers contemporary to Villa, such as Cabrera Infante, and traced back to
Quevedo, could Villa be read as a Hispanic, or rather, a US Latino writer?
Among the few references to anything Spanish in Villa’s published poetry, in
poem 91 from Have Come, Am Here the lyric voice is confronted by Death, which is
represented as a Spanish female entity. In an attempt to survive this encounter, the lyric
subject acts as politely as possible.
By death only. Her revival of infinity
Declaimed silently. And this only.
My heart is there at the prophetic mouth.
Will you propel me fairly, Death?
Will you language me commensurately?
Meanwhile, I am Spanish, caballero.
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The poem compares different kinds of “radio” music and concludes with the following stanza: “But a
radio made of Light / Will have music of Blakes: / Who with great tigertails / Will beat God-musicales”
(Have Come 65).
184
Villa and Cummings were fairly well acquainted with and shared great admiration for each other. His
poetry volume Have Come, Am Here is dedicated to Cummings (and Mark van Doren). In 1962, Cummings
dedicated a poem to Villa, titled “Doveglion,” in Adventures in Value. Conrado Rigor’s MA thesis
compares the two poets.
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In this ravishing world I am polite.
Tip my hat though inwardly I spit.
Because my heart is bitter at your
Prophetic mouth. May brain is gay.
My limbs are sensual. My heart only
Has the perils of immortality.
(Have Come 114)
The lyric subject has mixed feelings towards Death, yet comports himself and asks to be
addressed justly, as indicated in the lines “Will you propel me fairly, Death? / Will you
language me commensurately?” In the end, he seems to win this struggle against Death,
which is revealed to be not only female, but also Spanish. Thus, almost realizing the
evocative potential of the Spanish gentilic, Villa substantially revises this line in the 1958
edition of his collected poetry titled Selected Poems and New. Instead of “I am Spanish,
caballero,” the later edition reads “I am gallánt, caballero” (Selected 58).185 Villa replaces
the Spanish gentilic with a French referent silencing or concealing the fact that there ever
was a deathly encounter, however unreal, with Spanish.
Villa proves the possibility of a transcolonial Latinidad, a shared ambiguous yet
powerful relationship to Hispanic culture and a vanishing Spanish language. Critic Lyn
Di Iorio Sandín provocatively suggests that many U.S. Latino/a writers go through a
struggle of “killing Spanish.”186 As much as Spanish words and expressions are filtered
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I thank Jonathan Chua for referring me to this line revision. Chua became aware of it through John
Labella’s conference paper, “Doveglion and the Race Concept,” delivered at the 2013 Association for
Asian American Studies Conference in Seattle, on April 18, 2013. I also thank Labella for sharing his
insights on this poem.
186
The first example that the critic gives is that of Rosario Ferré, a Puerto Rican writer who began a literary
career in Spanish and then transformed into a U.S. Latina writer “who mainstreams her work in English, a
feat that requires ‘killing Spanish’” (4). Di Iorio also explains that the expression “killing Spanish,”
translated by her as “matando el español,” refers “to what islanders believe happens to Spanish when
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into their writings, many of them are not fluent in Spanish and therefore their relationship
to it changes over time, or remains ambivalent. Along the same lines, Marta CamineroSantangelo clarifies that Spanish language is not always what unifies US Latino/as: “the
‘common’ Spanish language can lead to a sense of cultural difference as often as of
commonality” (16). Thus, it may be useful to borrow from the concept of Latinidad since
by assessing the overlooked Hispanic resonances in Villa’s work, I am hinting at the
cultural bond between US Latino/a and Filipino/a American writers.
Villa’s ambivalent relationship to Spanish can be evaluated using the conceptual
frame developed by Pérez Firmat in Tongue Ties: Logo-Eroticism in Anglo-Hispanic
Literature (2003), which analyzes how various Hispanic writers have dealt with their
“bilingual anxieties.”187 To be bilingual is not defined by level of fluency but as being
“equally attached to, or torn between, competing tongues” (Pérez Firmat 4), and resulting
at times in diglossia, the linguists’ term for the use of different languages in different
contexts such as at home and in various formal settings. Yet without aiming at providing
evidence for linguistic theory, Pérez Firmat claims that his analysis is more of a
conjecture of each author’s “personal ‘sense’ about his words” and the varying “degree of
intimacy with them” (14). To measure those degrees of intimacy, three very useful
classifications of language are offered, recurring to Spanish. They are lengua, idioma and
lenguaje. Lengua highlights the personal bond with language, “the realm of sound before
Nuyoricans or Dominican Yorks of a working-class background forget, hybridize, and reconstitute
language fragments. Fragmentary and hybridized Spanish, or the use of Spanglish, are more common in
mainland based Latino/a poetry” (4-5).
187
The writers examined are philosopher George Santayana, emigré Spanish poet Pedro Salinas, US-born
Cuban writer Calvert Casey, Cuban exile Guillermo Cabrera Infante, Chilean author María Luisa Bombal
and US Latino memoirists Richard Rodriguez and Sandra Cisneros.
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words, to the world of infancy” (15). Idioma is defined as that which is “marked by
place” and possessed by a community. The example Pérez Firmat gives here is Borges’
El idioma de los argentinos (1928). Finally, lenguaje is not possessed but acquired. It is
defined as “language detached from both persona and place; that is, language as structure,
as an abstract and rational system, somewhat like Saussure’s langue” (18). Hence, by
comparing Villa to other Hispanic multilingual writers, we will evaluate whether Spanish
functioned for him as a lengua, an idioma or a lenguaje.
Immediately evidencing Villa’s affinity (however hesitant) with the Spanish
language, in his archives one finds that on August 26, 1939, a day after writing the
typographic sonnets discussed in the previous section, Villa came up with one in a
splendid pseudo-Spanish jargon. Unlike the visual sonnet of polka dots, parenthesis or
commas, more than viewed, this one is meant to be heard as it is characterized by a
particular sonic profusion and it is suggestively titled “Absolute untranslatable sonnet: A
poet’s sonnet.”188
Yncantaress meresvel celest estel
Estellarama llarama lorame laura
Laurame tu dulze dulzura dulze mora
Morame muero morel immorel.
Encantame canto merezvel noel
Ni el ni ella la bella mora
Mira mora morezita pobrezita nora
Ezperame ezperanza esperame turel.
Yncantaress mora morezita zita
Zitame zolame zilame tu lanzita
Mirame morenita celest estel
Morame mirando morezita de miel
188

5
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Since the title of this sonnet is long, from now on I will refer to this sonnet as the “Yncantaress” sonnet.
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Yncantame yncantame yncanteress
Yncantame yncantame yncanteress.
(notebook “8,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Library, Harvard University.)189
The sonnet resembles a “foreign” language on the making. It seems to respond to a
syntactical logic of its own and like in the poem “Elegy of an airplane,” each word
produces an impulse for the next one in a random manner, especially in the alliterated
lines (“Estellarama llarama lorame laura” or “Morame muero morel immoral”) in which
the words sound like echoes of each other. Yet when vocalized, this sonnet no doubt
sounds Spanish. In fact, some linguistic traces from the language—articles, pronouns and
conjunctions—are left intact. With an apostrophic attitude, the sonnet (hereafter the
“Yncataress” sonnet) seems to convey “do x and y to me,” hinting fairly intelligibly at the
use of the Spanish imperative mode: “Laurame,” “Morame,” “Encantame,” “Zitame
zolame zilame,” etc. Spanish seems to function for Villa as a lengua. The “Yncantaress”
sonnet presents a regressive transport “to the realm of sound before words, to the world
of infancy” (Pérez Firmat 15). Villa also evokes Kristeva’s concept of the “chora,” which
she defines as a preverbal language that is prior to a set symbolic order. The chora is a
“provisional articulation” similar to the first verbal flow produced by toddlers, at the
verge of becoming subject to an ordering: “Indifferent to language, enigmatic and
feminine, this space underlying the written is rhythmic, unfettered, irreducible to its
intelligible verbal translation; [the chora] is musical, anterior to judgment, but restrained
by a single guarantee: syntax” (Kristeva 29).

189

I found numerous loose typescript copies of it in box 2 as well as the original version transcribed here.
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It is worth mentioning that on the same notebook page as the “Yncantaress”
sonnet, which is written in pencil, there are two lines that have been erased, nevertheless
are still legible: the first one reads “Sonnet from the Spanish” and underneath the second
one says “Sonnet for-You-to-Guess.” It is evident that Villa was conscious that what he
was writing was neither in English nor in Spanish. The “Yncantaress” sonnet was not in
Spanish, but rather from Spanish. In a way, Villa was thinking about the disintegration of
the Spanish language within him, which confirms his knowledge of it in the first place.
Filipino scholar Virginia Ganzon, who wrote an MA thesis about Villa’s poetry in
1954, mentions that she met Villa in person and that he “kindly showed” her the
“Yncantaress” sonnet (63). In her interpretation of it, she loudly points out Villa’s
heritage as follows: “The words used are not Spanish words, but they have a decidedly
Castilian ring. His Spanish heritage has no doubt influenced the sound structure of these
words to a great extent” (41). For Ganzon, there is no question that Villa has a “Spanish
heritage.” Therefore, the Spanish she perceives in Villa’s sonnet functions as an idioma,
more than a lengua that is particular to his case. Being Filipino herself, she implicitly
acknowledges a shared Hispanic heritage. Further blurring the function of Spanish for
Villa, a few days after writing the “Yncantaress” sonnet, Villa wrote another proto-poem
that is worth reproducing:
Perlu perlu perlu
Perlu Merlu Trulu
Perlu merlu cerlu
Lucer lumer luper
Lucer luper lumer
Mirala Mirale cerlu
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Mirala Mirale merlu
Mirala merlu mirla
Mirala mirla trulu
Mirla mirla merlu
(red notebook “12,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Library, Harvard University.)
This proto-poem, or perhaps poetic exercise, which is reminiscent of previously quoted
verses by Antonio da Silva (“En rueca, boca, Meca, cuca, caca” and “En parla, perla,
borla, merla, tirla”), again makes use of alliteration in order to achieve linguistic
modulation. In the second stanza, there are again traces of the Spanish imperative
(“Mirala mirale”), yet even more than the “Yncantaress” sonnet, it resides overall within
the realm of poetic nonsense. Nevertheless, as senseless and incomplete as these stanzas
look, there is still something in them that asks to be analyzed—this time, as nonsense
literature.
Beyond the usual suspicions, nonsense can, of course, be a serious and powerful
tool for critique, a means of drawing and redrawing limits. As Hugh Haughton, critic and
editor of nonsense literature, reminds us: “If anything, nonsense is more shapely, more
brazenly formalized and patterned than other kinds of language—not the reverse as is
often assumed” (6). Nonsense literature in the English language is rich: it begins with
Edward Lear’s humorous limericks in A Book of Nonsense (1846), followed by Lewis
Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass (1871), which contains “Jabberwocky,” and Joyce’s
neologistic multilingual Finnegans Wake (1939), which Haughton calls “our great
nonsense epic, an epic mock-epic, a cryptographic travesty of sacred scriptures and high
literary forms” (30). Villa could technically have emerged from the tradition of English
language nonsense literature. That was actually the case of Cabrera Infante: he was
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fascinated by ready-made phrases in English language and once attributed Carroll the title
of “el primer escritor que dio al pun su carácter elegante” (“Ars Poetica” 16). In the
previously quoted essay “El barroco y el neobarroco,” Sarduy declares that the
neobaroque is indebted to Carroll and Joyce. Furthermore, Cabrera Infante is
characterized as one of the most effective practitioners of nonsense literature:
[E]n la obra de Cabrera Infante, la función de estas operaciones es
precisamente ésa: la de limitar; de server de soporte y de osatura a la
producción desbordante de las palabras—a la inserción, prolongable al
infinito, de una subordinada en otra—, es decir, la de hacer surgir el
sentido allí donde precisamente todo convoca al juego puro, al azar
fonético, es decir, al sin-sentido. (OC 1392)
Extending Sarduy’s claims, Suzanne Jill Levine, literary critic and translator of Cabrera
Infante’s work, points out that Cabrera Infante found “a liberating literary medium” in the
English language. She assures: “In English, freed from the restraints and censorship he
had experienced with his mother tongue, he could let loose and play with words as
nonsense” (26). However, considering that Villa was thinking in or from Spanish the days
he wrote the Spanish-sounding poems hints at the fact that Villa himself was parodying
the language. In the end, parody functions as a powerful vehicle to showcase one’s
creative and infinitely generative impulses.
Although Cabrera Infante claims to come from the English language and a canon
of nonsense literature in English, it is important to recover a literature of nonsense in the
Spanish language. Instead of the triad of Lear, Carroll and Joyce, Villa’s witty style and
inclination for nonsense that parodies the Spanish language continues to dialogue with
Quevedo. In the following “nonsense sonnet” by Quevedo, there is again a confrontation
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with Góngora. Quevedo humorously parodies Góngora’s use of complex syntax, and
arcane or invented words.
¿Qué captas, noturnal, en tus canciones,
Góngora bobo, con crepusculallas,
si cuando anhelas más garcivolallas,
las reptilizas más y subterpones?
Microcósmote Dios de inquiridiones,
y quieres te investiguen por medallas
como priscos, estigmas o antiguallas,
por desitinerar vates tirones.
Tu forasteridad es tan eximia,
que te ha de detractar el que te rumia,
pues ructas viscerable cacoquimia,
farmacofolorando como numia,
si estomacabundancia das tan nimia,
metamorfoseando el arcadumia
(Poética del siglo de oro 358)
Through remaining grammatical structures or at times phrases (“Góngoro bobo” /
“quieres te investiguen por medallas” / “metamorfoseando el arcadumia”), Quevedo
manages to offer something like a meta-nonsense, that is, a nonsensical reflection of
Góngora’s “nonsense.” Expanding Quevedo’s remaining loud echoes in twentieth century
Hispanic literature and further opening a way to inscribe Villa in a more modern Hispanic
poetic tradition, instead of being inspired by Carroll’s English-based “Jabberwocky,” the
“Yncantaress” sonnet seems to dialogue more closely with Hispanic literary nonsense,
like Cuban poet Mariano Brull’s verbal play known as the “jitanjáfora.” Introduced in
Poemas en menguante (1928) and later coined in 1929 as a poetic concept by Mexican
writer and critic Alfonso Reyes, the jintanjáfora basically refers to nonsense poetry in the
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Spanish language.190 As a genre, it dialogues with Afro-Cuban poetry in the first half of
the twentieth century and it also impacted other Spanish American countries. For
example, Argentine writer Ignacio B. Anzoátegui published a set of rules for the art of
this technique under the title Nuevo código del jitanjaforizar (1930). In 1938,
Guatemalan Miguel Ángel Asturias’ wrote an opera libretto titled Émulo Lipolidón in
what he called “fantomina jitanjafórica.”
This technique continued to inspire generations to come. From the mid-twentieth
century on came Argentine Oliverio Girondo’s weaving of incoherent words in En la
masmédula (1954), Julio Cortázar’s narrative glíglico in Rayuela (1963) or the playful
poems in Chilean poet Juan Luis Martínez’s La nueva novela (1971).191 Another
antecedent to the jitanjáfora is the multilingual Chilean poet and father of creationism
Vicente Huidobro, particularly his Altazor o el viaje en paracaidas (1931). Divided in
seven cantos, as its subtitle indicates, Altazor enunciates a voyage with multiple potential
meanings. As the cantos progress, there is a higher degree of verbal creation.192 The last
canto of Altazor culminates in purely phonetic permutations, no longer simulating human
language.
Ai aia aia
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The jitanjáfora comes from the following verses by Brull: “Filiflama alabe cundre / ala olalúnea alífera /
alveolea jitanjáfora / liris salumba salífera” (qtd. by Reyes “Las jitanjáforas” 190).
191
Chapter 68 from Rayuela narrates the encounter between two lovers: “Apenas él le amalaba el noema, a
ella se le agolpaba el clémiso y caían en hidromurias, en salvajes ambonios, en sustalos exasperantes…”
(305). Martínez’s collection of poems, rather than narrative texts as the title would indicate, is full of
illustrations, false quotes and absurd poems. Among those one can find “Tareas de poesía,” which is a
parody of a poetry assignment that asks to analyze nonsensical neologistic rhyming verses.
192
Evoking various sources of inspiration, critic Cedomil Goic observes that in Altazor, “[l]os juegos
verbales utilizan de preferencia palabras creadas, llamadas también ‘jitanjáforas’ (Alfonso Reyes) o
‘glosolalias’ (Otto Jerpersen) por los lingüistas, palabras soldadas (‘portmanteau words’ para Lewis
Carroll), epitafios imaginarios y otras fórmulas lúdicas” (13).
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ia ia ia aia ui
Tralalí
Lali lali
Aruaru
Urulario
Rimbibolam lam lam
Uiaya zollonario […]
(Altazor 89)
More than the other writers mentioned above, Huidobro ignores syntax. Nevertheless,
there are traces of the Spanish language: “urulario” and “zollonario” still simulate nouns.
In short, all of these writers that have been listed consciously or unconsciously participate
in a literary tradition.193 They experiment with language by conjugating invented verbs or
making use of invented vocabulary and connectors to recreate an uncanny resounding
language. Although emerging from a language that is their native tongue, their inventive
language can be heard and enjoyed by people who equally know Spanish or don’t. In
other words, they approach Spanish as a foreign lenguaje, a linguistic structure that is
detached from personal, as well as its specific context of place.
Spanish was not exactly Villa’s native tongue. However, that Villa really had an
operating fluency in Spanish can be surmised from his surviving archives. During a span
of three years, from 1939 to 1941, Villa consistently translated modern Hispanic poetry
to English, sometimes daily. The poems mostly belong to an established canon of
Spanish American modernistas:

Rubén Darío, Alfonsina Storni, Amado Nervo,

Leopoldo Lugones and Enrique González Martínez. There are also a few translations of
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In an article about Girondo, Brazilian critic Jorge Schwartz sees continuity between the tradition of
nonsense poetry in Spanish to the Brazilian concrete poets in the 1950s, and the Cuban neobaroque
movement in the 1960s and 70s.
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Spanish writers Juan Ramón Jiménez, Pedro Salinas and Federico García Lorca, Spanish
American women poets Gabriela Mistral and Juana de Ibarbourou, and Huidobro!194
These numerous poems are transcribed systematically in pencil first by hand into the
original Spanish and then almost always followed by a translation into English.
It is worthwhile to mention that his vast array of poetic translations remained in
his notebooks with the exception of a few poems by Lorca. On May 21, 1941, Villa
published five of them under his penname “Doveglion” in Manila-based magazine,
Herald Mid-Week Magazine. Almost ten years later, around a time in which according to
his personal archives he seems to have sporadically gone back to the exercise of
translation, he published two short reviews of translated poetry collections by Juan
Ramón Jiménez and Pedro Salinas in the The New York Times’ Book Review section.195
In the first one, a rather unfavorable review of Jiménez’s 50 Spanish Poems, he remarks:
“His poetry suffers from the over-romanticism that characterized the Spanish poetry
preceding it—too sweet and lush for the Anglo-Saxon […] his work seems dated in
severe contrast with truly modern Hispanic or Latin American poetry” (51). The second
one, titled “Rich With Reverberations,” is a review of Salinas’ Sea of San Juan;
Contemplation and it is much more positive. Villa calls him “possibly the finest living
Spanish poet” and his only criticism concerns Eleanor L. Turnbull’s translation, which
for Villa seems “adequate as to meaning, but fails to convey fully the great beauty and
194

Considering Villa’s interest in spatial poetry, it is worthwhile to mention that on October 11, 1940, Villa
specifically translated Huidobro’s calligram “Paisaje” (from Horizon Carré, published in French in 1922
and in Spanish in 1926). This translation can be found in notebook “Trans” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib.,
Harvard U.
195
I am again grateful to Jonathan Chua for pointing out these references to me, including Villa’s published
translations of Lorca.
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grace of the original” (44). Even though Villa did not seem to have made his connection
to Hispanic culture too public, these two short reviews reveal his profound and broadranging knowledge of transatlantic poetry in Spanish. Moreover, although Villa dedicated
himself to a literary career in English, it is evident that he still continued to value his
experience with the untranslatable “great beauty and grace” that can be attained through
the reverberating Spanish language.
Translating or writing in a foreign language is often considered to be an important
phase in a poet’s formative period.196 Mallarmé, for example, who was an English teacher
for many years, translated and wrote nursery rhymes in English and some believe that
this influenced his theoretical formulation about poetic creation.197 Villa’s case seems to
be different and more complex because being from the Philippines, he was dealing with
two languages that were in some way close to him. Yet, like in many poets’ case, it is
noteworthy that Villa’s period of translation took place before he publicly launched his
two most provocative techniques in the 1940s: the reversed consonance and the comma
poems. Hence, it begs the question: how did dealing with Spanish affect him? Did
translating participate in the process of inventing these techniques?
196

For example, Mallarmé was an English teacher for many years, and he wrote a collection of nursery
rhymes in English. For critic and poet Daniel Tiffany, these writings were more than teaching material:
“Although Mallarmé’s little prose poems cannot escape their pedagogical context, many reverberations can
be found between these vernacular sketches and canonical works by Mallarmé often regarded as the non
plus ultra of literary artifice” (217). As put by Huidobro in Altazor: “One should write in a language that is
not the mother tongue” (5). While living in France, Huidobro wrote poems in French and gave them to his
then friend, Spanish painter Juan Gris, who was fluent in French, so that he would correct them. Some of
these writings include Horizon Carré (1917), Tour Eiffel (1918) and Hallali (1918).
197
Tiffany analyzes Mallarmé’s English writings as more than pedagogical material, and actually as the
genesis of obscurity in literary poetry: “[a]lthough they [Mallarme’s English nursery rhymes] treat
idiomatic and vernacular materials exclusively, it has not entirely escaped Mallarmé’s closest readers that
these works may be consistent—in their ideas about language and poetry—with Mallarme’s own poetic
principles” (Tiffany 221).
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During the time Villa was translating, he also wrote many poems in English that
were then to be converted into comma poems. For example, the previously cited comma
poem “Elegy for the Airplane,” was actually written without commas on November 3,
1939.198 Put differently, the idea of writing comma poems did in fact occur to Villa when
reading poetry in Spanish. Among the poems he translated, the sonnet “Pórtico” by
Bolivian poet Ricardo Jaimes Freyre is quite notable for its excessive use of commas.199 It
would be a stretch to say that this is precisely the poem from which Villa got the idea of
the commas, but it is no doubt towards the beginning of the year 1939, that the excess of
commas appears for the first time, at least in his notebooks. This happens in a disjointed
proto-poem that begins in English and ends in Spanish:
Chinese on a bicycle
A child on a rose
Make a spiral of poetry
For you to follow on a green horse.
There, this, is, rose-coffee, drink it.
When, the, mountain, blew, the, wing, away,
Her forlove body
Because I have your name
Maria Margarita
Though you do not exist
I create you
Maria Margarita
That skull in my grave
Will not be my skull.
By now all is remotest deathThough death fuse with me
198

This poem is located in notebook “11” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.
This sonnet was translated in October 10, 1940 and it is an oniric evocation of a Spanish medieval
soldier. It was originally published in 1898. I quote the first two and last three lines to showcase the
extensive use of commas: “Villano, trovador, fraile o guerrero, / con hoz breviario, bandolín o espada, […]
combatir, si guerrero, noche y día, / asaltar, lanza en mano, una abadía, / o acuchillar la hueste musulmana”
(127).
199
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Las luces que me das tu
Tu nombre es Atthis—y naciste
En Naxos—tu nombre es Atthis.
Mi nombre es Amor! Naci sin cuna,
Naci prodigio, mi nombre es amor.
(Binder “1939, NYC,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.)
The first stanza is characterized by the combination of absurd disparate elements,
although thinking about Neruda’s journal Caballo verde, discussed earlier, there is a
flashing idea that perhaps the “green horse” is an allusion to the Chilean poet.200 On the
following stanza, the poetic begins cutting up words with commas and creates a figure
called “Maria Margarita.” The Spanish portion contains allusions to Atthis and Naxos,
which are references to Sappho’s poetry.201 This proto-poem is no doubt composed of
cut-ups that invoke different cultural references. The only thing that the stanzas share are
an apostrophic attitude; they call on a “you” or tú. Nevertheless, the fact that the commas
appear in the middle of this multilingual poetic exercise and in the midst of the years he
was translating Spanish to English, reconfirms that Villa’s use of the comma does in fact
come from Hispanic culture, a heritage that he struggled with so much. Let us recall that
for Villa, “Before one becomes one, / The labor is prodigious / The labor of unoneing.”202 The lines of this poem, which were quoted earlier as an example of a comma
poem, were originally written without commas on October 27, 1941, in the midst of
Villa’s phase of consistently translating poetry from Spanish to English, and writing
poems in both. Almost all too clearly, it seems as if the idea to use excessive commas
200

I thank César A. Salgado for pointing out this possible allusion to me.
Villa also read avidly and transcribed poems by Sappho to his notebooks later in 1949. These
transcriptions, sometimes translated to Spanish, can be found in notebook “Trans. 2, ” MS 2008M-14,
Houghton Lib., Harvard U.
202
This is located in notebook “31,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.
201
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came to him not only as the legacy of Hispanic baroque poetry but as a way to cut
through language by “un-oneing” Spanish from English.
Villa sporadically also wrote some poems entirely in Spanish, where it becomes
evident that he knew the language, yet struggled with its written conventions. For
example, on October 18, 1940 at 1:45 am—one of the few times he inserts the time,—
Villa wrote a poem in Spanish about the temptation of Eve, in which he seems to have
hesitated when to put written accents.
En el alto cielo grita
El espíritu santo
Porque Eva refusa
Comer la manzana.
Pajaritos verdes
La golpean
Pero Eva simplemente
Las mira con desdén.
Entonces se huyen
Los pajaros,
El Espiritu Santo mismo
Come la manzana.
Y así se queda Eva
Inmaculada y pura.
Aunque la biblia
Cuenta la otra historia.
(Notebook “(14A) 1939-40,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.)
In line 2, the first “i” on “espiritu” is circled, as if wanting to remember or to consult later
if the accent application is correct, although later in line 11 the accent on the same word
is altogether omitted. In the case of pronouns, in line 8 Villa writes the direct object
pronoun “las” instead of “los,” which would have referred to the previously mentioned
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masculine noun “Pajaritos verdes,” while in line 9, the trickier pronoun “se” is inserted in
front of “huyen.”203 Finally, revealing a resourceful attitude in his bilingual anxiety, in
line 3, Villa confidently invents a Spanish-sounding word in the attempt of using the
calque for the English verb “to refuse.” Thus, he conjugates refusar instead of rechazar
[to refuse]: “Eva refusa comer la manzana.”
In other occasions, Villa more consciously decides to Anglicize his writings. A
concrete example of this can be deduced in a brief poem from January 6, 1940, where
Villa first writes the words “kichy kichy,” then crosses them out and rewrites “keechy
keechy.” He substituted the Spanish “i” for the English spelling “ee.”204 That is to say,
what was initially thought sonically in Spanish was then re-adapted to meet the
conventions of standard English writing.205 In a way, a few lines from the following
unpublished poem, from January 10, 1940, precisely addresses spelling indecision:
Spelled wrongly!
Spelled without ambition
Spelled without pomp
Spelled only
By the heart’s nation
Or the throat’s lump.
(Notebook “24,” MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.)
This poem quite literally reveals Villa’s tongue-tie, the indecision of either recurring to
“the heart’s nation” or “the throat’s lump.” As complex as his situation was, his
multilingual anxiety was a productive one. Finally, one year later, on June 11, 1941, Villa
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I thank Isaac Donoso Jiménez for pointing out to me that the pronoun “las” could be referring to the
apples, as well as that the excessive use of the reflexive is common in Philippine Spanish.
204
This is located in Notebook “24,” MS 2008M-14.
205
This gesture evokes Nuyorican poet Tato Laviera’s opening lines to “my graduation speech” in
AmeRícan (1986): “i think in spanish / i write in english” (441).
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wrote another poem in which Spanish resurfaces, this time in the form of an attractive
female character named Carmen who struggles with an inner double also called Carmen.
She’s Spanish. She’s Spanish and so I told her
“You’re Spanish”… having seen the beautiful Carmen
A very young Carmen, sleeping in her eyes.
Suddenly she became precieuse! O but not
Carmen. She strove to produce her Carmen, to match
Characterization. She gleamed her eyes
She Spanished them to reach her Carmen.
Carmen stayed asleep… “I’m Spanish,” she said,
And her striving self finished strangling Carmen.
(Notebook 29, MS 2008M-14, Houghton Lib., Harvard U.)
In a way, this poem above dialogues with the previously cited poem 91 from Have Come,
Am Here, in which the lyric voice confronts Death. However, the struggle of
identification with Spanish culture here is more pronounced. Carmen, as a representation
of Spanish culture (most probably an allusion to Georges Bizet opera Carmen), is literally
strangled. Hence, this struggle is strongly reminiscent of the one Latino/a writers go
through. As put by Lyn Di Iorio Sandín, although many Latino writers often choose
“English as their language of creative expression, they are all, in different ways, bound to
Spanish, be it broken or pure, and bound to a memory or an awareness—sometimes more
powerfully to a denial—of the lands of origin” (1). Like a Latino writer, Villa had an
ambivalent attitude towards his fading knowledge of Spanish. Nevertheless, as much as
Villa desired to “kill” the Spanish he knew so well, it continued to resurface. As a
Filipino heritage listener rather than speaker of Spanish, the sound of Spanish haunted
him and developed into a series of creative impulses.
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Extending that idea, in an essay titled “The Language of the Street” (1963), Nick
Joaquín eluding the implications of accepting a Spanish legacy in the Philippines, which
he discusses elsewhere,206 and calls the Spanish language the “first cement” that was able
to “bind dialects together” in the Philippines (4). The proposition is bold since cement
brings forth the idea of fixity; it suggests that the fact that the Spanish language is at the
foundation of Filipino identity is not negotiable. Further taking a rather defensive stance
towards his claim, Joaquín expands the parameters offered by Pérez Firmat in Tongue
Ties and proposes that there is a way of knowing a language subconsciously, from a
certain “source.”
People who doubt that Spanish is a foundation of the national language
have only to note that when the masses, who know no formal Spanish,
construct a word, the construction is often Spanish. There must, therefore,
be a Spanish source the masses draw from. Spanish is not dead in the
Philippines; we unknowingly speak it every moment of our lives. (12-13)
Joaquín goes on to refer to some Spanish loanwords that were used in the 1950s and 60s.
But his bold declaration also seems to indicate that the multi-form influences of Spanish
can neither be silenced nor edited out from the Philippines’ complex linguistic identity.
Moreover, these traces continue to re-appear within the Filipino diasporic expression. As
we have seen, even after migrating to the United States, Spanish continued haunting
Villa. He had to deal with a Hispanic heritage, a sense of Latinidad that does not limit
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Joaquín remained a Hispanophile throughout his intellectual career. In essayistic books such as Culture
and History: Occasional Notes on the Process of Philippine Becoming (1989) he systematically recovers
the legacy of Spain in religious and culinary customs in the Philippines.
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itself to Spain or Spanish America, but also extends to Filipino and Filipino American
writers.207
Finally, Spanish poet Andrés Sánchez Robayna tells us the act of translation
presupposes an “hiper-lectura, una lectura hipérea o excesiva, fundada en el placer o el
gasto metalingüísticos” (“Leer” 123). Taking this idea, we could conclude that Villa’s
translations from Spanish to English involved deconstructing and reconstructing the
linguistic, rhythmic and phonetic qualities of the Spanish language. Moreover, it indicates
that Villa had an anxiety of influence that gravitated towards Hispanic culture. He most
certainly was an avid reader of literature in Spanish. Hence, reformulating Sarduy’s
comment about Darío’s return to Spanish after delving into French culture,208 we could
say that after a private paseo in modern Hispanic poetry, after hyper-reading and
translating it, Villa discovered unexplored zones in the English language and found an
aperture (as represented by the comma) to insert himself in the Anglo-American tradition.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has demonstrated that apart from growing up listening to Spanish in
the Philippines, Villa read and translated numerous modern Hispanic poets and even
ventured to write in Spanish while in the US, right before rising to fame in the 1940s.
With this, I have argued that his excessive use of commas, which have usually been
207

In this respect, Donoso and Gallo remark: “Por un lado, cualquiera que haya paseado por las calles de
cualquier región filipina se percatará de inmediato de la presencia activa de elementos hispánicos en la
cultura contemporánea del país. Por otro, cualquier filipino que viaje al exterior, especialmente a cualquier
parte de América, reconocerá de inmediato elementos culturales que pensaba eran patrimoniales del mundo
filipino” (23).
208
Sarduy says: “Después de haberse paseado por toda la cultura francesa, griega, en fin, por esa cultura
enciclopédica de Petit Larousse que le reprocha Borges, lo que hace [Darío] es reenviar el español a su
esencia” (cited by Guerrero “Introducción” xix).
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interpreted as an experimental approach to language in the manner of American avantgarde poets like e. e. cummings, actually function as a marker of his silenced Hispanic
heritage.209
To conclude, it might be worth comparing Villa’s process of writing to that of
Swiss-Bolivian poet Eugen Gomringer, who is often thought to be a precursor of the
Brazilian concrete poets. In reference to his first attempt at writing poetry, Gomringer
says: “Spanish words continually came into my head. Later I often conceded to myself
that it was decisive that my second start in poetry was based on Spanish. Even today this
seems to me proof that it was a question of really getting to grips with language on the
most basic level” (qtd. by Solt 9). For Gomringer, who was born in Bolivia and whose
mother was Bolivian, writing in Spanish was about remembering, returning to his
maternal tongue. Thus, this return allowed him to repurpose words visually giving them a
renewed and more direct meaning. In effect, one of Gomrimger’s first poems, “Silencio”
(1953), symbolizes the impossibility to silence language in writing.

Illustration 4. “Silencio” by Eugen Gomringer210

209

Here I echo Isaac Donoso’s edited volume More Hispanic than we Admit: Insights into Philippine
Cultural History (2008), which daringly sets out to locate the Hispanic traces in Philippine culture, “beyond
grievances, biases, political nationalism or even the issue of coloniality” (xiv).
210
Image scanned from Concrete Poetry: A World View, edited by Mary Ellen Solt and published in
Bloomington by Indiana University Press, 1968.
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Like in this poem, in this chapter I have demonstrated that there always was something
missing, which was simultaneously central and yet silenced in Villa’s poetry. Although it
seems that Villa adjusted well to the English language in the US and gradually lost or
“killed” his acquired Spanish, the sounds of Spanish still vibrated invisibly. Villa had an
affinity to Spanish, but perhaps it was not always an affective one. His relationship to it
was ambiguous; it was not statically that of a personal lengua, nor a community or
location based idioma. He did not feel a responsibility for maintaining it or publishing
poems in Spanish. In a way, for Villa, Spanish became a foreign language, a foreign
lenguaje nevertheless poetic and rich in sounds through which he was able to find his
own style. Apart from his publications of Lorca’s translated poems, Villa did not seem to
make public pronouncements of his Hispanic heritage. Nevertheless, delving into his
archive it is evident that Spanish played an important role in the genesis of his poetic
techniques. By translating a language that was so close to him and still ringing in his ears,
Villa explored the thin boundaries between a lengua, idioma and lenguaje.
Referring to Villa’s name, Nick Joaquín says: “Villa is rooted in the central event
of our history, though the poetry he has produced may have no roots our history” (“Viva”
184). Villa’s name codifies not only Spain’s colonization of the Philippines, but also the
American presence for which the written accent on his first last name, “García,” like
Filipino Hispanicity, would vanish. Yet challenging Joaquín, in this chapter I have
analyzed how Villa’s poetry did have roots and although buried deep, they were
Hispanic. In the end, Villa was a dislocated antecedent of writers such as Cabrera Infante
and as we will see, Sarduy. Like these Cuban writers, Villa inherited a Hispanic literary
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legacy that can be traced back to the baroque. Although in the end he tried to erase or edit
Spanish out, by choosing to write and experiment with commas and other typographies,
Villa unknowingly paid homage to that vanishing Hispanic heritage. Translating was a
productive exercise that enabled him to come up with a neobaroque dissonant and
sonorous language, an untranslatable tongue-tie that no doubt belonged to him.
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Chapter 4: Severo Sarduy’s Sonic Superpositions
“Yo creo que el cubano sabe oír.”
(Sarduy in an interview from 1976)211
It is unquestionable that in the twentieth century the function of Spanish for
Cuban writers was incomparably different than for Filipinos. Whereas the latter ones
used the language at the beginning of the twentieth century to extend the cultural heritage
of Spain and as a tool to defy the American occupation, Cubans were naturally writing,
reading, speaking and singing in Spanish. In other words, linguistic policy in Cuba is
irrelevant—practically inexistent, since Spanish was adopted from the very beginnings of
colonization. However, like for many Filipino writers, Spanish (or more specifically
Cuban Spanish) played a particularly important role for multilingual Sarduy, as it
compensated for being a long transoceanic distance away from home. In an interview
from 1986, Sarduy contrasted his perfect accent to that of Carpentier or Cortázar, who
spoke, according to him, “con mucho acento, y con muchas dificultades.” In doing so, he
declared himself an inhabitant of Cuban Spanish. Sarduy said: “Mi patria es mi página, la
página se constituye en un lugar materno, en un lugar idiolectal” (Jorge Schwartz 1834).
As an exile writer living in Europe, the sounds of his native tongue kept him in tune with
his island.
Sarduy left Cuba in 1960, never to return. Yet whether in France, which became
his home for the rest of his life, or during his innumerable voyages abroad, he came to
reflect consistently and increasingly about Cuba. Like many other exile writers who come
211

Sarduy says this in an interview with Joaquín Soler Serrano in the Spanish television program A fondo,
which ran from 1976 to 1981 featuring major Hispanic writers and artists.
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to better understand their place of origin once they leave it, Sarduy embodied what
Lezama once called “vivencia oblicua,” that is, the capacity to create one’s own causality
and live in proximity to that which is afar. Thus, although never returning to Cuba in real
life, Sarduy felt its proximity and expressed this feeling through his writings. Echoing
Sarduy’s own words about his real “patria,” Venezuelan literary critic and friend Gustavo
Guerrero says:
[E]l escritor no tuvo sino una patria. Lo digo sin juego de palabras: su
lengua materna […] Lo que sí encontró en Francia fue un espacio idóneo
para desarrollar su obra, un aparato conceptual que le permitió leerla y
orientar su lectura, y, en fin, una lengua alternativa que, entre atracción y
resistencia, le hizo redescubrir las posibilidades del español como un
instrumento a la vez muy viejo y muy nuevo. (“Introducción” OC xx)
In this passage, Guerrero goes on to designate both Darío and Lezama as Sarduy’s
literary models for their shared ability to shape or make an alternative “lengua” out of the
same “idioma” or “lenguaje.”212 In effect, like many Spanish American writers, Sarduy
celebrated the work of Darío; nevertheless, the importance and influence of Lezama
figures much more in Sarduy’s writings and interviews. Suffice it to say, in his essay “El
heredero” (1988) Sarduy famously consecrates Lezama as his spiritual antecessor.
Instead of showing signs of an anxiety of influence, the essay elucidates on the baroque,
in conjunction with the complex concept of heritage—what it means to be an heir.
First Sarduy recounts that the baroque emerged out of the Counter-Reformation as
it sought to reinstate the “efficiency” of the Catholic Church’s foundational religious
212

Here I keep in mind Pérez Firmat’s terminology, referred to in the previous chapter. Lengua (or tongue)
highlights the individual and personal bond with language, idioma is defined as that which is shared by and
by a community, and finally, lenguaje is defined as the language as a structure, detached from both person
and place.
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texts. The sacramental rituals, for example, were to be taken as holiness itself by the sole
fact of their execution, their articulation. Hence, the literary neo-baroque is founded on
the heritage of that practice. Lezama embodies “la misma furia de relectura y de
remodelaje de la historia, la misma pasión por la eficacia del signo, el mismo ímpetu
crítico y creador, con un suplemento, muy cubano” (OC 1406). According to Sarduy,
Lezama remodeled the Baroque by inscribing it in a Cuban context. Subsequently,
Sarduy indicates how one becomes Lezama’s heir. “Heredar a Lezama,” Sarduy says, “es
practicar esa escucha inédita, única, que escapa a la glosa y a la imitación” (OC 1412;
emphasis added). To read Lezama and to become his heir involves being able to listen to
the reverberations within the written sign.213 For Sarduy, the heritage of Lezama resulted
in the ability to continue that proliferation of signs, to re-create sonic signifiers.
Sarduy’s listening skills also come from a more familiar context. Originally from
the central province of Camagüey, Sarduy was the son of Mercedes Aguilar and Severo
Sarduy Ruiz, a natural improviser of décimas, an oral poetic form that is extremely
popular in the Caribbean. Addressing Cuba’s natural poetic sensibility, Andrés Sánchez
Robayna observes: “[Sarduy] no hacía sino ser fiel al espíritu que ya le llevaba, de niño, a
improvisar décimas, junto a su padre, en Cuba, según la conocida fórmula de los ‘duelos
métricos’ característicos de la cultura popular de la isla (una ‘verdadera juglaría nacional’
en palabras de Sarduy)” (OC II 1552). During his last years, Sarduy dedicated himself to
writing décimas. Sarduy’s father, a railway worker, was also a natural storyteller. Spanish
213

In a later essay titled “Imágenes del tiempo inmóvil” (1991) Sarduy again to Lezama (speficially
Lezama’s journals from the 1940s, which were posthumously published) as conforming a listening
experience: “escucha distraída, la única que revela, no la trama aparente, sino el tejido secreto, la armazón
invisible de la escritura” (OC II 1414).
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poet and friend Emilio Sánchez Ortiz comments on the versatile oral abilities the Cuban
writer would have inherited from his father and says: “El padre a la vuelta del trabajo
acostumbraba a ofrecerles algún regalo original y de seguido se sentaba a su vera a
contarles historias apasionantes con estudiado tono” (OC II 1717).214
In 1956, Sarduy moved from Camagüey to Havana to study medicine. However,
from early on, he was captivated more by poetry and the visual arts. While still in
Camagüey, he had already published poetic work in José Rodríguez Feo and Virgilio
Piñera’s journal Ciclón, which was a feat to be admired at his young age. While in
Havana, he continued to contribute to Ciclón and developed close ties with members of
the group of young abstract artists and sculptors known as “Los Once.”215 After the
triumph of the Revolution in 1959, Sarduy also published in the journal Revolución and
Guillermo Cabrera Infante’s periodical Lunes de Revolución. Soon thereafter, in 1960, at
the age of twenty-three, Sarduy received a governmental scholarship to study Flavian
Ancient Roman art in Spain. Once in Spain, however, he decided to travelled to Paris and
decided to stay there. He enrolled at the École du Louvre, and came to know and interact
with members from the Tel Quel group, among them Roland Barthes and editor François
Wahl, who became Sarduy’s life-long partner.216
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From a culturally more distant perspective, in the introduction to Suzanne Jill Levine’s 1995 translation
of Sarduy’s novels Cobra (1972) and Maitreya (1978), James McCourt, American novelist and enthusiastic
reader of Sarduy, comments: “I like to think of him gathering voice impressions and stories there from the
waiting passengers and assessing their aural dramatic possibilities—for Sarduy’s art is the art of the ear”
(xiii). McCourt then proceeds to briefly compare Sarduy to Samuel Beckett.
215
Los Once, who are credited for the introduction of abstract art in Cuba in the early 1950s, was originally
composed of Antigua, René Avila, José Ignacio Bermúdez, Agustín Cárdenas, Hugo Consuegra, José
Antonio Díaz Peláez, Viredo Espinosa, Fayad Jamís, Guido Llinás, Tomás Oliva and Antonio Vidal.
216
Wahl remarks that the relationship between Sarduy and the Tel Quel group is often simplified by critics
and observes that although Sarduy did participate in their meetings and in the editorial committee of the
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Although adapting fairly well within the French intellectual scene, Sarduy never
left aside his Hispanic side and developed close friendships with many Spanish and
Spanish American writers, such as the previously mentioned writers Sánchez Ortiz,
Sánchez Robayna and Gustavo Guerrero, as well as Uruguayan critic Emir Rodríguez
Monegal, who invited him to publish in his Paris-based literary magazine Mundo Nuevo.
Through Rodríguez Monegal, Sarduy met Octavio Paz, another important friend who
according to Sarduy introduced him to India and the idea of the Orient (OC 1440-3).
Nowadays, Sarduy is fairly also remembered as an artist and art critic since in fact
Sarduy did present his artwork in collective and individual exhibitions. In the recent
publication Severo Sarduy and the Neo-Baroque Image of Thought in the Visual Arts
(2012), critic Rolando Pérez offers a detailed study of Sarduy’s approach to art, his
restoration of the image “as an object of reflection” and proposes that Sarduy’s theories
of the neobaroque were highly informed by his background in Art History. Thus, it is
worth mentioning that Sarduy also adapted various art techniques in his writing. If José
García Villa declared that his comma poems were akin to Seurat’s pointillism, Sarduy
often claimed that the “action-writing” or the improvisational style of his first novel
Gestos (1963) was inspired by American painter Franz Kline’s “action painting.”217
Hence, alongside the critical re-examination of Sarduy, the artist and art critic, it is

journal, he remained more of a marginal figure, like Maurice Roche (OCII 1451-2). More details like these
are mentioned in Wahl’s long and comprehensive commentary of Sarduy’s writings, included in the critical
edition of the Cuban author’s complete works. Throughout this chapter, I often resort to Wahl’s insights,
without assuming that everything he says is the absolute truth.
217
Sarduy mentions this in an interview with Emir Rodríguez Monegal in 1966 and to Danubio Torres
Fierro in 1978.
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indispensable to recover Sarduy, the listener and radio figure, about which there are
various disperse accounts.
For over twenty years Sarduy worked for Radio France Internationale as
producer, editor and journalist. He was in charge of interviewing Hispanic writers in a
radio show called “Literatura en debate” and the production of a science program called
“Ciencia por venir.”218 As a colleague at Radio France, Sánchez Ortiz remembers
Sarduy’s voice as precise and full of energy. He describes it as “honda, festiva, flexible,
con matices doctorales en los programas científicos y tono seductor con pasajeros
entrecortamientos cual suspiros, regodeándose en cada sílaba como si estuviera
degustando un maracuyá con ron” (OCII 1716). Echoing Sánchez-Ortiz’s observations,
Roberto González Echevarría remembers: “Era jovial, alegre, verdaderamente chistoso,
con una habilidad extraordinaria para parodiar voces de personas y tipos […] En la radio
había desarrollado un registro amplísimo de voces, tonos, inflexiones, y dejos de
pronunciación” (“Severo Sarduy” 759). Wahl goes as far as to declare that Sarduy
preferred speaking in front of a microphone than in front of an audience.219
Sarduy’s work in radio is already evident in “La Dolores Rondón,” the second
chapter of De donde son los cantantes (1967), which was initially conceived as a radio
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In the short article “Severo Sarduy,” written days after Sarduy’s death in June 1993, González
Echeverría refers to the science program as “La ciencia en Francia.”
219
Wahl says: “[Sarduy] préférait lui même parler devant un micro que devant un public (dont il avait peur,
tandis que les machines le rendaient, disait-il, euphorique).” (OC II 1528-9). This is reminiscent of Glenn
Gould’s declaration of his “love affair with the microphone”: “I realized that the collected wisdom of my
peers and elders to the effect that technology represented a compromising, dehumanizing intrusion into art
was nonsense, when my love affair with the microphone began” (“Music” 354). In LASA 2012, I compared
the technique utilized in Sarduy’s radio plays to Gould’s “contrapuntal radio.”
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play (Mercedes Sarduy 107).220 According to Sarduy, “Este relato—sonoridad, acción;
teatro—elucida una décima grabada en una lápida del cementerio de Camagüey” (De
donde 236). The chapter (or radio play) narrates the life and death of a mulatto singer
named Dolores Rondón, who is based on a real life popular singer from Camagüey with
the same name, and whose epitaph functions as a “re-playable” poetic and narrative
source. The other characters are Mortal Pérez, who is a Spanish General and Dolores’
partner, two narrators denominated Narrador Uno and Narrador Dos, and the loud chorus
transvestite singers Auxilio, Socorro and Clemente. As Dolores ascends in her career as a
singer, Mortal decides to become governor of Camagüey. He presents himself with pride
in front of a large audience and gives a speech that is about to be transmitted through
radio. Mortal is about to begin his proclamation with a firm tone, but technical difficulties
interrupt him.
Mortal (aspirante a concejal. La voz del primer verso se ha vuelto
autoritaria): Yo… (pero hay defectos den el micrófono, en la radio.
Primero como ‘estática’, a tal punto que se escucha una sola sílaba, luego
el dial recorre todas las estaciones. Silbido agudo.) (Publicidad cantada)
Jabón Candado, deja la ropa (hablado, vocecilla) o en el Caballero de la R
(voz intelectual) Wallraf-Richartz-Museum (hablado) y de una situación
interna ext (cantado, Ella Fitzgerald) in the moon. (150)
This passage responds to the radio aural knowledge that the people of Camagüey would
have had during the 1950s. The six voices are presented like a series of cut-ups that
parody Cuban radio entertainment from that time period: from Ella Fitzgerald and
220

“La Dolores Rondón” was transmitted in 1964, in Stuttgart and then London. In a letter from January 20
1965, on top of mentioning the progress of the production of “La Dolores Rondón,” Sarduy says to his
sister: “acabo de terminar un libreto de ópera con el mismo tema, con un músico cubano, que ojalá un día
podamos oír” (Cartas a mi hermana 108). Even though it is not clear what happened with this libretto nor
who was the Cuban musician, it is a suggestive piece of information as it reveals Sarduy’s musical
imaginary.
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intellectual programs to soap commercials.221 Although the voices are interrupted, the
parenthesized cues still manage to showcase Sarduy’s interest in vocal sound effect, and a
wide range of timbres.222
Likewise, throughout the chapter there are abundant indications about how the
multiple characters should sound. Apart form using terms from radio transmission,
Sarduy reveals his sensibility to varied musical styles. For example, Narrador Uno,
intervenes “en soprano de coloratura” (143) and then with Narrador Dos they make an
announcement in “Allegro Vivace” (156): both are indications taken from classical music
to signify rapid tempos. In another occasion, Socorro speaks using the recitative
technique of the “sprecht-gesang” (144) and then, alluding to Arnold Schoenberg,
Auxilio expresses himself “dodecafónico” (171).223 Finally, in the last lines of the chapter
Auxilio sings accompanied by Duke Ellington’s jazz and Socorro responds to him in
bossa nova (172). In short, “La Dolores Rondón” successfully combines Sarduy’s aural
sensibility, as well as his knowledge of music and radio.224
Radio offered Sarduy a space to reflect about mediated sounds and to find new
ways of inscribing sound effects into his writings. Apart from “La Dolores Rondón,”
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Cuban radio historians Óscar Luis López and Renaldo Infante Uribazo assure that already by the late
1930s, the radio was commercialized and monopolized by two main products: tobacco and soap (178-9).
This is also the case in English “soap operas,” which were primarily sponsored by soap manufacturers.
222
As put by Barthes and psychoanalyst Roland Havas in their seminal essay “Listening” (1976):
“Sometimes an interlocutor’s voice strikes us more than the content of his discourse, and we catch
ourselves listening to the modulations and harmonics of that voice without hearing what it is saying to us”
(255).
223
The Sprecht-gesang, a technique that marks the limits between singing and speaking, is coincidentally
also associated with Schoenberg.
224
I provide a closer analysis of this passage from “La Dolores Rondón” in my contribution to TransLatin
Joyce: Reading James Joyce Globally in Ibero-American Literature, edited by Brian Price, César A.
Salgado and John Pedro Schwartz, and published in New York by Palgrave Macmillan, 2014.
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which has received ample readership by being included in De donde son los cantantes,
Sarduy wrote six proper radio plays: “La playa,” “La caída,” “Relato,” “Los matadores de
hormigas,” “Tanka” and in French, “Je vous écoute.”225 These radio pieces, together with
his poems, are the least studied works by the author. Hence, in the effort to recover
Sarduy, the listener, in this chapter I focus on Sarduy’s sound poetry and radio plays, and
argue that Sarduy discovered the possibility of dismantling diverse hegemonic structures
aurally.
I will begin with an analysis of Mood Indigo, a poetry collection from 1970,
which showcases Sarduy’s understudied interest in jazz as an expression of African
Americans in conjunction with a trip he made to the US in 1969. Then, I will examine the
radio play “Relato,” from 1972, as it employs cut up techniques and references Sarduy’s
trips to northern India around that time. It is indeed intriguing that Sarduy was so
invested in the radio medium during a time when the television industry was taking over
the European and American continent. Hence, in this section it will be demonstrated that
Sarduy was still interested in the visual, but mostly in Abstract Expressionist art. Finally,
through a close reading or close listening of the radio play “Los matadores de hormigas,”
written after a trip to Portugal in 1975, I will re-evaluate Sarduy’s position as an exile
writer living in Europe, by examining how he processed the pervasive craze with socialist
revolutionary politics in the late 60s and 70s in Western Europe (particularly France and
Germany). More than in the other chapters, I recover Sarduy’s “auditory imagination,”
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The first four radio plays mentioned here were compiled by Editorial Fundamentos in 1977 under the
title Para la voz, and later translated to English by Philip Barnard in 1985.
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that is, his ability to retain sounds, almost like a portable sound recorder.226 Thus, I argue
that the works in question contain reverberations and “oblique” reflections about his
heritage while living in France. Sarduy expanded his Cuban aural heritage as he
unexpectedly identified with the sonic productions of people from diverse locations.

DUKE ELLINGTON AND DISSONANCE AS A “WAY OF LIFE”
Sarduy never travelled back to his native Cuba, yet from France he made several
trips that influenced his creative work. As just mentioned, the short poetry collection
Mood Indigo was written after his first visit to the US, mainly New York City in 1969.
Apart from the quite specific fact that he visited a cousin who had an art gallery in the
city, not much is written about this trip.227 Nevertheless, the contents of Mood Indigo
themselves give off explicit hints about the lasting impact of this visit. First of all, the
title of the poetry collection refers to Duke Ellington’s 1930 composition with the same
title, “Mood Indigo.”228 It could be said that the poetry collection simulates a LP record
with song tracks. There are ten visual poems and all (except for one) carry a title from
Ellington’s compositions. In order of appearance in the poetry collection, accompanied
by brief details about when each song was composed and if it was in collaboration, they
are:
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According to philosopher Don Ihde, “auditory imagination” refers to how something appears sounded in
the mind after recollecting possible “sound contents” and synthesizing them through free variation.
REFERENCE?
227
This is mentioned in a chronology produced by Tania Pagola and included in the catalogue El oriente de
Sarduy (2008). González Echevarría mentions that he met Sarduy for the first time in the Spring of 1969,
which is probably at the time of this first visit to the US (“Severo Sarduy” 754).
228
Interestingly enough, according to Ellington, “Mood Indigo” was composed “specially for microphone
transmission” (Hasse 134). This is an important detail considering Sarduy’s continuous reflection of the
possibilities of mediated sound.
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1. “Magenta Haze” (from 1946)
2. “The Mooche” (from 1928)
3. (Untitled poem)
4. “Blue Reverie” (from 1936, with Harry Carney)
5. “Sophisticated lady” (from 1933)
6. “Moon Mist” (from 1943)
7. “Echoes of Harlem” (from 1936)
8. “Mood Indigo” (from 1930, with Barney Bigard and Irving Mills)
9. “Golden Feathers” (from 1946 and actually titled “Golden Feather”)
10. “Tonk” (from 1950, with Billy Strayhorn. Also known as “Pianistically
Allied.”)
Each poem thematizes a different aspect of jazz: its musical qualities, its perception or its
function throughout history. The typography plays an important role since the poems
have a concrete mallarmaic aspect to them. For this reason, instead of reproducing them
textually as quotations, I present them as illustrations taken from the 1999 complete
works edited by Wahl and Guerrero.
The opening poem consists of the repeated line in capital letters, which form a
column, and short lines that emerge from within that column and open up diagonally.
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Illustration 5. “Magenta Haze” by Severo Sarduy229
Wahl observes that this poem reproduces a movie projection (OC 1506). Thus, the
column represents a movie roll, while the series of shorter lines that open up diagonally
simulate the way a movie projects out of a movie roll. The lines “puntos negros
temblando” and “luz mostazarectángulo,” which simulate the visual quality of a movie
screen. Yet more than offering a visual representation of a movie screen, which is left to
the reader’s imagination, Sarduy inscribes the listening experience that accompanies
viewing a film at a movie theater. The subtle line in the middle of the column, “celuloide
quemad o,” replicates the sound of static. Further highlighting the absence of a
229

Image scanned from Severo Sarduy: Obra Completa, edited by Gustavo Guerrero and François Wahl,
and published in Nanterre by ALLCA XX, 1999.
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rectangular movie screen and considering that by the time Sarduy wrote this poem
Ellington had already become an iconic figure (his compositions were being used in
films, TV shows and commercials) the poem poses the questions: What comes to mind
when listening to jazz?
Thereafter, most of the poems in the collection deal with the issue of race in jazz
as they provokingly present an essentializing and at times offensive stereotypical view of
blackness. For example, the second poem “The Mooche” invokes a sexualized black
body with an apostrophic and erotically vibrant tone: “con rayas espirales pintarte el sexo
/ las nalgas con discos fluorescentes / líneas de puntos blancas […] firmarte la cabeza /
cubrirte los pies de yeso […] ideogramas blancos / un mapa negro tu cuerpo” (OC 152).
The body that is being painted and casted here is reminiscent of body preservation
practices. It is a dead body being prepared for exhibition.230
Skipping the third untitled poem for later analysis, the fourth poem, “Blue
Reverie,” depicts African American jazz musicians that became popular during the
1930s, known as the swing or Big Band era. Visually the poem functions like an
advertisement poster showcasing a jazz band.
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This poem resonates with one of the last chapters in Sarduy’s acclaimed novel Cobra (1972), in which
the painted dead body of the protagonist is evoked in the second person singular: “Del pene brotan dos
ríos—tu piel es un mapa—: uno, impetuoso, asciende por el lado derecho del cuerpo, ronco, arrastrando
arena—te cubro de yeso, con tinta negra y un pincel finísimo te dibujo […]” (OC I 560).
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Illustration 6. “Blue Reverie” by Severo Sarduy231
There are careful uses of sound devices in line 2, in which Joe Nanton plays his famous
wah-wah, and in the playful inversion of the following lines—“un gran lama, si señor
[…] por la boca?” in reference to Johnny Hodges and Harry Carney. While the wah-wah
is a classic jazz onomatopoeia that simulates the vocal-like alteration produced in brass
instruments with the use of plunger mutes, the line variation simulates the technique of
inversion used not only in poetry, but also in jazz improvisation. However, this poem is
more concerned with jazz as a subject matter rather than formalistically. Cootie Williams
and Sonny Greer are presented as tribal members playing primitive instruments: a
trumpet made of the femur bone and children’s skulls turned into drums. Hodges and
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Image scanned from Severo Sarduy: Obra Completa, edited by Gustavo Guerrero and François Wahl,
and published in Nanterre by ALLCA XX, 1999.
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Carney are further depicted as Eastern spiritual figures—Lamas, to be more precise—
while Ellington is in a sort of ecstasy. The poem makes us question the staged and
celebrated discourse of cross-cultural encounter. By boldly being called a “tantric”
orchestra, it conflates Africa and Asia as one ambiguous non-Western Other.232 In a way,
the exoticizing depiction of the musicians responds to the marketing strategy used when
performances or entertainment by people of African descent started to reach white
audiences in the US and Europe. In 1927, the first performance of Duke Ellington and his
orchestra at the famous Cotton club, a white-only establishment in Manhattan, was
advertised as “Jungle music.” Likewise, around the same time, reviewers and audiences
in Paris were referring to American-born entertainer Josephine Baker, who made
provocative appearances with a leopard or resembling a native girl with a banana skirt, as
a a wild animal.
In another poem, “Sophisticated Lady,” Benny Morton and Dizzy Gillespie are
evoked sweating and playing the trombone and the trumpet in what appears to be a slave
ship: “sudor negro / en la cala de un barco / en un barco de ruedas” (OC 155). The image
is toned down and contrasted by the meta-reflective lines opposite to them: “otra vez
fetiche / de tan sofisticada / tan de oro y dobles arabescos / de piedras y plumas
incrustada / cubo de marfil puntos negros / una trompeta oxidada” (OC 155). The poem
daringly articulates the issue of racial fetishization, while bringing into question the
evolution of the perception of jazz from a primitive to a highbrow primitivist art.
232

In the short essay titled “Tibet Sur Seine” (1989), Sarduy refers to the polemic 1931 “Paris Colonial
Exhibition,” which showcased cultural “products” of France’s colonial possessions for six months, a time
when “África y Asia eran un Oriente difuso” (OC I 44), that is, an unknown Other.
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The sophistication of jazz is further developed in the later spiral poem “Mood
Indigo,” which occupies two pages. It begins with Dutch artist Piet Mondrian dancehopping the boogie-woogie at various historical jazz clubs in the US as well as in other
prestigious music venues, such as the Carnegie Hall and Juilliard. This poem alludes to
Mondrian’s colorful and geometric grid-like painting “Broadway Boogie Woogie” (19423), which is said to have been inspired by the lights of Manhattan at night, and in which
Mondrian likens jazz to Neo-plasticism.233 Closer to the middle of the spiral poem,
various elements or places—cut-ups, we could say—from the Caribbean, Brazil and
Africa are mentioned: Antillean bamboo, the Orisha Eleggua, Havana, Rio, Recife,
Nigeria, etc. Within these, there is an unexpected line that simulates ebonics or the way a
Spanish speaker would speak English, “wasn’t dat a wide ribber,” above the line “flechas
rojas” (OC 158-9). Critic Perla Rozencvaig suggests that this spiral poem is about
multiculturalism in the US and takes these two lines to be representations of Hispanic
populations and Native Americans, while the rest of the poem refers to African American
culture. Hence, from a rather idealistic point of view, Rozencvaig proposes that Sarduy is
an advocate for human unity: “Sin duda, el mosaico de razas y lugares que confluyen en
el poema tiene como intención primordial entroncar las raíces de la humanidad. Es
precisamente a través de esta multiplicidad que Sarduy consigue mostrar al hombre en su
propia unidad; unidad constante y mutante” (40). Her observations on the referents for
the Hispanic and indigenous populations are commendable, yet as much as one would
233

As evidenced in his essay “Jazz and Neoplastic” (1927), both art forms “express at once the joy and
seriousness that are largely missing from our exhausted form of culture […] They do not destroy the actual
context of form: they only deepen form and annihilate it in favor of a new order” (qtd. by Rolando Pérez
146-7).
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like to agree with her, the poem itself does not portray a unity, nor a harmony, but rather
an overt fetishization of the multicultural elements that compose the US.
It is imperative to consider the production and dissemination of Mood Indigo.
Published first in 1970 by Manus-Press, a private German book publisher in Stuttgart, the
short poetry collection was accompanied by lithographs by German artist Hans Martin
Erhardt. According to Wahl, there is not much of a relationship between Erhardt’s
illustrations and Sarduy’s poems: the visuals are “massive” and “static,” while Sarduy’s
writings as “more mobile” and “rhythmic” (Wahl OC 1505). Mood Indigo ran a limited
edition and in fact, the only few library copies available of it today are located in
Germany. 234 Nevertheless, nine out of the ten poems received a much wider readership
with their inclusion in the poetry compilation titled Big Bang in 1974. This edition,
published in Spain by Tusquets Editores, contains four sections in the following order:
“Flamenco,” “Mood indigo,” “Big Bang” and “Otros poemas.” In what follows I will
make a brief overview of this compilation, since it serves as an example of Sarduy’s
heterogeneous poetic writing style and will also contribute to a better understanding of
Mood Indigo itself.
The poems or poetic fragments in “Flamenco” are spread out and arranged in a
way that they supposedly represent the geometric plasterwork of Moorish-influenced
architecture in Andalucía.235 The section “Big Bang” consists of adaptations of a series of
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I have not had access to the first edition of Mood Indigo yet, but I have had the chance to consult a copy
of Flamenco (1971). At the end of Flamenco, it is indicated that only 65 copies were made for distribution.
235
As hinted in the previous footnote, like Mood Indigo, the poems in “Flamenco” were first published in
1971 as a separate book by Manus-Press with lithographs by Erhardt and according to Wahl they were
inspired by two trips to Andalucía: in 1964 and 1968. (OC 1506)
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cut-ups of scientific articles from various French newspapers and journals.236 These cutups are presented sometimes in verse form (similar to José García Villa’s technique of
“Adaptation”), and at the end of the entire section, there is a detailed list of the sources.237
Finally, the section “Otros poemas” is a miscellaneous collection of poems that were
unpublished or that had appeared loosely in literary magazines. Among the four sections
of Big Bang, this one lacks thematic unity the most. The references therein range from
Cuban popular songs, Franz Kline’s paintings to Balinese ritualistic dances, which imply
Sarduy’s visit to Indonesia in 1973.
One may wonder what is the relationship between these four parts. Wahl
describes Big Bang as an extremely complex montage (OC 1505), while Gustavo
Guerrero observes that in it there is a “busca de una síntesis” (OC xxi). Rozencvaig
points out that the overall operating concept is the retombée: the imaginary reformulation
of the effect from one discipline in another one, such as scientific resonances in artistic or
literary works.238 When Sarduy himself was asked about his Big Bang, he did not really
address its eclectic structure and either talked about one section in the collection or gave
a general idea of the Big Bang model as an analogy for the origin and the dispersion of
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Among the few scholars who have closely examined the “Big Bang” section are Rolando Pérez, who
focuses on the allusions to bodily fluids from a homoerotic point of view, and María Begoña de Luis de
Fernández, an astrophysics scholar who explains the cosmological terms and concepts used in the poems.
For example, “enana blanca” refers to small and dense stars, one of which is named “Pup” (from the
English “puppy”) because it belongs to the constellation called Canis, which means “dog.”
237
In 1973, the “Big Bang” poems were published in Paris by Fata Morgana in a bilingual French/Spanish
edition, accompanied by black and white drawings by Cuban artist Ramón Alejandro under the title Big
Bang: Para situar en órbita cinco máquinas.
238
The retombée is akin to the relationship between a voice and its echo. In Sarduy’s words, the retombée
refers to “causalidad acrónica, isomorfía no contigua, o, consecuencia de algo que aún no se ha producido,
parecido con algo que aún no existe” (OC 1196).
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words in the entire collection.239 Readers and critics alike have insisted in finding a sense
of unity or dialogue between its four dissimilar parts. At one point, I recurred to Ralph
Ellison’s observation that jazz was comparable to flamenco in order to compare
“Flamenco” and “Mood Indigo,” but that minute parallel still did not account for the
following two sections.240 Hence, one must admit that the 1974 collection is rather odd
and purposely so. General observations do not really add to an understanding of the
poems contained therein as there is a tendency to avoid a closer reading of each of the
sections included.241
Another tendency is to celebrate the presence of jazz. Mood Indigo’s inclusion in
the later 1974 compilation certinaly reconfirms that it was a tribute to the “Big Band” era
musicians, as it is almost a homonym of the compilation’s title, Big Bang. As put by
Rolando Pérez: “In its irradiation of notes and words, Mood Indigo is a book of poems
that coincides in its big band sound with the Big Bang’s dispersal of notes” (147). Pérez
makes attentive close readings of the four parts of the Big Bang collection, yet he also
cannot help making more general and festive affirmations such as “‘Mood Indigo’ sounds
like jazz; it is jazzy” (147). Likewsie, in an analysis of Sarduy’s later return to more
classical poetic forms, Sánchez Robayna says in passing that Mood Indigo is “una
239

It worth mentioning here that for Sarduy the analogy of Big Bang not only explains the expansion of
concrete matter, but also of sound: “Obra no centrada: de todas partes, sin emisor identificable ni
privilegiado, nos llega su irradiación material, el vestigio arqueológico de su estallido inicial, comienzo de
la expansión de signos, vibración fonética consonante e isotrópica, rumor de lengua de fondo” (OC 1246).
240
I am referring to Ellison’s essay titled “Flamenco” from 1954, which says: “In our culture the closest
music to it [flamenco] in feeling is the Negro blues, early jazz, and the slave song (now euphemistically
termed ‘spirituals’) […] jazz fans will receive here a pleasant shock of recognition” (98).
241
My focus on a single section of Big Bang is akin to Alexandra T. Vazquez’s initiative of “listening in
detail,” in which minute details are the directive for a larger observation. For Vazquez, to “listen in detail”
is a “mode of engagement with the sonic,” a theory based on an “experience with” rather than an “account
of” listening. (38)
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importante homenaje a la música de jazz y a la cultura negra” (1557) and that Sarduy
tried to “reproducir ciertos ritmos de jazz” (1565). However, there is no further indication
of what those “ciertos ritmos” refer to. For Wahl, Big Bang represents “la mythologie du
jazz noir tel que Severo l’avait connu à Cuba” (OC 1506). Likewise, in her pioneering
study Severo Sarduy: el neobarroco de la transgresión (1983), critic Adriana Méndez
Rodenas focuses more on Sarduy’s novels, but she also strikes a similar chord when
commenting Mood Indigo:
En Big Bang, además de ponerse en ritmo este carácter explosivo del
lenguaje poético, se apunta, igualmente, la constante preocupación por la
cubanidad manifiesta en la obra de Sarduy […] Esto es especialmente
evidente en el ‘jazz’ de ‘Mood Indigo’, donde se filtra la religión
afrocubana de la santería, y en el poema titular ‘Big Bang’, donde
aparecen superpuestos trozos de grafía referentes a Benny Moré, el
cantante perenne de la cubanidad (41).
For Méndez Rodenas, Mood Indigo represents a return to Sarduy’s reflection of
Cubanness. In effect, as she points out, throughout the poems the iconic African
American jazz musicians do appear in varying Afro-Cuban contexts: in a temple of the
Yoruba deity Ochún or playing claves with Yoruba writings. The third and only untitled
poem of Mood Indigo evokes the lead singers in pre-revolutionary Cuba, Benny Moré
and the famous King of mambo, Dámaso Pérez Prado.242 It certainly seems to indicate
that for Sarduy, jazz contains elements from or reminiscent of his native Cuba. However,
being the only untitled poem in the collection, it functions like a bonus track. In other
words, despite the fact that there are Cuban referents or cut ups there and throughout the
242

The poem consists of two conglomerations of short horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines that are
superimposed and invite the reader to move the page around. Méndez Rodena refers to this poem as being
titled “Big Bang.” However, in her bibliography she lists the 1974 Tusquets edition, which presented all
poems from the “Flamenco” and “Mood indigo” sections without titles.
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collection, Cuba is not the central theme. With the exception of Rozencvaig, critics have
tended to hurriedly point out an ambiguous “jazziness” or the author’s Cubanness,
avoiding a closer analysis of the loud presence of Ellington.243
On the one hand, the lack of critical attention to Ellington has to do with the fact
that in the 1974 Big Bang edition the titles of the poems, which play a major role in the
understanding of the collection, were omitted. On the other hand, as Rolando Pérez
suggests, the reason Mood Indigo is not read as much is because of the limited editions
available, which is not completely true because these poems were reproduced in their
entirety on the widely disseminated 1999 complete works of Sarduy edited by Wahl and
Guerrero. Thus, by de-emphasizing the insistence on Sarduy’s Cubanness, I here propose
an exploration of how Sarduy’s travel to the US in 1969 made him identify with African
Americans. I do not deny that Sarduy may have also been reflecting on the presence of
jazz in Cuba, specifically the sudden rise of the controversional afrocubanismo
movement in the 1920s and 40, which was influenced by the internationalization of the
“jazz craze.”244 However, through a closer reading I argue that more than interpreting jazz
as a musical form that can combine and be inclusive of specifically Pan-African or
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It is worth mentioning that the last lines of “La Dolores Rondón” also invoke Ellington and members of
his orchestra. As the characters speak simultaneously, Socorro sings with jazz accompaniment: “En jazz de
Duke Ellington. Duke al piano, Cootie Williams a la trompeta, Ray Nance al violín, Chuck Connors al
trombón-bajo, etc” (De donde 172)
244
Robin D. Moore points out that ragtime was popularized as early as 1900, while North American jazz
bands and performers, such as the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, had played in Havana in the early decades
of the twentieth century. Furthermore, major Cuban musicians, such as Jaime Prats and Alejandro García
Caturla, had played jazz early in their careers. Despite this early influence of jazz, some critics in Havana
described it as an “infernal and diabolical creation” and afrocubanismo compositions as “an art of
barbarians, useful only for exciting the fatigued and lugubrious senses of a corrupt and decadent public”
(172).
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broader multi-cultural elements, Sarduy was interested in jazz as a legitimately African
American form of expression.
Mood Indigo picks up more disperse elements from a larger archive of jazz
history. As analyzed earlier, the poems present a degrading depiction of African
Americans, characteristic of the much segregated context of the 1920s and early 1930s, to
a much more fetichized and exoticized view as represented with the imagery of the slave
ship or the spiral poem that showcases Mondrian dancing the boogie-woogie in the mid1940s. Later on, articulating a more overtly politicized stance, the poem “Echoes of
Harlem” evokes the Black Panther Party from the 1960s.

Illustration 7. “Echoes of Harlem” by Severo Sarduy245
245

Image scanned from Severo Sarduy: Obra Completa, edited by Gustavo Guerrero and François Wahl,
and published in Nanterre by ALLCA XX, 1999.
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The call for action and readiness for violence—“panteras negras,” “ametralladoras” and
the reference to Malcolm X as the poem is shaped like an X—is quite overt. Furthermore,
the mentioning of French writer and political activist Jean Genet in the middle of the
poem suggests a call for global activism for the rights of Africans and the African
diaspora. By 1968, Genet had become very involved in protests against brutality towards
Algerian immigrants in France and oppression of black people in throughout the world,
including in the US.246 Finally, as observed by Rolando Pérez, the last line of the poem—
“la próxima vez fuego”—is a direct citation of James Baldwin’s book-length essay The
Fire Next Time (1963).247 In short, this poem surely situates Sarduy in a highly politicized
context.248 Echoing Baldwin, who made a rather urgent call to join the Nation of Islam
movement, this poem invokes immediate action. Yet when read amidst the other poems
set in different times periods of jazz history, Mood Indigo as a whole problematizes
processes of racial discrimation.
To explain Sarduy’s critical view, it is worthwhile to consider a passage from an
interview to Duke Ellington in 1941, in which he presents musical dissonance as an
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In March 1970, the Black Panthers invited Genet to the US and he toured many prestigious universities
to win support from white middle class college students. More about the content of Genet’s lectures and
interviews while in the US, such as his firm support for the Panthers’ right to armed self-defense, can be
found in French literature critic Robert Sandbarg’s article “Jean Genet and the Black Panther Party” (1986).
247
Pérez reads the line as “an obvious citation” of Baldwin, as well as a “not so obvious, and perhaps even
unwitting allusion to Lorca’s bloody vision of American race relations” (144) in his poem, “El rey de
Harlem,” from Poeta en Nueva York (published posthumously in 1942).
248
One must not forget that Sarduy lived in Paris, amidst the massive student protests of May 1968. In fact,
from an anecdotal point of view Wahl recounts that precisely in May 1968, he “pushed” Sarduy to
participate in a student protest daring him to have a more personal compromise with political activism.
Although in his writings Sarduy presents himself having been skeptical towards political movements, Wahl
assures: “Cuando Severo se encontraba en un contexto revolucionario, era capaz de mostrarse muy
revolucionario” (Interview by Gallo, 58).
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analogy of the endlessly negotiable political status of African Americans. Music critic
John Pittman, the interviewer, recalls this conversation in the style of a memoir:
To an observation that his music was distinguished by its
preoccupation with dissonance, he gave an illustrated ‘lecture’ on his
theory of music.
As the recording machine played one of his most recent compositions,
a combination of Cuban music and the unmistakable Ellington rhythm, he
talked about dissonance.
‘That’s the Negro’s life,’ he said. ‘Hear that chord!’—he set the needle
back to replay the chord—‘That’s us.’
‘Dissonance is our way of life in America. We are something apart, yet
an integral part.’ (150)
To be “something apart, yet an integral part” signifies a belonging that is actively
conscious of the risk of becoming fixed, labeled or even oppressed; the conjunction “yet”
cyphers the ambivalent politics of minority inclusion in the US, while the concept of
dissonance itself presents a form of resistance.249 This statement resonates with a speech
Ellington gave a few month earlier, the same year, titled “We, Too, Sing America,”
inspired by Langston Hughes’ poem “I, Too, Sing America.” In this speech, Ellington
was more pronounced about the central role of African Americans in the US as he
expressed his refusal of being seen as an integrated minority. Ellington said: “We play
more than a minority role, in singing ‘America’ […] We’re the injection, the shot in the
arm, that has kept America and its forgotten principles alive in the fat and corrupt years
intervening between our divine conception and our near tragic present.” (“We, too, sing,
America”147). It is imperative to note that Ellington would have made the analogy
between African Americans and musical dissonance after listening to “a combination of
249

In Landing on the Wrong Note, Ajay Heble affirms: “oppression, after all, is itself a space of dissonance,
for it means being out of tune with naturalized assumptions about social structures and categories” (20).
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Cuban music and the unmistakable Ellington rhythm” according to the interviewer.250
This hints at the contributions to jazz in the US by Cuban figures, such as Mario Bauzá
and Chano Pozo, and also resonates with Sarduy’s inclusion of Cuban elements and
musicians in Mood Indigo. As portrayed in the spiral poem “Mood Indigo,” the US
consists of ethnic elements from various cultures. Yet, unlike the proposition of a
harmonious unity, echoing Ellington, Sarduy pays attention to the dissonances; he
interrogates how racial otherness is viewed on the American continent, without trying to
be politically correct, but by parodying the often homogenizing representations.
Music no doubt is a site in which there can be racial collaboration, even with and
actually by way of dissonance. As proposed by Josh Kun, music has a “differential
power” that confronts and contests the “ethno-racial hierarchies that seek to erase
difference” (17). If one listens critically, one will realize that the US is composed of
dissonant encounters, “both sonic and social spaces where disparate identity-formations,
cultures and geographies historically kept and mapped separately are allowed to interact
with each other as well as enter into relationships whose consequences for cultural
identification are never predetermined” (Kun 32). Likewise, for Sarduy, racial harmony is
a fictional construct that generalizes bonds of solidarity or other meaningful encounters.
Let us recall that at the end of the novel De donde son los cantantes the author declares:
“Tres culturas se han superpuesto para constituir la cubana—española, africana y china—
; tres ficciones que aluden a ellas constituyen este libro” (235). On the surface it may
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An editorial footnote says that the “Cuban” songs referred to Juan Tizol’s Bakiff (1941), The Flaming
Sword (1940), as well as the Ellington-Tizol collaborations Conga Brava (1940) or Moon Over Cuba
(1941).
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seem that Sarduy romanticizes Cuba’s multi-ethnic composition, especially as he
exaggerates the overall contribution and importance of the Chinese population and leaves
out the presence of the aboriginal peoples. Yet as observed by Méndez Rodenas, Sarduy
problematizes ethnic blending: “Para Sarduy, el proceso de conformación de la cultura
cubana no se explica en término de un proceso sincrético de fusión de razas y elementos
culturales, como postulan Arrom, Ortiz y Carpentier. En directo contraste a esta teoría,
Sarduy propone que ‘Cuba no es una síntesis, una cultura sincrética, sino una
superposición” (105). Instead of a celebration of or invocation of interracial unity, Mood
Indigo proposes a more aggressive consideration of multiculturalism in the US. Races are
not blended but superimposed—placed on top of each other. Instead of producing a
harmonious counterpoint in their encounter, there have been a series of dissonances,
which do not allow a fixed identity, but rather an irresolvable one that needs consistent
revisions or, we could say, rearrangements.

ANALYSIS OF “RELATO”
Sarduy never again wrote so vocally about jazz or African Americans and he did
not return to the US until 1990. In the 1970s, he rather dedicated himself to theorizing
more about the baroque and the neobaroque, and although always reflecting back about
his native Cuba, his creative work took him to another direction: to the Orient. From
1971 to 1978 he went to Indonesia, Iran, Sri Lanka and twice to India, Morocco and
Tunisia.251 The influence of his multiple trips during this decade is most evident in his
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In 2008, the Instituto Cervantes organized an exhibition about these Sarduy’s travels to the Orient. The
exhibition was launched in Madrid in 2008 and travelled then to other headquarters in Paris, Fez, Tangiers,
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novels Cobra (1972) and Maitreya (1978). Moreover, at this time, Sarduy also wrote
radio plays that not only dialogue with these novels, but also speak to his interest for the
potential of mediated sound and self-identification with other ethno-cultural groups.
These radio plays have probably been the least disseminated of his works although
Tusquets published a compilation titled Para la voz (1977), which includes “La playa,”
“La caída,” “Relato” and “Los matadores de hormigas.” In what follows, I will give an
overview of Sarduy’s motivation in writing the radio plays compiled in Para la voz as
well as general characteristics in them. Then, I will analyze the use of cut up techniques
in “Relato,” and in the final third section I will focus on “Los matadores de hormigas.”
At the time Sarduy wrote his radio plays (the late 60s and early 70s), radio
entertainment had long reached the height of massive diffusion in Latin America and
Europe. In the 50s, radio in the Latin American continent was living its commercial
success: “La música—grabado o en vivo—, los deportes, los concursos y los dramáticos,
es decir, el entretenimiento en general, se adueñó de las estaciones comerciales” (Merayo
21). As mentioned in the Introduction, Cuba was the leading producer of radio scripts in
Latin America. The classic example of this is the international success of Félix Caignet’s
“El derecho de nacer,” which was readapted in various Latin American countries.252

Tetouan, Casablanca, Rabat, Pekin, New Delhi and finally Manila. Essays and photos of the exhibition can
be found in the book catalogue El oriente de Severo Sarduy (2008).
252
It was adapted as radio drama, a telenovela, or a film, in Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Ecuador, three times in
Mexico and three times in Brazil. Yeidi M. Rivero notes that considering Cuba’s notable conquest of Latin
American and Caribbean radio production in the 1940s and 1950s, had not been for the Revolution Cuba
would probably predominated Latin American television production. (Rivero 32) In a letter from June
1970, Sarduy writes to his family and says that he has received an award for La playa and feels like the
author of “El Derecho de Nacer,” that is, like Félix Caignet (Mercedes Sarduy 121).
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Sarduy no doubt grew up constantly listening to radio in Cuba and this can be perceived
in his work. Sánchez-Ortiz affirms:
Cantar y contar de oído como su padre es, pues, el tema plasmado no solo
en su obra novelística y poética sino también en su viva serie radiofónica
Así pasan los días, una especie de catálogo muy personal y poético de
canciones con idea, canciones-drama desde la guaracha hasta la música
electrónica […] con estilo barthiano adornado con singular gracejo se
desplazaba todas las semanas desde el estructuralismo al cha-cha-cha, de
la literature al son. (OC 1718)
However, apart from “La Dolores Rondón,” the rest of Sarduy’s radio plays do not take
place in Cuba. They are generally more abstract and almost overtly distant to Cuba. For
example, Sarduy claims to have conceived the pages of “La playa,” the first radio play in
the 1974 compilation Para la voz, based on a trip to Cannes in the Summer of 1967.
The voice characters in these radio plays seldom manage to carry out a dialogue;
they rather articulate these incidents sporadically. Addressing the repetitive nature of “La
playa,” Sarduy comments: “He tratado de significar este universo con el mínimo de
elementos: un vocabulario reducido, repetitivo, ‘vaciado’. El barroco es la tendencia
natural del español. Vaciar la frase es postular, otra vez, la literatura como artificio” (16).
The baroque presupposes the loss of an axis after which voices proliferate, liberated from
the obligation of having to make sense. An important indication in La playa is that words
in italics must be read simultaneously, which enables different levels of tonal dynamics.
One phrase is often articulated simultaneously or cut up by various voice characters,
making each other susceptible to a vocal blending that does not produce semantic
meaning. In this sense, Sarduy’s radio plays stem from Jacques Lacan’s observations that
language does not carry intended meaning. Evoking Lacan, whose seminaries Sarduy
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attended in Paris in the 1960s,253 in his collection of reflective and autobiographical
essays El Cristo de la Rue Jacob (1987), Sarduy observes:
El lenguaje estructurado, informativo, ése que con sus nudos y nexos nos
constituye y precede, sería un gran Otro falsamente eficaz, soporte
quebradizo del entendimiento y la comunicación. Si nos atuviéramos a ese
simulacro utilitario, a su falaz garantía, no nos entenderíamos jamás. Sólo
las faltas, los defectos, los olvidos, los lapsus de ese código permiten que
aflore, a la superficie compacta y como marmórea del lenguaje, la
insinuación del sujeto, un vislumbre de verdadera comunicación […] se
ganaría algo en la consideración científica del lenguaje si se partiera de
eso que Lacan formula muy sencillamente, y que es una especie de verdad
primera—y es que el malentendido es la esencia de la comunicación.
(OC I 100)
Even though language has been structured like a series of codes, it is always already
superfluous. Language cannot rid itself of its redundant nature and this is most evident
when articulated in conversation—when sounded. Communication, the one that seeks to
be utilitarian, based on passing on information, is impossible. One can only have
glimpses (“un vislumbre”) of the real communication through its reverberating
residues.254
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Wahl assures that Sarduy read Lacan very closely and that he attended many of his seminars, yet also
adds that Sarduy did not approach Lacan (nor intended to do so) as rigorously as literary critics claim: “Su
procedimiento creativo era el siguiente: retenía no la serie de argumentos que conducen a una formula sino
únicamente la formula pronunciada por Lacan. Después, ya por su cuenta, reflexionaba largamente sobre
ésta. Y como había pasado tanto tiempo pensando en ella, la formula volvía a aparecer espontáneamente en
su escritura. Pero en ese momento dejaba de ser fórmula y se transformaba en figura. Este tipo de
trouvailles, de hallazgos fortuitos, aparece en toda la obra de Severo” (Interview with Gallo 53).
254
In The Language of the Self: the Function of Language in Psychoanalysis (1975), Lacan points out:
“[T]he more the duty of Language becomes neutralized by its moving closer to information, the more
Language is imputed to be laden with redundancies. This was discovered by the economic problem of
long-distance communication, and in particular that of the possibility of carrying several conversations at
once on a single telephone line […] a substantial portion of the phonetic material is superfluous to the
realization of the communication actually sought” (63).
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The second radio play in Para la voz, “La caída,” seems to pay homage to this
very idea of phonetic waste although adapted into a radiophonic context. 255 According to
Sarduy, the term “caída” refers to the clips that are eliminated from the final version in
radio production: “fragmento de banda magnética desechado, residual, que se elimina de
la versión definitiva. Esos fragmentos que van cayendo al suelo del estudio, serán
utilizados en esta pieza” (OC II 1039). Hence, each voice actor is assigned a number of
textual fragments and given freedom to replace their parts with those of others, or to even
eliminate them. As Sarduy plays with the very possibility of carrying several
conversations and simultaneously none at once, the listener or reader of the radio play is
forced to sit back and appreciate the inflections and tones of each voice actor, or to make
smaller fleeting connections between the sonic signifiers articulated.
“Relato,” the third radio play in Para la voz, was written in the early 1970s,
largely inspired by Sarduy’s trips to Morocco in 1968 and 1970, as well as to India in
1971.256 The characters are taken from Sarduy’s third novel, Cobra, which roughly
thematizes the search for spirituality in the midst of superficiality: Cobra, the protagonist
in the novel, is a transvestite cabaret dancer who undergoes severe bodily transformations
that range from excessive make up to foot binding and castration. Tired of the physical
exploitation, Cobra escapes from his abusive matron and joins a gang of motorcyclists,
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“La caída” was written after a trip to Italy in 1971. It was first broadcasted in 1973 and then published in
Granma in 1974. In this chapter I omit a closer analyses of “La playa” and “La caída” because they do not
deal with notions of transcoloniality.
256
Before publication in 1973 in Julio Ortega’s edited volume Convergencias / Divergencias / Incidencias,
“Relato” was first broadcasted in 1972 in Paris, London and Stuttgart. That same year, it received the Prix
Italia, an international television and radio-broadcasting award. In 1975, a French version was published in
the magazine Ca.
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who initiate him, and invite him to join their pilgrimage to Tibet. These motorcyclists—
Tundra, Escorpión, Totem, Tigre and Cobra—make an appearance in “Relato” in an
upscale bar that seems to be in Tibet. Like in the novel, in the radio play the characters
are drunk or drugged. While in “La playa” the voice actors constantly articulate the
phrases “¿Te acuerdas?” and “Recuerdo,” at the beginning of “Relato” the five main
characters continuously ask in unison: “¿Dónde estábamos?” Later on, they also ask the
repetitive questions: “¿Cuánto tiempo estuvimos en el bar?” and “¿Qué estábamos
soñando?”
In addition to the motorcyclists, there is a male conference speaker, a female
assistant to the conference speaker, a bartender and a monk. The monk is supposed to be
played by the same voice actor as the bartender, and “they” articulate the exact same (yet
scrambled) few lines as Tigre. Further emphasizing the effect of sonic superimposition,
between or on the background of the “dialogues” of the voice characters, we hear clips of
Tibetan music, Dionne Warwick, water flows, random bar noises and applause.257 When
reading “Relato” there is a constant sense of déjà vu as the voice characters utter virtually
the same lines as in previous works by Sarduy. For example, portions of a scientific news
article about the discovery of a new quasar in the sky, pronounced in “Relato” by Tundra,
coincide with the poem “Isomorfía” from Sarduy’s Big Bang. The textual re-cycling from
previous works is in fact revealed up front in the very first lines of the radio play, which
simulates the beginning of a radio program.
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At the beginning of the radio play Sarduy specifies the use of the following records: “A musical
anthology of the Orient” by Unesco Collection, and “Dionne Warwick” by Disques Vogue.
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Con la participación de
(por orden de aparición):
La página de anuncios del Justice Weekly,
La página científica de Le Monde,
El texto de un cuadro de Lichtenstein - Hopeless, 1963 - ,
Una página de Naked Lunch, de William Burroughs,
Una descripción de Récits d’une vie fugitive, de Chen Fu
Y algunos pasajes de Cobra.
(OC I 89)
There is no doubt that this is where the cut ups in the radio play are to come from. Yet the
omission of specific dates of publication and page numbers of these primary sources
(unlike in Big Bang in which volume and page numbers are indicated) brings forth the
question of authenticity. The reader may be struck by an ambiguous anxiety to know
more about the sources, especially as their inclusion is not announced.
For example, without any coherent narrative development, right after the
motorcycle gang leave the bar (they are kicked out by the bartender for misbehavior),
there is a scene of a conference speaker and a female assistant exposing a new technique
of wireless mind control. First, the female assistant, with “voz oficialmente erótica,
reposante y ligera que tienen las anunciadoras en los altavoces de los aeropuertos,”
introduces the speaker who procedes with “tono monocorde de un vendedor de
supermercado” (OC 1068-9). As always, Sarduy’s detailed cues about vocal tonality
never cease to satisfy. Then, interweaving a passage form Burroughs’ novel Naked Lunch
(1959) word for word, the scene continues with the introduction of a technique that will
telepathically control all humans.258 This passage indicates the randomness with which
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The original passage in Naked Lunch is: “The biocontrol apparatus is prototype of one-way telepathic
control. The subject could be rendered susceptible to the transmitter by drugs or other processing without
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the mind can retain a select set of signs and make them replay. In this respect, critic
Robin Lydenberg observes how the overall presence of technological mass reproduction
in Burroughs’ works reveals an obsessive as well as paranoic attitude towards language.
For Burroughs language produces “an uncontrollably proliferating viral infection”
(Lydenberg 413).
In effect, Sarduy’s use of combinatory technique stems from Burroughs and
English painter Bryon Gysin’s cut up technique.259 In the late 50s, Gysin introduced
Burroughs to this technique, which was being practiced in the visual arts since the
beginning of the twentieth century. As put by Lydenberg, “Whether cutting up written
texts with scissors or splicing, overlapping, and distorting recorded voices on tape,
Burroughs is engaged in the physical handling of language” (413). During the following
years, they teamed up and published a collection of cut-up writings titled The Third Man
(1977 in French; 1978 in English) referring to how when writing in collaboration, a third,
new subjectivity arises and eventually, they also proceeded to work with voice
recordings; they cut them, experimented with speed modulations, and mixed them with
electric sounds, music clips and street noise.260 In other words, they were practicing the
art of sampling. Instead of aspiring to achieve meaning, their tape cut ups sought to avoid

installing any apparatus. Ultimately the Senders will use telepathic transmitting exclusively […]” (137).
There is a second segment in the radio play, which continues to quote from this passage.
259
Confirming these influences, Sarduy playfully proposes that Lezama could have been a precursor to
Burroughs’ tape experiments: “Si aceptamos una causalidad acrónica, o la constatación de que
desconocemos a nuestros precursores, las fechas tampoco desmentirán el hecho de que el súbito anuncia de
cierto modo el cut-up de William Burroughs y el fold-in method de Gysin” (OC II 1415).
260
A selection of Burroughs and Gysin’s tape experiments were compiled by Sub Rosa in 2001. In the
prologue to The Third Man Burroughs and Gysin declare that their precedents are Dada and Surrealism, as
well as T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land” (1922) and John Dos Passos’ U.S.A. trilogy, which incorporate
extratextual elements.
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resolution—to remain dissonant. Lydenberg observes: “[T]he discontinuities dominate
and for the most part resist semantic closure or resolution. The fragmentation of voice in
the cut-up tapes often reduces it to a series of purely phonemic gestures, a level at which
language as meaning is virtually eradicated” (427; emphasis added). Furthermore, their
project, which intended to broaden the definition of art and literature, dialogued with
John Cage’s compositions, which also sought to expand the limits of music by including
diverse electronic audio devices and even tape cut ups.261
The title of the radio play, “Relato,” alludes to the act of narrating; it comes from
the verb “relatar,” which implies a coherent ordering of events. And there is in fact an
element of narration as Cobra speaks extensively on the first person. Nevertheless, the
radio play is far from successfully telling a story. The incidents (if they may be called
that way) are repetitive, meandering and ultimately confusing. Thus, to grasp “Relato,”
its first publication in Julio Ortega’s Convergencias / Divergencias / Incidencias (1973)
presents one clue. In this compilation of texts, which according to Ortega attempt to
represent the canon in formation—“el work in progress de algunos de nuestros
principales autores, hispanoamericanos y españoles” (7)—Sarduy’s radio play radio is
included with the suggestive longer title: “Relato / Combine-Hearing.” The 1985 English
translation by Philip Barnard also includes this subtitle, as well as two epigraphs that
reveal that Sarduy’s concept of “combine-hearing” comes from and that is American
261

As early as 1938, Cage had invented the technique of “prepared piano” which consisted in placing
objects between the strings of a grand piano in order to alter its timbre when played. In the 1940s, he began
to use and manipulate electronic audio devices—such as buzzers, oscillators, radios, tapes and
phonographs—resulting in four of his five Imaginary Landscape pieces. From 1951 to 1953, Cage worked
on the project “Williams mix” for which he recorded 600 sounds and spliced them in eight tapes that were
to be played simultaneously.
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artist Robert Rauschenberg’s iconic “combine-paintings.”262 Hence, the first epigraph
belongs to Rauschenberg and the second one to Cage:
‘I call what I make ‘combine-paintings,’ that is combined works,
combinations. I want to avoid categories this way. If I had called what I
make paintings, people would have told me they were sculptures, and if I
had called them sculptures then people would have told me they were
paintings.
A pair of shoes is just as useful in making a painting as wood, nails,
turpentine, old paint, canvas… ‘
Robert Rauschenberg
‘There is no more of a subject in a ‘combine-painting’ than in a
newspaper page: everything there is a subject’
John Cage
(For Voice 80)
Whereas Rauschenberg explains the naming of his technique and briefly exposes the
process of randomly combining different materials and objects, Cage points out that
reality itself already makes chance combinations. Re-working Dada aesthetics, such as
Marcel Duchamp’s ready-made technique, these quotes emphasize that everything is
saturated with potential meaning.263
It seems as if the sources of inspiration Sarduy considered in the writing of
“Relato” are innumerable. Sarduy left explicit hints in his epigraphs, which have taken us
to resort to the work of Burroughs, Rauschenberg and Cage. Yet when referring to the
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According to Barnard, Sarduy insisted to make the English translation of “Relato” from the 1975 French
version of the play. Hence, apart from including these epigraphs, this translation of “Relato” contains
“additional material (the Rembrandplein bar scene) that was not included in the version published in Para
la voz” (For Voice 88).
263
In one of his essays in La simulación (1980), Sarduy further reflects on Rauschenberg’s combinatory
technique, referring to it as a kind of visual anagram. Echoing Cage’s epigraph, Sarduy observes that
magazines also superimpose unrelated images, such as photos of recently discovered Chinese mummies
and photos of the cast of a Hollywood movie (OC 1325-1330). The images and textual fragments in a
newspaper or a magazine, or the materials used by Rauschenberg are dissonant; nevertheless, by
readjusting one’s perception and activating a sense of cognitive dissonance, one has the chance to
understand them as a coherent whole.
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initial idea of writing Cobra, and by extension “Relato,” Sarduy told that it all started
with a phrase he heard by chance while he was in Cannes in 1967. The phrase was
“Cobra se mató en el jet en el Fujiyama.”264 Cobra was a transvestite performer at the
Parisian cabaret Carrousel and he had died in an airplane accident on his way back from
Japan. Recalling this event, Sarduy claims that certain phrases produce “cathartic
powers.” As much as this may again be a cliché, it could be said that Sarduy perceived
this aural experience as a calling from the Orient. As put by Sarduy, “la escritura
radiofónica es una consecuencia, el resultado de una escucha inicial” (OC 30).
Altogether, this signifies that Sarduy’s arrival to the cut up technique, as well as his use
of chance, were also inspired by the “Orient.” It is hence worth taking notice that in 1971,
when he conceived “Relato,” he spent significant time near Tibet. The fact that the
characters in Cobra and “Relato” are on their way to Tibet is not just random or a product
of a fantasy. Sarduy was there. Referring to its ending, Sarduy comments: “tuve que ir a
concluirla en el lugar donde, por excelencia, los opuestos se anulan y desaparecen, es
decir, en un monasterio tibetano” (Interview by Torres Fierro OC 1818). In other words,
Sarduy’s travel to Tibet left a permanent mark in his work. For the writing of the next
radio play, instead of going to the Orient, Sarduy stays in Europe, yet it continues to
consider the theme of the dissolution of the self in conjunction with a very different
historical event which involves Sarduy’s approach to de-colonization.
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According to Sarduy, “Cobra” is also an acronym of Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam, which were
the homes of the members of a group of European avant-garde artists that include Christian Dotremont,
Karel Appel and Asger Jorn. Details about the multiple references of “Cobra” are mentioned in interviews
with Rodríguez Monegal (“Conversación”), Fossey and Torres Fierro.
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ANALYSIS OF “LOS MATADORES DE HORMIGAS”
It seems quite odd to think about Sarduy within the theoretical frame of decolonization since his work does not deal with what today we understand it to be: a
strategic and necessary “delinking” from the standards of Western. Sarduy has rather
tended to be aligned to what some critics have often associated with “elitist” Westerncentered paradigms and movements. In his influential essay “Calibán” (1971), Cuban
critic Roberto Fernández Retamar made his disapproval of Euro-centric or imperialist
writers and critics such as Borges, Fuentes, Rodríguez Monegal and Sarduy. From
Europe, Retamar only salvages the heritage of socialism.265 His clear-cut repulsion for
Hispanic exile intellectuals outside the political parameters of socialism, along with his
more concealed homophobic attitude, is encapsulated by referring to Rodríguez Monegal
as “un servidor del imperialismo” and by faulting Sarduy’s “mariposeo neo-barthesiano.”
(In Cuba and many other Hispanic countries, “mariposa” is a slur for gay men.)266
Although Retamar would then revise the severity of his accusations, he always defended
that the gist of the content of the first edition of “Calibán” was what needed to be said at
that precise historical time against the imperialistic motivations of US and Euro-centric
scholarship. Nowadays the readership of Sarduy’s work has diversified. Nevertheless,
265

Retamar says: “Sentimos como plenamente nuestro el pasado del socialismo, desde los sueños de los
socialistas utópicos hasta el apasionado rigor científico de Marx […] y Engels; desde el intento heroico de
la Comuna de París hace un siglo hasta el triunfo de la Revolución de Octubre y la lección imperecedora de
Lenin. Desde el establecimiento de nuevos regímenes socialistas en Europa […] hasta revoluciones
socialistas en países asiáticos ‘subdesarrollados” (73).
266
Cuban historian Rafael Rojas explains that this famous attack on Sarduy was pronounced in the context
of the Cold War and the binary ideological division of Latin American writers at the time: a rupture
symbolized by literary magazine Casa de las Américas on one hand, and Mundo Nuevo on the other. In
1966 it was revealed that between 1953 and 1963 the CIA had financed the Congress for Cultural Freedom,
an anti-communist advocacy group that indirectly (through the Ford Foundation) funded Rodríguez
Monegal’s Mundo Nuevo (“Mariposeo Sarduyano”). For more direct attacks to Sarduy in Cuba during this
time, see González Echevarría’s La ruta de Severo Sarduy (49-51).
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Sarduy’s “elitism” has remained due to the sole fact that he lived most of his life in
Europe. In a way, his involvement with French intellectuals limits his readership. Thus,
despite this deterministic positioning, as we will see in the analysis of the radio play “Los
matadores de hormigas,” Sarduy did in fact question his status as a writer in Europe and
came up with an oblique reflection on the issue of de-colonization as a questioning of
hegemonic structures.
In the prologue to “Los matadores de hormigas,” Sarduy ambitiously proposes
that the radio play is about the “descolonización del cuerpo, sexualidad liberada, voz
liberada” (OC 1077). Published in 1976, it is set right after the end of the Portuguese
Estado Novo regime and the liberation of Afro-Lusophone colonies.267 This is one of the
very few works in which Sarduy is so explicit about historical context. Morevoer,
according to Wahl, Sarduy wrote it inspired by a trip to Portugal in 1974 and also by
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s Anti-Oedipe: Capitalisme et schizophrénie (1972),
which intends to recover the intense flows of desire that have been displaced by the
consumerist climate of late capitalism: “The schizophrenic deliberately seeks out the very
limit of capitalism […] He scrambles all the codes and is the transmitter of the decoded
flows of desire” (Deleuze and Guattari 35). Against the model of Freudian
psychoanalysis, which according to Deleuze and Guattari has often tried to reduce desire
to the Oedipus complex and down the road of ego formation, their premise is that there is
no stable or unique identity. Responding to their theoretical paradigm, in “Los matadores
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It was published in 1976 in the Mexican journal Revista Espiral and broadcasted in Stuttgart by
Suddeutscher Rundfunk in 1978 and in Paris by ORTF. (Wahl OC 1528)
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de hormigas” the identities of the voice characters in “Los matadores de hormigas” are
interchangeable. It is in this way that Sarduy proposes the de-colonization or liberation of
the voice through the absolute destruction of dialogue.
Lo que dice un personaje podría ser dicho, en última instancia, por
otro. La voz no es el indicador de una psicología o de una personalidad.
Intento también, por ello, destruir el diálogo radiofónico, forma arcaica de
la comunicación entre dos voces en la cual siempre una trata de
‘colonizar’ a la otra, para practicar un relato pulverizado, una galaxia de
voces, en la cual las individualidades y los tiempos verbales se contradicen
y se anulan.
Destrucción del individuo como una metrópolis—la conciencia o
el alma—con sus colonias—la voz, el sexo, etc.
Disolución. DEL YO.
(OC 1077)
The dissolution of the individual is further remarked as a cast of six voice actors (four
men and two women generically called Hombre 1, 2, 3, 4 and Mujer 1, 2) have to play
more than fourteen characters. The first listed voice characters, from which others
emanate, are six German tourists vacationing in Portugal’s most touristy region, Algarve.
Two of them serve as a couple of more conscious male tourists that interact with
Portuguese guerrilla men camping near Lisbon, another two as Portuguese soldiers in
Angola, and finally four of them serve as German photojournalists also in Angola. Any
reader and most definitely any listener would have difficulties distinguishing when each
voice character is playing which of one(s) the roles assigned. To the characters above,
one must also add the multiple radio interlocutors (played by the same voice actors) who
intermittently announce the news reports. Further highlighting the superimposition of
sounds, “Los matadores de hormigas” includes twelve sound clips, which are presented
as part of the prologue and numbered as follows:
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[1] Música de la Guinea Bissau.
[2] Música de Mozambique.
[3] Frenazo de un auto.
[4] Música de Angola.
[5] Un mitin público o un desfile.
[6] La canción de Michel Delpech Ça ira.
[7] Música Antigua de Brasil.
[8] Música de Goa.
[9] Pájaros de África.
[10] Música portuguesa.
[11] ‘Lady in Satin’, de Billy Holliday [sic]
[12] La primera frase de esta pieza…
(OC 1077-8)
These clips are to be grouped and pasted without transition. According to Sarduy they are
to be played intermittently throughout the text, competing with the radio announcers.
Sarduy clarifies: “los eventos políticos sólo nos llegan a través de la radio—que va
tomando cuerpo, introduciéndose entre los otros y marginándolos […] los elementos de
base—música de las antiguas colonias portuguesas—van admitiendo en su interior otros,
que los van apartando hacia los bordes de la página, de la escucha” (OC 1077). That is to
say, the voices of officiality lose power as they are intermingled with the music and
sound clips.
Despite

this

convoluted

and

heterogeneous

structure,

there

are

four

distinguishable storylines and extensive narrative details. The radio play is divided in six
parts called “secuencias” that conform the following narratives: 1) the six German
tourists suffer a car accident in Algarve, 2) the German tourist couple meets guerilla
bands camping near Lisbon, 3) four German photojournalists document the
decolonization of Angola on site and 4) two Portuguese soldiers leave their post in
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Angola after its liberation. The radio play begins with the six German tourists describing
the accident sonically, as if giving stage directions.
H1. Sucede en Portugal. Y lo primero que se escucha, a los lejos, es el
frenazo de un auto. O más bien: el chirrido de unas gomas resbalando
sobre la carretera […]
H2. Y luego, unos segundos de silencio… y el choque, el estruendo de los
vidrios rotos. Vidrios apedreados, claveteados. Vidrio molido.
H3. Y luego el silencio otra vez. Pero muy distinto al precedente. Poblado,
como detrás de un muro blanco, o como las formas bajo el agua, de ruidos
diversos. Ruidos apagados, borrados, tachados por el viento: una voz de
mujer, otras voces. El frenazo de un auto. La radio. Un pájaro.
(OC 1079)
Extreme degrees of loudness are evoked here: from the screeching of tires and the
crash itself to the moments of intense silence. After the introductory narration of this
acoustically dynamic setting, the female tourist M1 recounts that they have decided to go
to Portugal after hearing the news about the upcoming left-wing revolution against the
authoritarian regime. Their impulsive reaction of changing vacation plans responds to the
global craze with socialist revolutionary politics in the late 60s and 70s. She says: “Como
todos los alemanes, según se anunció la revolución de Abril, en Portugal, cambiamos
nuestros planes y decidimos ir de vacaciones a ver el nuevo régimen, como un hotel de
tres estrellas o un exotismo más” (OCII 1079-80).
Before continuing, it might be worthwhile to consider: why are there so many
Germans in this radio play? The first simple answers would be that Sarduy was targeting
his radio play to a German audience (many of his radio plays were produced in Stuttgart).
Another answer would be that Germans are known to travel abroad a lot and adding to
that, one may add that although Germany was historically an empire with only short-lived
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colonies overseas, they still had and have maintained an impulse to extend their imperial
project.268 In Philip Barnard’s English translation the tourists are French instead of
German. This was again probably a result of adapting the radio play from a French
version and targeted towards a French audience. Whatever is the case, this double
identity of the tourists resonates with the fixating “imperial gaze,” as pointed out by Said
in reference to the Orient, and later Pratt: the tourists go to Portugal in order to testify and
see everything with their own “imperial eyes.” However, these French-German tourists
actually do not go to a colony nor to the Orient; they go to another European country. In
other words, instead of being placed in the colonizer-colonized paradigm, they are
responding to a fast-paced consumerist culture to witness world politics. Rolando Pérez
comments: “Fast and immediate consumption being the object of their desire, the tourists
wanted to photograph (read fix or fijar) everything in just a few days” (194). Once in
Portugal, the tourists often find themselves hearing what is going on through radio, than
seeing it with their own eyes. Without noticing it, they are documenting what is going on
through listening.
For example, in the first encounter between the German tourist couple with the
Portuguese military youth near Lisbon, H1 recounts: “Eran estudiantes y ocasionales
músicos de jazz. Querían ir a Amsterdam a comprar haschich. Se sabían de memoria
‘Lady in Satin’, que cantaban con excesivas ‘ch’” (1081-2). The men sing Holiday’s song
268

In Sun, Sex, and Socialism: Cuba in the German Imaginary (2012) Jennifer Hosek analyzes how Cuba
functioned for Germans as a site of projection and furthered attempts to change inter-German alliances at
home. She contends that even though during the 60s and 70s Germans were involved in a global interest for
socialism that is susceptive to critiques, such as the continuation of imperialist fascination and other
commodity paradigms, their interest actually responded to a preoccupation of their nation, which is “always
already globally transnational” (4).
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by heart, as if it were a hymn.269 This reference to Billie Holiday in the radio play is not
random and I will come back to it in the conclusion. Suffice it to say it is also partially an
autobiographical reference since Sarduy himself had a period in which he listened,
somewhat obsessively, to Lady in Satin.270
As the German tourist couple continues walking inland, towards the jungle, they
hear noise from a radio and reach a zone that is declared “territorio salvaje.” The young
guerrilla men are hooked to the radio, but they are also just enjoying themselves as if they
were in a utopian community: “Nada pertenecía a nadie. Querían cultivar la tierra. Mirar
en silencio el sol poniente. Amor libre” (OC 1083). The tourist couple hears their
conversations, such as how they attempted to symbolically renamed the Salazar bridge
(nowadays known as Ponte 25 de Abril). From one end of the bridge, it was baptized
Bakunin, and on the other end, the most radicals ones, inspired by his novel The Wild
Boys (1971), had renamed it “William Burroughs.” Yet others had proposed calling it
“Reich, Brecht, y, por supuesto, Mao, Lenin y el Che Guevara” (OC 1084). The tone and
speed of their name-dropping suggests how revolutionary ideals have become
commodified: a chain of signifiers lacking meaning.
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When Lady in Satin (Holiday’s last album) came out, people were familiarized with the life behind the
voice of the iconic singer: a life characterized by extreme ups and downs—drug scandals, alcohol abuse
and several abusive partners—yet also a life of strong comebacks. Just a few years before her death in
1959, Holiday, known as Lady Day, launched an autobiography titled Lady Sings the Blues (1956), gave
two concerts at the Carnegie Hall and launched Lady in Satin in 1958. It is important to recall that one of
the numbered sound clips in the radio play is precisely taken from this album as well, begging the reader to
reconsider the purpose of this motif.
270
In an entry from 1974 from his autobiographical book Cristo de la rue Jacob (1987), Sarduy says: “Es
de noche y llueve. He tomado wodka con jugo de tomate. Salgo a la calle, siempre con la mini-cassette.
Otra vez Lady in Satin de Billy Holliday [sic]” (OC I 10).
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In contrast to the rather laid back atmosphere at the guerrilla men camping near
Lisbon, in the Angolan savanna there are buzzing insects and an intolerable heat.
Nevertheless, the German photojournalists keep a sense of humor and parody of what
they are expected to document: “Pájaros blancos volando en escuadra, fondo de nubes
anaranjadas […] y sobre todo tigres, tigres furiosos, rugientes, sanguinarios, saltando
hacia el lector de la doble página central, en colores, sin texto: eso nos pedían los
redactores al enviarnos al África” (OC 1085). In other words, they are expected to
confirm the exotic and sensationalist savagery of Africa, by taking as many photos as
possible with their “fusiles-cámara.” Rolando Pérez points out the neo-colonial
undertones of this scene and comments that it “attests to the violence of visual
perception, which turns the object of the gaze into a target” (196). But more than
demonstrating a neo-colonial attitude, the German photojournalists seem to be selfconscious of their intrusiveness. They are the ones that compare their cameras to violent
weapons and they are the ones that make fun of the stories they are expected to bring
back to Germany, to the center. “Citar en la entrevista, por supuesto, a Mao, Lenin y el
Che Guevara” (1085)—adds one of the photojournalists. This is the exact same phrase
articulated in the previous sequence in which the guerrilla men were renaming the
Salazar bridge. Thus, it re-emphasizes that the global intiative for revolution has been
packaged for fast consumption.
The title of the radio play refers to the inactivity of the Portuguese guerrilla men,
who are caught in an “aburrimiento cotidiano” and leisurely dedicate themselves to kill
ants. One of the tourists summarizes their tactic as follows:
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Habían organizado la defensa en círculos concéntricos. Un círculo
exterior, de terreno neutro, en que se aceptaba, pero observándolo de cerca
y señalándolo inmediatamente al grupo, el paso del enemigo. Un círculo
intermedio en que se intentaba, por bombardeo de piedras, su
exterminación. Un círculo interno en que se apelaba a las grandes
maniobras: arena y fuego. (OC 1082)
On a larger scale, the guerrilla men are also using this strategy around their
camps, in case the Portuguese regime attacks them. According to Wahl, the concentric
circles here were influenced by Jasper Johns and Kenneth Noland’s paintings (OC 534),
which again highlights the implicit violence of the target gaze. The same way one is
visually always in search of a center, the concentric circles reflect the struggle and
difficulty of not giving up to the tendency of looking for a new leader. Thus, “Los
matadores de hormigas” offers an acoustic de-centering and re-territorialization. First of
all, throughout the radio play Sarduy samples more the clips that correspond to music
from Brazil, Goa, Guinea Bissau and Mozambique. The Euro-centric sonic hegemony is
dismantled as the listener of “Los matadores de hormigas” ends up hearing more Lusotranscolonial music clips. Furthermore, as the radio play proceeds, the “official” radio
announcer’s voice is heard less than the voices or the music clips. After the liberation of
the African colonies, the radio announces a statement by the Portuguese Prime Minister.
It is the voice of the civilizer who expresses that the African ex-colonies should remain
speaking Portuguese. This statement has strong neocolonial undertones as it points to a
colonizing view towards language policy. Nevertheless, it also posits a potential for
solidarity and commonality between ex-colonies of Portugal. Soon, the Portuguese Prime
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Minister is interrupted by the other voice characters. They silence him and all ends with
an excess of commas and a sequence of the sound clips:
(En primer plano, mientras se da la noticia.)
H1. Tres vueltas sobre la sabana.
H2. Vidrios sobre la tierra,
H1. Sobre las bolas de zarza que el viento arrastra por kilómetros, como
nidos esféricos,
[…]
H2. Sobre la sabana:
(Un silencio.)
M1. calor,
M2. luz excesiva,
H1. bordes netos,
H2. arena,
H3. vidrio,
H2. polvo.
ELEMENTOS SONOROS
[7] [9] [10] [8]
(OCII 1088)
The music sound clips permanently interrupt the flow of the narrative. Likewise,
right after the car accident of the tourists in Algarve, the radio is still left on, but the news
that were being reported are interrupted by static: “El claxon y la radio de se habían
bloqueado y continuaban emitiendo un silbido agudo y ya vacilante, como el de un tren
de juguete, y las últimas noticias locales, con interferencias españolas y tormentas de
estática” (OC 1091). The radio is left almost speechless, emitting unintelligible and then
foreign sounds.
With all its complex unresolved dissonances, this radio play advocates a global
South-South exchange facilitated by the language of the colonizer, a language that in
each country adopts new rhythm, inflection and color. Furthermore, as the voice
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characters are all European, it also proposes a renewed North-South conversation: not so
much of a dialogue, but an expanding galaxy of voices without a fixed center. Sarduy
was an attentive listener who retained cut-ups of sonic details from his trips and
restructured them to make a new piece composition.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have analyzed how Mood Indigo, “Relato” and “Los matadores
de hormigas,” which take place in America, Asia, Africa and Europe, encompass many of
Sarduy’s travels. Hence, through them, we have seen that where one least expects it,
foreign sounds become familiar. Sarduy perceived a plurality of superimposed sounds,
yet resisted tying them up as a coherent whole. Sarduy could identify with German or
French tourists, as well African American jazz musicians.
In an attempt for closure, I will summarize a short text titled “Lady S. S.” (1990),
in which Sarduy imagines his life as a black Cuban female singer and weaves in facts
from his own life. According to this account, Sarduy’s childhood was a tragic one. Before
being born her father had abandoned her mother, the mother was mistreated and as she
ended up in jail, forcing Sarduy to work as a child. It was in a few lines, “una penosa
letanía de anécdotas banales y de terribles injusticias en un contexto de pobreza y de
discriminación racial” (OC 16). As the mother relocated in Havana to look for work, the
child Sarduy had to stay in Camaguey working as a servant in an accommodated house,
where she had the chance to listen to recordings of bolero singers Daniel Santos, Lucho
Gatica and Myrta Silva. Then, after some time, the young Sarduy went to Havana to visit
her mother and accidentally run into a speakeasy. A fairly famous pianist there saw
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something in her and asked if she could sing. She sang a song called “Un chorizo na má
queda, bombo camará” with such exquisite talent that everybody was enchanted. After
that night, her life changed: she launched a record and got a job at the Tropicana Club.
She eventually had achieved so much international fame that Hollywood offered her a
film contract and she was forever known as “Duquesa” or as the title of the account goes,
“Lady S.S.” This imaginative semi-autobiographical account seems a manifestation of
Sarduy’s fascination with metamorphosis and travestism. However, more than that, it is
actually a rewriting of the life of the Lady in Satin, Billie Holiday. Sarduy was not
famous like Holiday, but he had to cope with the fact that he was all of a sudden being
attacked for being at the center of Western intellectualism.
Finally, Sarduy was not exactly a model political activist; he was not really vocal
about the oppression of minorities, like Jean Genet was for Algerian immigrants in
France or African Americans in the US. Nevertheles, in his writings one can still perceive
his understanding of dissonace as a “way of life.” He did not remain oblivious and quiet
about what he saw and heard during his various trips. As much as he negotiated with and
at times surrendered to his Euro-centric gaze, his hearing always remained critical to
hegemonic structures and attentive to transcolonial sounds. In the end, Saduy was
politically vocal in his own way.
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Conclusion: Transcolonial Reverberations in the Twenty-First Century
“Can we talk about nostalgic charm? Roxas
Boulevard, a waterfront roadway along Manila Bay,
is akin to the Malecón in old Havana, Cuba, down
to its stately coconut palm trees, glorious sunsets,
and fraught colonial history.”
(Jessica Hagedorn, Manila Noir 9-10)
This dissertation has explored how although Cuban and Filipino writers were not
in systematic and diplomat contact throughout the twentieth century, they did continue to
share and develop a similar attitude and discourse of disharmony or then dissonance, as a
consequence of the transcolonial conditions produced by the hegemonic rules of Spain
and the United States. Chapter 1 recovered Balmori’s discomforts with the
Americanization of the Philippines through his poetry and novels. Balmori had a dislike
towards jazz, as it represented Americanness, and was rather committed to European
Romantic music, Spanish American modernismo and Japanese culture. However, through
an examination of his Los pájaros de fuego, I demonstrated how Balmori’s faith in
harmonious order and hegemonic structure quickly came to an end.
Chapter 2 also examined Carpentier’s fascination with and consequent
disappointment towards European Romanticism. I considered that Carpentier’s long
lasting interest in Wagner’s opera Tristan and Isolde is connected to his interest in
Schoenberg’s music, because they both signify a move away from Western tonalities.
Like late romantic or atonal composers who naturally or strictly refuse to conform to
standards of harmony, both Balmori and Carpentier represent transitional subject in
search for new tonalities, unheard dissonances.
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In Chapter 3, I interpreted Villa’s infamous “comma poems” as his struggle
having to come to terms with his Hispanic heritage, and compared him to bilingual
neobaroque Cuban author Guillermo Cabrera Infante. I proposed Villa was a “heritage
listener” of Spanish who avidly read and translated Hispanic poets. Moreover, I argued
that these two activities led him to come up with his comma poems, which I interpret as a
cypher of his silent tongue-tie. In this third chapter, I also introduced Sarduy through his
essays and established that for him “barroco” ultimately seeks for order and structure,
while “neobarroco” is more akin to disharmony.
Chapter 4 examined the poems and radio plays Sarduy wrote in the late sixties
and early seventies. I analyzed his ability to superimpose voice cut ups, inspired by his
trips to the US, India and Portugal. I argued that Sarduy compensated for the
impossibility of returning to his native island by relying on his Cuban Spanish, and by
listening to and identifying with African American musicians.
In short, the first two chapters address the end of the desire to harmonize, through
an examination of “crumbling” hegemonic models. The following two chapters on Villa
and Sarduy showcase a more overtly performative attitude. Both Villa and Sarduy dared
to listen to disperse concrete and imaginative sounds or sound cut ups, and make them
appear as a new (although ephemeral) unity in their works. In other words, they fully
developed a proper aesthetics of dissonance. As disconnected as these authors were, they
altogether dared to question or challenge the hegemonic discourses in which they were
located.
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In conclusion, this dissertation proves that even after being disconnected from the
logic of Spanish imperialism, comparable attitudes and expression of dissonance arose in
the works of Filipino and Cuban writers. I haved traced tropes in Cuban culture that are
“repeated” in the Philippines, to take Antonio Benítez Rojo’s conceptualization of the
Caribbean as a “repeating island.” For Benítez Rojo, the Caribbean is a “metaarchipelago,” that is, it can be found outside of the Caribbean. Through this approach,
similarities between Cuban and Filipino everyday life surely continue to haunt our
imagination. In fact, Filipina American writer Jessica Hagedorn sees Manila and Havana
as two sides of the same coin. As quoted in the epigraph of the Conclusion, Havana’s
iconic Malecón is akin to the esplanade next to Roxas Boulevard, which runs through the
Manila Bay. Both walkways invite their urbanites to forget the chaos on the streets as
well as their countries’ shared colonial history. Both esplanades, adds Hagedorn, were
constructed during the early 1900s, when Cuba and the Philippines were under US
military rule, a historical fact that calls for further comparative work.
Future research could also be done comparing the cultural productions of the
Philippines and the Hispanic Caribbean, especially Puerto Rico, through an archipelagic
approach.271 Re-thinking its geographical identity, according to Filipino writer Cirilo F.
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Some efforts to foster a tripartite dialogue between Cuba, Philippines and Puerto Rico can be found in
Filipino historian Augusto Fauni Espiritu and his current research on “Hispanism” in the Philippines, the
US and the Caribbean, the Archipelagic Studies initiative at Rutgers University-New Brunswick, as well as
international conferences like “La nación soñada: Cuba, Puerto Rico y Filipinas ante el 98” (held in
Aranjuez, Spain, in April 1995), “El 98 en la coyuntura imperial” (held in Morelia, Pátzcuaro and
Michoacán, Mexico, in October 1997), and “Bastards of Imperialism” (held in Stanford University in
April/May1998).
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Bautista, the Philippines can only be grasped through an “archipelagic consciousness.”272
In that respect, critic Allan Punzalan Isaac playfully imagines that “long ago the
Philippine archipelago broke off from the Latin American landmass, floated across the
Caribbean, across the isthmus, and into the Pacific and the China Sea” (American Tropics
ix). Puerto Rican critic José F. Buscaglia-Salgado articulates a similar idea, but with a
melancholic tone. He says: “To this day, the history of the Philippines and Guam finds a
parallel in the fortunes and misfortunes of the peoples of Cuba and Puerto Rico, their first
cousins in the album of colonial relations” (153).273 In fact, in her recent book, Islands of
Empire: Pop Culture and U.S. Power (2014), Camilla Fojas pursues the similarity
between the four islands mentioned by Buscaglia, in addition to Hawaii, in contemporary
culture—mainly in film. She convincingly argues: “local Hawaiian characters are played
by Filipino actors, Cuban films are shot in Puerto Rico, Filipino actos play Chamorros,
Pearl Harbor leads into Manila Bay, films set in Buam are shot in the Philippines, and
Puerto Rican actors play heroes of the Cuban Revolution” (13). Americans see these
islands and their people as interchangeable.
Another direction for future work would be to examine Filipino American,
Chicano and US Latino writing conjointly. As mentioned in the Introduction, when
Filipino migrant writer Carlos Bulosan arrived to the US, he experienced a moment of
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Cirilo Bautista says: “[Our] national literature can be in any language, though it cannot be anything but
Filipino […], being benevolent and non-debatable, [we] will clarify our archipelagic consciousness” (qtd.
in Donoso and Gallo 20).
273
In this quoted passage, from Undoing Empire: Race and Nation in the Mulatto Caribbean (2003),
Buscaglia-Salgado analyzes the case of Alonso Ramírez, a Puerto Rican who was taken captive by British
pirates and travelled around the world at the end of the seventh century. He goes on to observe: “Alonso
Ramírez was the first official colonial discoverer of that point where the East Indies meet the West Indies
[…] his arrival in Guam and in the Philippines must have been a terrible experience of déjà vu” (153).
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solidarity with Mexican immigrants, through the “sound of Spanish.” The passage is
counterpointed by Puerto Rican author Judith Ortiz Cofer’s poem “The Latin Deli: An
Ars Poetica” (1991), in which Cuban exiles, Mexican immigrants and Puerto Ricans
gather over a formica counter in a deli, “all wanting the comfort of spoken Spanish” (3).
Moreover, the scene in Bulosan’s novel is highly symbolic because it underscores the
loss of Spanish in the Philippines and resonates with Latinos in the US who are losing or
never acquired Spanish speaking/writing abilities, but remain, like Bulosan and Villa,
“heritage listeners” of Spanish. Although Latinidad always runs the risk of the cultural
commodification, it also has a remarkable potential for solidarity. Latinidad calls for
transnational bonds and a strategic sense of connectedness. For sociologist Felix M.
Padilla, powerful intergroup relations can emerge based on an “ethnic-conscious
behavior” that is “shared by more than one Spanish-speaking group at a point in time”
(62). In Frances R. Aparicio and Susana Chávez-Silverman’s edited volume
Tropicalizations: Transcultural Representations of Latinidad (1997), Juan Flores
questions the formation, imagination, and labeling of Latinos; nevertheless, he also sees
the potential for unity.274 Flores says: “‘Comunidad,’ ‘común’-‘unidad’: the Spanish
word, even more clearly than the English, calls to mind two of the key terms in the
conceptualization of this notoriously elusive idea. What do we have in ‘common,’ and
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Aparicio and Chávez-Silverman challenge the essentializing views on Latino/a and Latin American
subjects, and seek to present plural voices from the Latino/a world (hence tropicalizations in the plural
form). Along those lines, further complicating the homogenizing pan-ethnic view of Latinidad, Marta
Caminero-Santangelo proposes: “Latino identity might properly be understood as always an ‘in-between’
or ‘hyphenated’ identity, not just in the more common (and overused) sense of the hyphen between Latino
and ‘American,’ but rather in the sense that ‘Latino’ is found in the boundaries between one so-called
Latino group and another” (218).
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what ‘unites’ us, what are our commonalities and what makes for our unity” (Flores 184).
Expanding the notion of Latinidad by including Filipino American writers who identify
themselves as partially Latinos due the Philippines imperial connection to Spanish
America will perhaps result in a rise of Asian Latinidad.275
Finally, beyond geographical fantasies or possible future scholarly projects, in
2013, Filipina poet Marjorie Evasco and Cuban writer Alex Fleites engaged in a lucid,
multilingual and cross-cultural conversation. They co-wrote tanrengas and published
them in a beautiful accordion book titled Fishes of Light / Peces de luz. The tanrenga is
basically a collaborative poetic genre that belongs to the Japanese tradition of the renga,
but it is distinguished for its brevity. One author traces an image in three verses and then
the other one finishes it in two verses. As put by Evasco in the prologue of Fishes of
Light, the tanrenga is “a convivial play of images sprung from each poet’s awareness of
the astonishment of things.” For what became Fishes of Light, however, the two poets
added a new twist. In their poetic game, Evasco wrote the first three verses in English,
which Fleites translated to Spanish and consequently finished with two verses in Spanish,
which Evasco translated to English. Then they exchanged roles: he would begin with
three verses in Spanish and she translated them to English, and so forth. Referring to their
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In an article from 2012, Robert Chao Romero and Kevin Escudero estimate there are three hundred
thousand Asian Latinos living in the United States, which they divide into four distinct groups or
categories. The first one consists of Asian immigrants from Latin America and consider themselves Latino.
The second group consists of people born in the United States of cross-cultural Asian Latino parentage.
This is the case of Rudy P. Guevarra, who has written a book about being “Mexipino” (half Mexican and
half Filipino.) Another group is a separate group consists of Filipinos who migrated the US and settled in
Latino neighborhoods. Finally, the fourth group is specifically made up of the descendants of the Puerto
Rican migrant laborers who went to Hawaii during the late nineteenth century and intermarried with Native
Hawaiians.
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linguistic skills, using the third person Fleites adds in the epilogue: “ella no habla el
idioma de él, pero escucha como nadie sus palabras. Él no sabe las lenguas en que sueña
su amiga, pero puede recoger bajo el cerezo florecido las sílabas que destiló su corazón
hacia la noche.” Thus, attentive to the images and the sounds that surround them, one
tanrenga reveals:
Children’s voices in the neighbor’s house
blend like the sound
of water and wind in the garden
their cries rain on closed windows;
their laughter beats on locked doors.
Las voces de los niños en la casa vecina
se entremezclan como el sonido
del agua y del viento en el jardín.
sus lamentos llueven en las ventanas cerradas;
sus risas golpean en las puertas clausuradas.
The images they evoke transcend real and imaginary boundaries. What occurs outside
their windows and doors resonates indoors, as well as across oceans.
Perhaps one could compare Fishes of Light to Renga, A Chain of Poems (1971),
written in Spanish by Octavio Paz, English by Charles Tomlinson, French by Jacques
Roubaud and Italian by Edoardo Sanguinetti. Both poetic exercises aspire to achieve the
dissolution of the ego. Just as implied by Evasco in the case of Tarenga, at the end of the
Renga chain verse writing it was difficult to distinguish who had authored which lines
first. Apart from being friends, what brought the four poets of Renga together, according
to critic Timothy Clark, was “a shared valorization of the act of composition itself as a
valuable transformation of the psyche” (78). Yet while Paz, Tomlinson, Roubaud and
Sanguinetti wrote their renga in five days in the basement of a hotel in Paris, Evasco and
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Fleites played their poetic game for two years and at a distance: in Manila and Havana.
Peces de luz resumes a long awaited dialogue between the Philippines and Cuba, a
dialogue that was delayed and almost forgotten due to geographical distance and
divergent cultural histories. As put by Evasco: “Crisscrossing the seas, they learned how
to pay attention, how to be companions of consciousness.” Indeed, through their
exchange of verses these two companions inhabited each other’s city and revived their
transcolonial past.
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